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M4r. Joseph Abenaki December 18, 1959

0. J. Meiazid

1. Board riise aton vill en ims nxt xwek. Next meetin
is sahmduled fo rTueaday at 10 a.r.

2.On Article VT, Forrei of' Fin ein, a majority ?avrored

Finaneirg local eurrenoy :1te with foreign exna
maleft ae a 7>:nibility win special cases". A gonertl

technical assia :.<marti de wa proposrd but. my ag'ren er
ma reached an' a m linit' artinle ba e cnsidere4 .



FoRMS-No. INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Joseph Rieinskr DATE: December 17, 1959

FROM: 0. J. KaDinemil

SUBJECT: I.D.A.

1. lt the Board meeting of Decembeer 16 the provisios for additional
subscriptions and the suppleentary resources 3ection were reviewed.
The onlyv significant pnts

(a) In case of aditional subscriptions including repleni nt
after 5 yers shal eah member be given only one option
namely, subscribing no additional amant or subcribi ng
enough to keen its vtng nower intact. The general opinion
favored a more flexible arrangement but the qaes tin was
left open.

(b) Should contributors of slementary resources get half the
net earnings from the use by IDA of such resources. On
this everyone opposed t.he U.S. which wa nts half the nnt
earni ngs.

2. On matters reqairing alified majority voting, m3t favored 2/3
rather than 3// majori ties.



Mr Joleh ainski : r 17, 19

1. At , " O etin f no- r r 16 eiins r A ditial
sbscrintions a t aipl a r rees mti n in r I .

The only 'iMicI n'oi r:

(a) In Coal so i seriton u- r-i.
after 5 y rg h 1e- be - yj vo oly m t n

ely, sbscribir m oiw amrn n w r anheri hi'

emmh to keO its 7 tIn neer Intat. n1 otnion
favord a ro fidhle arraws eent but tOe stion ma
left own.

(b) V ' nt wrrtors of s leentar r t re pt Mlf the
net earnirs rom the b f h resl Xree.

thin everynne oprsed t J., wn- ints 1 the ot
earninaw.

2. in m t;ar., reuii :- u 1 7- / m rity voti Q ru na r Ow /3
ratlr tn 3/ ariti.

OJ1oD ir



Your -f-: C 132/23 December 17, 1959

Dear "r. de 'cynes

I wish to thank you for your letter of ecember 11 1959,

OrteloSing the text of the resol t in on the aabject of the Interna-

tional Developwnt Association which was adopted by the General

ssebly on December 5.

At the same tdm, we ase received the records of the ds-

bate, of the eneral saanbly on this subject and have had thiM

ade available to the xecutive lirector of the Bank.

incerely yours,

n R.

uene . d1ack

r. ilippe de eynes
nder-'ecretary for

conomic and ocial rfair.
United '_'tions
New York 17, ua



4cemoer 16, L 3

Mrs. RnTth Laves

Bloomngton, Indciatna

Dear M rs. Lave*:

n. y l .t i c sr 11. V was
a pleasure !or me to talk to you aii your colleaguas lat

irontt and : uasvery 4n vi -w L r' tia a cproach widh the
League of Wrs Voters ii taking to the issues of foreign
econortic oic :ni we ,Nesa - , ::-l Ale-arn,
from your etter that Qnrecsman 'arr is prepared to battle
for T)A. Suport ror arpresntatve of the middle wast is
certainly most welccm.

I hope it - U 'oc loi' before T have a chanoe
to see you and E.er ai~&i. ta knd maards,

Sincerely yors,

.icd 4. Demuth

Technaa eistance and Liaison Staff

RmDar
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Correspondents / Participants
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Financial Policy Committee dealing with IDA draft charter)
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FoRM No. 57
(5.8) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Yr. Joseph Racinski DATE: December 15, 1959

FROM: 0. J. icDiarmid

SUBJECT: I.D.A.

1. Detailed discussinsi of the draft charter were resured in
the Board at 10 a.m., Decembr 15. They will contue for the rest
of the week.

24 The only point of substance disnussed this morning was the
rate at which suhscriptions would be paid in. The staff has suggested
23% for all kinds of subscriotions at the beginning of operaions
and 19.255 a year for the next four years. The U.. reseereod.
on this but it wl proa ty be accepted. The samie percentag
applies to converti a! s to incovertible s bscriptions. Some
directors felt that the rae of commitment cou l exceed substantially
the rate at ch fnd s ould b lable i the early years since
disbursements will lag. Howevr this would mean a decreas e in the
lending rate in the 4th and 5th years. The :est likely lending rate
therefore would be uniform at 15-- 17) million a year.

cc: 1r. Tarsen



FORM No. 27
(11- 58)

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR OUTGOING WIRE INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

TO: Steyn DATE: December 15, 1959
Treasury
Pretoria CLASS OF Night Letter
Unioni of South Africa SERVICE:

COUNTRY:

TEXT:
Cable No.:

IDA discussions resumed today and various amendments were submitted by the

staff to the original draft. The most important of these is a change in the

schedule of payments for initial subscriptions of original members. Under the

proposed new payment schedule, instead of an initial payment of 50% of the total

subscription, the 0 requirement would apply only to the 10% portion of the

subscription payable in gold or freely convertible currency, and the 90% portion

would be payable in five equal annual instalments. Mathematically, this would

work out to an initial payment of 23% of the total subscription, with four

subsequent instalments of 19 % each. This proposal does not affect in any way

the provision that notes could be substituted for the 90% portion of capital

subscriptions.

In the discussions that followed, Directors preferred the new

version.

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME J.M. Garland

DEPT. Executive Director

SIGNATURE - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __"A - " -
(SIGNA URE-OF'INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)

(IMPORTANT: See back of yellow copy for guide in preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5-48)

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Davidson Sommers DATE: December 15, 1959

FROM: A. A. Khosropur

SUBJECT: Views Expressed by Pakistan, 6udan and Iraq on the Draft IDA Articles
of Agreement.

With reference to my memorandum of December 14, 1959, regarding the
views of Pakistan, 3udan and Iraq on the draft IDA Articles of Agreement,
I should like to mention that according to a corrected version of the tele-
gram received from Pakistan, the proposed views of Pakistan for Article I
after line 4 should read as follows, "for projects and programs including
those not directly productive which meet the developmental requirements of
the country or countries concerned."

/



FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5.48)

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: hr. Davidson 6oniners DATE: Decemner 1a, 1959

FROM: A. A. Khosropur

SUBJECT: Co(iaients on Draft IIA Articles of Agreement.

I enclose herewith a copy of the comments regardin the IDA draft
Articles of Agreement received from Pakistan, Sudan and iraq for your
consideration.

Enclos ure/
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FoRM No. 75 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(5-58) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Date

ROUTING SLIP

NAME ROOM NO.

Action Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Siqnature
Initial To Handle

REMARKS

T Rm -

From



Fop- No. 89 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

-57) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Date

R O U Ti N G SL IP

NAME ROOM NO.

Action Note and File

Approval Note and Return

Comment Prepare Reply
Full Report Previous Papers
Information Recommendation
Initial Signature

Remarks
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRES • UNATIONS NEWYDRK -ADRESSE TELEORAPHIQUE

11 December 1959

Dear Mr. Black,

On behalf of the Secretary-General, I have pleasure in transmitting

to you herewith the text of the resolution on the subject of the Inter-

national Development Association which was adopted by the General Assembly

on 5 December on the basis of a draft submitted by the Second Committee.

In accordance with the request contained in paragraph 4 of the same

resolution, I am also transmitting to you, for communication to the

Executive Directors of the Bank, the records of the debates of the

General Assembly on this subject at its present session.

Yours sincerely,

-I/iippe de Seynes
Under-Secretary for

Economic and Social Affairs

Mr. Eugene R. Black
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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QCHC L OF LAW

December 11, 1959

Mr. Eugene Black, President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Black:

During the last Bank and Fund meetings in Washington I
was struck by one notable paragraph in your speech suggesting the
need for new institutions to promote the international flow of
private capital.

Last May, in a talk to the American Society of Interna-
tional Law, I made a proposal for such an institution to be made
part of the IBRD-IMF-IFC-IDA complex. I am taking the liberty of
enclosing a reprint of my remarks.

The heart of my proposal (pp. 264-266) is to use the new
International Development Association as a means for encouraging
the less developed countries to do more in the way of creating a
favorable investment climate and, particularly, to resolve in a
more orderly way than now exists disputes between them and private
investors from abroad. I should be most interested to have your
comments on this proposal.

I feel my proposal is made particularly timely in view
of your appeal for more "gardners" to cultivate the field of
international development!

Yours very sincerely,

Richard N. Gardner
Associate Professor of Law

RNG:EC
Enclosure





INTERNATIONAL MEASURES FOR TH2E PROMOTION AND
PROTECTION OF? FORE~IGN INVESTMIENT

By Ric~IIAR N. GARDNER

Reprinted froin PLOCFEDINGS 01' THLE AAMERICAN SOCIETY OF' INTERNIATIO.NAL LAW, 1959



FIFTH SESSION

Friday, May 1, 1959, at 8:30 p.m.

PANEL I: ECONoMIC GROWTH AND TRADE AMONG COMPETITIVE SYSTEMs

The session reconvened at 8:30 o'clock p.m. in the East Room of the
Mayflower Hotel, Mr. G. Winthrop Haight, of the New York Bar, presiding.

The Chairman introduced the first speaker, Professor Richard N. Gardner
of Columbia University.

INTERNATIONAL MEASURES FOR THE PROMOTION AND
PROTECTION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT

By RICHARD N. GARDNER

Columbia University Law School

The principal challenge to students of international law today, according
to a recent article by Professors Myres S. McDougal and Harold D. Lass-
well, is "to make continuous reappraisal of the circumstances in which
specific institutional combinations can make the greatest contribution to
our over-arching goals." 11 I have been asked to take up this challenge
by reappraising existing and proposed international institutions for the
protection and promotion of private foreign investment.

This is quite a large exercise. Since the short time available does not
permit a comprehensive historical or analytical survey of the subject, I
shall make a highly personal evaluation in the form of six propositions.
Some of these propositions will undoubtedly prove controversial; but they
will serve at least to define the issues.

My six propositions are as follows:

1. A satisfactory rate of economic growth of the free world is an essen-
tial precondition to the achievement of our basic objectives.

Our basic objectives may be defined in shorthand form as security,
prosperity and freedom, both for ourselves and for the other peoples of
the non-Communist world. Currently the most dramatic way of demon-
strating the relation between these objectives and free world economic
growth is to emphasize the "Communist economic challenge." At the 21st
Communist Party Congress in Moscow, Mr. Khrushchev boasted that the
world balance of economic power was turning in favor of the Communists.
He predicted that by 1970 the Soviet Union would be out-producing the
United States and that the Communist bloc would be out-producing the
free world. He concluded that Communist victory in the production race
would "attract millions of new adherents and bring about tremendous
changes not only in our own country, but in the whole world."

1 53 A.J.I.L. 5 (1959).
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Khrushchev's challenge is real and it is well for us to be concerned about

it. But surely we can state our interest in economic growth in a more af-

firmative way. Even if the Communists were not around, we would need to

have a satisfactory rate of economic growth, not only for its own sake but

because it is a prerequisite to the attainment of our non-material ends.

To be sure, economic development is not the panacea some people have

claimed it to be. But in a world swept by the "revolution of rising expec-

tations,'' it is clearly an essential basis for progress toward security and

freedom. 2

2. Free world economic growth of thc kind necessary to promote our

objectives is heavily dependent on foreign investment by the industrialized

West.

Economic development requires capital. For the underdeveloped coun-

tries there are three possible sources of capital: domestic, Communist and

Western. The relative emphasis which underdeveloped countries place on

these alternative sources will profoundly affect their economic and political

evolution and consequently our pursuit of security, prosperity and freedom.

A good part of the capital needs of the underdeveloped countries can and

must be supplied from domestic sources. But for most of these countries

existing production is barely sufficient to cover current consumption needs.

Only a small margin of production can be channeled into the formation

of capital. If these countries despair of obtaining sufficient capital from

abroad, they will be forced to adopt totalitarian measures at home. They

will seek development by ruthlessly suppressing consumption and by for-

cibly mobilizing capital and labor. They may withdraw into militant and

embittered nationalism. For them, development will create a climate in

which freedom cannot survive. For us, it will mean the loss of vital raw

materials and markets, a vast erosion of our world power and the end of an

opportunity to further the cause of human freedom.

The second source of capital for the underdeveloped countries is the

Communist world. The Communist leaders use trade and aid as political

weapons. Even though their assistance may be unaccompanied by formal

political conditions, the spread of their capital, technology and manpower

throughout the underdeveloped countries cannot fail to have a political

effect.

We need not fear Communist investment in these countries as long as it

is relatively small in comparison with investment by the West. But when

the Communist bloc becomes the main source of foreign capital for an

underdeveloped country, it will use the influence thus gained to detach the

country from the free world. Should this strategy prove successful in

the case of some of the larger underdeveloped countries like India and

Indonesia, the Communists would profoundly alter in their favor the bal-

ance of political and economic power. We cannot afford to let this happen.

2 For more detailed argument in support of this and the following two propositions,

see Richard N. Gardner, New Directions in U. S. Foreign Economic Policy (Foreign

Policy Association Headline Series, Booklet No. 133 (1959)).
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The third and last source of capital is the industrialized West-primar-
ily the United States. This means that our investment represents the only
chance for the underdeveloped countries to achieve a tolerable rate of eco-
nomic development without sacrificing human values and without joining
the Communist bloc. Beyond this, our investment provides an excellent
channel- perhaps the only effective one-through which we can influence
the institutions of the underdeveloped countries and transmit to them our
most important human values.

3. The present flow of Western investment--private and public-is far
below the level necessary to promote the economic growth essential to the
achievement of our objectives.

More than two thirds of the free world's people live in the underdevel-
oped countries of Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America. Ac-
cording to United Nations statistics, per capita income in these countries
averages about $100 a year, compared with $2,000 im the United States and
$1,000 in other developed parts of the free world. The people in these
countries have a life expectancy of only 36 years, about half as long as
life expectancy in the rest of the free world.

It is not sufficiently understood that the gap in living standards within
the free world is actually widening, not decreasing. In some of the less
developed countries, population growth is causing an absolute decline in
per capita income. In most others, whatever increase has taken place has
been far less than increases in per capita income in the industrialized
countries. This wide and growing gap im living standards is a tnie-bomb
which ticks ominously beneath the surface of contemporary affairs.

The record of economic development in the free world is particularly
inadequate when compared with the record of the Communist bloc. We
have only to contrast the growth of India with the growth of China.
In 1952, the steel production of these countries was approximately equal,
about one million tons. Today, Indian steel production is up to about
two million toins and Communist China's steel production is over nine
million tons. This disparity in rates of growth cannot help but influence
the judgment of many leaders in underdeveloped countries concerning the
relative merits of the Communist and free systems for the solution of their
own problems.

The unsatisfactory rate of economic growth in the underdeveloped coun-
tries of the free world may seem strange in view of the extent of foreign
investment by the industrialized West. The statistics for private invest-
inent are particularly impressive, revealing in recent years an extraordi-
nary increase in foreign direct and portfolio investment by the United
States and a real revival in such investment by Western Europe. The
difficulty, of course, is that this investment is very unequally distributed
among the countries of the free world.

Although gaps and inconsistencies in the available data make it impos-
sible to give precise figures, it is possible to give a rough idea of the present
pattern of capital flow. Figures available for the three years 1956-1958
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indicate that United States private foreign investment is running at about
four billion dollars a year. This is a gross figure which includes reinvest-
ment by branches and subsidiaries abroad and does not deduct the return
flow of capital and earnings. Of this four billion, about two billion dollars
are being invested in the underdeveloped countries. Total foreign invest-
ment by the rest of the industrialized West (primarily the United King-
dom, France, West Germany, Canada, Switzerland, The Netherlands and
Belgium) is running at an annual rate of about two billion dollars, of
which two-thirds to three-quarters of a billion are flowing to the under-
developed countries. But only about 200 million dollars of gross annual
United States private investment in underdeveloped countries are going
to the non-oil-producing countries of Asia, the Middle East and Africa.
Only about 300 million dollars of the gross annual private investment of
the other Western industrial Powers are going to these countries-and
even these 300 million dollars are mostly concentrated in their overseas
commonwealths.3

To be sure, the economically advanced countries of the West have em-
barked on substantial programs of government investment overseas. But
these programs are also very unevenly distributed throughout the free
world. According to the United Nations, about two billion dollars a year
of public capital have been flowing to underdeveloped countries.' This
estimate embraces all government programs of economic assistance-bilat-
eral and multilateral. The United States accounts for most of the two-
billion-dollar figure, largely through "defense support" aid to countries
with which it has military assistance agreements-Nationalist China, South
Korea, South Vietnam, Pakistan and Turkey. Only about 400 million
dollars of United States aid have been available each year for the uncom-
mitted countries of Asia and Africa. The public aid programs of the
other Western countries in Asia, Africa and the Middle East amount to
another 200-300 million dollars, and once again this is concentrated in
their overseas commonwealths.

When we add the total of 600-700 million dollars in public assistance

to the approximately 500 million dollars of private investment we get a

total annual capital flow of a little over one billion dollars to the uncom-
mitted, non-oil-producing, underdeveloped areas of Asia, the Middle East,

and Africa. This volume of capital flow to areas containing nearly one

billion of the world's people is clearly inadequate to support the rate of

growth essential to the achievement of our basic objectives.

3 The figures cited above are the author's estimates based on analysis of the U. S.

Department of Commerce periodical, Survey of Current Business, and United Nations,
Department of Economic Affairs, The International Flow of Private Capital 1956-58

(Doe. E/3249, May, 1958). The lack of data on capital movements in many countries

and the incomparability of much of the data that is available make it necessary to
emphasize that the figures given above are only rough estimates.

4United Nations, Information Concerning International Economic Assistance for the

Less Developed Countries, Report by the Secretary General (Doe. E/3074, Sept. 24,
1957).
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4. The existing flow of investment to the underdcveloped countries will
not be materially increased by attempts to draft an intergovernmental code
for the protection of private foreign investment.

In the early postwar years the United States Government took the view
that the negotiation of bilateral and multilateral treaties could provide a
great stimulus to private foreign investment in underdeveloped countries.
Thanks to recent experience, this view is not widely held in Washington
today. But some lawyers and business men in the United States and
Europe have recently revived the idea of drafting a multilateral invest-
ment code.'

In essence the proposed investment code would declare that a govern-
ment may not legally take the property of aliens except for a public pur-
pose and then only upon payment of prompt, adequate and effective
compensation. It would state that any taking of alien property not in
accordance with these requirements is a violation of international law and
therefore ineffective to pass title, so that the courts of other states would
not recognize the title of the taking government in the event that the prop-
cry found its way into their jurisdiction. Prompt compensation would
be defined to mean the payment of compensation at the time of the taking
or at least provision at the time of taking for the payment of compensation
within a reasonable time thereafter; adequate compensation would be de-
fined to mean the fair market value of the taken property (taking into
account, in appropriate circumstances, the factor of loss of profit) ; and
effective compensation would be defined to mean payment in the investor's
currency or in a currency convertible into the investor's currency.

Quite apart from the question of whether all the principles summarized
above can be said to represent international law as it now exists,6 there
is surely very little hope of achieving agreement between underdeveloped

5 The most important efforts have been led by groups under the direction of Hermann
Abs of Germany and Sir Hartley Shaweross of the United Kingdom. The summary
which follows is based on recent drafts of a "Convention on Investments Abroad''
which appears to be the joint work of these groups. For more details on the Abs
and Shawcross efforts, see Arthur S. Miller, "Protection of Private Foreign Investment
by Multilateral Convention," 53 A.J.I.L. 371 (1959), and Michael Brandon, "An Inter-
national Investment Code: Current Plans," Journal of Business Law (January, 1959).

6 The Preamble of the "Convention on Investments Abroad" (April draft) contains
language suggesting that the Convention is a ''restatement of principles.'' In several
important respects it is clearly a good deal more than that. International law in its
present state of development, for example, does not require that compensation for law-
fully expropriated property be made in transferable form. Reference in the Comment to
the Convention (p. 11) to the S. S. Wimbledon (1923), P. C. I. J., Series A., No. 1, is not
in point. That case involved a distinctly different question-the currency in which to
pay damages for an international wrong. It is one thing to say that Germany must
pay in francs for wrongful refusal of passage through the Kiel Canal which causes
damages to a French company; it is quite another to say that Germany must pay francs
upon taking the property of a French company or citizen located within German ter-
ritory, particularly where such property may be the product of reinvested mark earnings
and where the corporation or person is a permanent resident of Germany and has the
opportunity to reinvest marks within the country.

This is not to say that transferability should not be required as a matter of policy,
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and the industrially advanced countries on a code embodying such prin-
ciples. There are at least four reasons for pessimism on this score.

In the first place, it is doubtful whether the industrialized countries
themselves would be willing to accept all these propositions. Look, for
example, at the bilateral treaties of friendship, commerce and navigation
which the United States has concluded with Germany and Japan. The
German treaty provides for payment of "just" compensation: 7 apparently,
under the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany, "just" compen-
sation takes into account the German public interest and may be com-
pensation considerably below the actual value of expropriated property.'
Neither the German nor the Japanese treaty contains an unqualified com-
mitment to pay compensation transferable into the investor's currency:
the German treaty specifies only "reasonable" facilities for transfer of

compensation,9 while the Japanese treaty specifies "reasonable" trans-
fer of compensation subject to whatever exchange controls may be neces-
sary to assure imports of goods and services essential to the welfare of
the Japanese people.1 0 It is unlikely that Germany and Japan would be
willing to sign a multilateral code of the kind suggested earlier containing
commitments they were not prepared to accept in the bilateral treaties.
The same is true of other industrial countries-even Canada, which was
not prepared to accept such broad commitments when the Charter of the
International Trade Organization was being drafted in 1946-1948 and
would probably be even less willing to accept them today.

In the second place, whatever may be the prospect of achieving agree-

ment on the above principles between the industrialized countries, there

is surely little prospect of achieving agreement with the underdeveloped

countries. The United States today has commercial investment-protection

treaties in effect (even with all their watered-down commitments) with

only five countries in the "underdeveloped'" category-Nicaragua, Taiwan,
Ethiopia, Israel, and Iran. We have been unable to obtain the signature

on such a treaty of any newly-independent nation of Asia or Africa,
or any Arab state. Although we did succeed in negotiating such a treaty

with Uruguay, it is not yet in effect, which means there is not even an

investment-protection treaty in force with a country of South America.

This experience gives us little reason to be optimistic about associating

the principal underdeveloped countries of the non-Communist world in

a multilateral investment code containing the strict investment-protection

provisions summarized above.

but only that different issues are at stake here and should be examined separately from
the issues involved in cases of the Wimbledon type. It should be recalled also that
restrictions on the transfer of compensation for expropriated property can be justified
under Arts. VI and XIV of the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary
Fund. As the following paragraph in the text points out, such restrictions in circum-
stances of exchange stringency are specifically permitted even in those U. S. bilateral
treaties most favorable to investors. 7 T. I. A. S., No. 3593, Art. V(4).

8 Seymour J. Rubin, Private Foreign Investment: Legal and Economic Realities 17,
77 (1956). 9 Art. XII(4).

10 T. I. A. S., No. 2863, Art. XII(3).
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In the third place, we do not even have to speculate about the possi-
bility of drafting a successful multilateral investment treaty. Two at-
tempts have already been made in the postwar period, both of them
disastrous. In the case of the Bogoth Agreement among the American
states, the provisions of the agreement, already somewhat inadequate from
the private investor's point of view, were rendered completely meaningless
by reservations attached to the Agreement by various Latin American
countries subordinating the provisions of the treaty to their national laws.
In the case of the I. T. 0. Charter, the lengthy bargaining at Geneva and
Havana resulted in the lowest common denominator of agreement, and the
final provisions did more to affirm the right of underdeveloped countries
to interfere with investments than the rights of the investors themselves.
The unsatisfactory investment provisions were a principal reason for
the failure of the Charter to receive the endorsement of the major inter-
ested American business groups or the approval of the United States
Congress.

If a conference of the free-world countries were held tomorrow to
draft a multilateral investment treaty, would the result be any better?
It is true that the last decade has brought a somewhat greater appreciation
of the importance of private investment among leaders in some European
and even in some underdeveloped countries; but there have also emerged
a number of new independent underdeveloped countries. These and the
other underdeveloped nations freed from colonial rule or Western influence
after the second World War are highly nationalistic. Political leaders
in most of these countries would be keenly embarrassed if they were
obliged to register public acceptance of the investment code described
earlier, however much they might be privately sympathetic with its prin-
ciples. Unexceptionable as it may seem to us, such a code is too easily
associated with capitulations, colonialism, and the abuses of native capital-
ists and landlords. For this reason it would be unwise to force another
public, intergovernmental showdown on investment questions-particu-
larly a showdown concerned with general principles rather than concrete
problems. The underdeveloped countries would only insist, as they have
in United Nations debates, on recognition of their sovereignty over their
natural resources, and on the need to qualify private property rights by
public interests of an economic and social nature. The industrialized
countries, or some of them, would espouse the proposed investment-protec-
tion principles summarized above. The final document would embody
something of the slogans of both sides, with the result that it would be
satisfactory to neither. The public confrontation of opposing doctrines
would leave a legacy of bitterness. The only gainers would be the Com-
munists."

Recently an alternative suggestion has been made that the members of

11 Even between countries which share as much of a consensus as the United States
and Britain, premature attempts to draft detailed principles of international economic
conduct have proved self-defeating. See Richard N. Gardner, Sterling-Dollar Diplomacy
(1956), especially Parts 3 and 4.
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the Organization for European Economic Co-operation should themselves
draft a treaty on this subject which might then be open for adherence by
underdeveloped countries. Although the provisions of such a treaty
would be more satisfactory from the point of view of private investors
than the provisions of a treaty negotiated with underdeveloped countries,
it is doubtful that such a treaty would go quite as far toward investor
protection as the proposed code summarized earlier. Furthermore, ad-
herence to a treaty negotiated among the former colonial Powers of
Western Europe would hardly commend itself to the leaders of the under-
developed countries. The whole idea would look suspiciously like some
form of collective imperialism.

One final problem with the proposal for a multilateral investment treaty
is the impossibility of achieving a definition of a taking of private property
broad enough to be of substantial practical value. Property rights can be
effectively destroyed in many ways short of an actual confiscation or ex-
propriation-they can be taken indirectly by exchange controls, export
and import regulation, taxation, labor legislation, limitations on the owner-
ship and control of enterprises, price controls, even by runaway inflation.
Indeed, the prospect of these indirect takings provides much more of
a deterrent to private foreign investment in underdeveloped countries
than the prospect of a direct taking via confiscation or expropriation.
No international agreement can satisfactorily protect against all these

indirect forms of taking-certainly no agreement to which an under-

developed country would willingly subscribe. In the last analysis, foreign

investors place primary emphasis on a satisfactory "investment climate,"

a phrase used to describe a whole constellation of government policies and
conditions which affect the security of investment and profit opportunities.

This satisfactory "investment climate" is not something which can be

created by drafting an investment code.' 2

5. An indispensable means of stimulating the flow of private capital

to the underdeveloped countries is an expanded program of public in-

vestment.

The main deterrent to private investment in most underdeveloped

countries is the very fact of their underdevelopment. Because of this

underdevelopment, the U. S. International Development Advisory Board

has pointed out, private capital in the near future "is not likely to play

a major role in the development of either Asia or Africa." As the Board

puts it: "The immediate primary need for capital in these areas is in
'social overhead '-power, communications, transportation, and educational

facilities-and it is improbable that U. S. private capital will find this a

profitable field for investment." 13 If a satisfactory rate of economic

12 This point is well developed in Rubin, op. cit. note 8 above.
13 International Development Advisory Board, A New Emphasis on Economic Devel-

opment Abroad, A Report to the President (1957), p. 13.
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growth of the underdeveloped countries is to be achieved, it is clear that an
increased program of public investment in "social overhead" will have
to pave the way.

For nearly a decade the question of establishing a new international
agency to provide public capital for economic development was debated
in the United Nations in connection with the proposed Special United
Nations Fund for Economic Development (SUNFED). The United States
took the position in these debates that such an ambitious program of
economic development should be deferred until such time as the countries
of the world could reduce their arms burdens as part of a plan of
enforced disarmament. Privately, our Government expressed reluctance
to put large amounts of American money in an institution likely to be
dominated by the recipients of aid. It also feared the prospect of Com-
munist-bloc participation in any such United Nations sponsored arrange-
ment.

The long stalemate on this subject came to an end in 1958. Attention
was dramatically shifted to a stage outside the United Nations when
Senator A. S. Mike Monroney made his proposal for an International
Development Association to be operated as an affiliate of the World
Bank. From the point of view of the United States the Monroney pro-
posal would avoid the difficulties of the SUNFED plan by placing develop-
ment funds in the hands of a responsible financial institution in which
the United States and its industrial allies have voting control and in
which Communist-bloc countries do not participate. The creation of an
International Development Association could greatly aid the cause of
Western freedom. The problem of financing such an institution can be
solved. The I. D. A. could start with a comparatively modest capital,
for example, one billion dollars. The United States could contribute
about one third of this sum and have a corresponding amount of voting
power. Provision should be made for continuous injections of dollar
capital in succeeding years without the need for annual Congressional
appropriations. One attractive solution to this problem would be for the
United States to assign to I. D. A. the repayments due it on Marshall
Plan loans and other major postwar credits.

6. New measures for the protection and promotion of private invest-
ment should be combined with an expanded program of public investment
in underdeveloped countries.

The debate about methods of financing the economic development of
underdeveloped countries has been plagued too long by an argument be-
tween those who think that private investment alone should do the job
and those who think that public investment alone should do the job. In
fact what we need is both.

The importance of private investment in foreign economic development
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deserves constant emphasis. In the United States and most of the indus-
trial societies of the West the bulk of capital and skills is in private hands.
Public investment, as noted earlier, must necessarily play the dominant
r6le in the "take-off'" stage of economic development. But the burden of
financing economic development would become intolerable for the tax-
payers of Western nations if private investment were not utilized increas-
ingly as economic development gained momentum. Even in the early
stages of development there are functions which private capital can per-
form with equal or greater success than public capital. There is no incon-
sistency, therefore, between a program of public investment in the
underdeveloped countries and measures to protect and promote private
investment. Those who are concerned with the latter should not oppose
the former. Instead, they should consider ways in which an expanded
public investment program could be made to enlarge opportunities for
private investment.

Public and private measures for promoting economic development should
be combined in one institution. The Charter of the proposed International
Development Association (or whatever the agency is called which is to
supply additional public investment) should contain the following pro-
visions with respect to private investment:

First, the participating countries should agree to make maximum use
of private capital-foreign and domestic-in their economic development
efforts, so far as is consistent with their economic and social systems. This
last qualification would exempt from the obligation a country whose
economy was entirely socialist. Naturally such a qualification would limit
somewhat the scope of the private investment obligation. But we cannot
very well force private enterprise on countries which have entirely re-
jected it.

Second, the participating countries should agree to consult periodically
with the staff of the I. D. A. on the measures they are taking to create a
favorable investment climate. The periodic consultations would be mod-

eled after the system developed under Article XIV of the International
Monetary Fund Agreement, by which Fund members maintaining exchange

controls on current transactions are obliged to consult annually about their

domestic and external financial policies. The Fund's informal consultative
machinery has done much more to achieve changes in national policies than
could possibly have been done by attempts to draft a treaty with specific

commitments about domestic and external financial policy.
Third, the Charter should provide for studies on how private investment

is being used and could be used to promote the economic development of
member countries. The members would be obliged to take part in such
studies and give full publicity to their conclusions. In this way a con-
sensus might be slowly developed on the appropriate r6le of private invest-
ment where no consensus presently exists. Many leaders of opinion in

underdeveloped countries still believe that there is an incompatibility be-
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tween the profit-making interest of a foreign corporation and the interest
of the country in which it operates. Numerous studies already published
in the United States (such as those of the National Planning Association
on United States business performance abroad) have amply demonstrated
that this is not the case. These studies are either not known to people in
most underdeveloped countries or are regarded by them with an under-
standable amount of skepticism. Surely it would be useful to associate
leaders from the underdeveloped countries in the conduct of studies of a
similar kind.

Fourth, the Charter of the I. D. A. should provide for the orderly settle-
ment of disputes between private investors and governments. It could
specify procedures for the mediation of such disputes by the president of
the agency, drawing on the encouraging experience in the mediation of
the controversy between Egypt and the Suez Canal Company by President
Eugene Black of the International Bank. In the event that mediation
fails, the Charter should provide for the settlement of investment disputes
by members of a permanent panel of arbitrators composed of outstanding
citizens of industrial and underdeveloped countries.

Fifth, the Charter could also authorize the drafting of a set of general
principles concerning private foreign investment. The investment prin-
ciples might be drafted either by the staff of the agency, by the panel of
arbitrators, or by a group of experts chosen specially for the purpose. This
set of investment principles would differ from the proposed investment
treaty in that (a) it would not be negotiated by government representa-
tives; (b) it would not be formally binding upon governments; (c) it
would specify the obligations as well as the rights of foreign investors in
underdeveloped countries. These three features would make the invest-
ment principles much more palatable to the underdeveloped countries, as

would the fact that the industrial countries were committed to a long-
term program of development assistance. The principles could be used as

a standard in the conduct of the periodic investment consultations and in
the arbitration of specific disputes.

Sixth, the I. D. A. and its associated agencies (the International Bank,

the International Monetary Fund, the International Finance Corpora-
tion) might be obliged, in their decisions on applications for aid from

underdeveloped countries and private investors, to consider the extent to

which those seeking assistance were performing the various obligations

outlined above. The ultimate sanction for refusal to consult, participate
in studies, and submit disputes to mediation and arbitration in a manner

found satisfactory by the governing board of the agency would be a declara-

tion that the country or investor in question was ineligible to use the re-

sources of the international lending agencies. This would be a formidable

sanction in view of the magnitude of lending operations by the Bank, the
Fund, the I. F. C., and the I. D. A. Satisfaction of unpaid judgments
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rendered pursuant to arbitration might even be had out of a country 's
paid-in subscription.1 4

This is but a tentative and illustrative outline of an institution for
promoting and protecting private investment in underdeveloped countries.
Undoubtedly it requires substantial additions and modifications. But at
this point it is obviously premature to argue very much over details. The
pressing need is to recognize that verbal formulas cannot camouflage the
present lack of consensus. Let us get on with the job of building a con-
sensus over the years through institutions in which men of good will can
work together in the common interest.

The Chairman then presented the second speaker, Mr. Stephen M.
Schwebel of the New York Bar.

INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF CONTRACTUAL
ARRANGEMENTS

By STEPHEN M. SCHWEBEL

Of the New York Bar

Contracts between the international investor and the state in which he
invests have a special importance. They clarify and particularize the
rights and obligations of the parties. They lend a degree of security and
stability to the process of foreign investment which is not notably stable
or secure. Such contractual arrangements take more than one form. In-
sofar as they relate to long-term investment, they traditionally appear as
concession agreements-contracts between the host state and the alien
investor that more or less comprehensively express the relationship be-
tween them. The postwar years have seen the growth of investment laws,
of general application, pursuant to which the foreign investor often is
granted a specific authorization to invest. States also have accorded
aliens assurances concerning matters like taxation and withdrawal of
capital that have a contractual character. For the purposes of this discus-
sion, these varying types of arrangements will be referred to as "inter-
national contracts."

The questions to which I shall address myself are these: First, is viola-
tion of an international contract by the contracting state a violation of
international law? Second, of what importance is the answer to that
question ?

It is clear that such international contracts are not to be equated with
treaties between states, whose breach, of course, entails violation of inter-
national law.' But while international contracts may not be assimilated

14 The proposals in this paragraph would, of course, require amendments to the Ar-

ticles of Agreement of the I. M. F., I. B. R. D., and I. F. C.

1 Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. Case (Jurisdiction), Judgment of July 22, 1952, [19521 I.C.J.

Rep. 112.
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Bloomington, Indiana
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Mr. RIichard De iMuth
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H. Street N.Av.
Viashington 25, D.C.

Dear Mr. De Muth:

This is just to tell you - belatedly, but no less sincerely -
how very much we appreciated talking with you when I was in
Washington last month, about the various economic policy issues
the League is concerned with. I think our conversation served
to clarify our thinking on many things, and to strengthen our
conviction that we are on the right track in emphasizing the

Mrst JoVnF Presien use of multilateral instruments as fully as possible. It seems
Washington, DC. to me that increasing acceptance of this point of view,Aboth in

Second Vice President Congress and by the general public, is one of the bright spots
sCrosse, Wis in an otherwise pretty cloudy picture just now. For example,

we had a long discussion with our new Indiana Congressman,
Mrs. Leon K. SRcra Joe Barr, yesterday, and found him not only enthusiastic about

Waco, Texas IDA but preparing to do battle for it in the House - which, con-
Treasurer sidering his constituency, is really significant!

Mrs. Donald F. Bishop
Philadelphia, Penna.

Personally, I enjoyed meeting you as much as Walter had
assured me i would, and I hope we shall sne you here in Bloomington
sometime. halter sends his greetings, and says to tell you he was

Mrs. John Briscoe
Lakeville, Conn. delighted to find you listed on the future program of the Detroit

Mrs. John A. Campbell Council on Foreign Relations, where he spoke last week. He thinks
Indianapohis, Ind.
MsGoedanapolis, dyou're just what the doctor ordered.

Mrs. George A. Dreyfousi
New Orleans, La.

Mrs. Paul Holmer With best wishes and thanks,
Kentfield, Calif.

Mrs. Tar Hylbom
Colorado Springs, Colo. Sincerely,
Mrs. Walter H C Laves

Bloomington, Ind

Mrs. Luigi Petrullo
Arington, Va.

Miss Barbara Stuhler
Minneapolis, Minn.

Mrs. Alexander A. Treuhoft
Shaker Heights, Ohio

Mrs. Arthur E. Whittemore
Hingham, Mass

Mrs. William H. Wood
Bladensburg, Md.
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COMMUNICATION: Letter

DATED: December 10, 1959

TO: Mr. Knapp

FROM: J. D. Miller, Paris Office.

FILED UNDER: United Kingdom - General and Europe - QE.E.C. General.

SUMMARY: Paragraph 3. (Re conversations in London mostly with Denis Rickett)

What Denis told me is at present largely his own thinking and

has not yet become official policy. He sees the future of the OEEC as a

"regional fund-raising organization" (his expression) for the Bank and

IDAo He wants to ensure that Europe not only does enough but is generally

realised to be doing enough to encourage the U.S. and he thinks OEEC could

be a useful coordinator both of effort and information. But je is against

letting them have any say in the disposition of the funds raisedo That,

it must be clearly understood, is the Bank's job. The talks with Dillon

went well and generally followed these lines though Denis is not quite

clear whether the U.S. do not want the OEEC to have a wider role than the

U.K. doeso



La cem ber 3, 1959

Dear Mr. Dinas

' htnk ou ver uh .or 1 our tIc cr c ove hr 18, 19: 1n-
closing copici of the a-trn ceion evelopant dln, 1960-65.
~r. Laler ha8 sked meto thank you for your kindness in -enoing a

cojy a-o to hi.

Je have rctt the Plan with reat in ,errAt, and we are im-
prc- sd by th Ire runt of ca refl wor that un ( gon into its

re ar ion and by the clarity th which thc ncluion are ex-
re~med. 'ihere re my t- etc of the r, ir ,ufin its esrphasi

on evCyc o-mnt of the -raouctiv' ectors, ich to a to be
vi r; well ci recr

You k in your letter for my a. -,ents on what parts of the
ler, if any, coul ualif or f s o ittnce by the bcrr ational

bank or the ;ro, ced Int rntion i evelant 3ociation.

I r ur _ o will i rc c e thet without urther irforme-
tion on the i civi cl .rojI ct. inc ue in the tevloporset elan,
an& with.ut : new -tuc4 ofL th . tcnoic Asit tion by our -tali on
the L o, t is e iificult to u f: uhether inrE are , artc of the

Pie iht t ht be suit Able ,r B5erk a ist> U e . is uncertJnty
agli- ,ven Iore to sistare by the Intr ntional I evelopment

A: acition, bearmie until th t org imetiOn i2 €Stahlished --
wtich ay be v year or more r m now -rd until i h, - hed time

to urr ulLa t i > eing lo lci, ,t fs quie i oscible to know
ther is r . >rce~ night be of help to cAtern i eria.

rJr-nnt :ecre - ra,
?inidtry of econoric .ltnrng
?eatei a ion of ni ria
Ibean, ~itcrio



Mr. I. 0. Din - 2 - December 3, 19/59.

A- you knuo, too, wuhon it comes to Bpecific iceing proposals,
our contacts with Nigeria ere through the Federal Ministry of Fi-
nance. ie wou.l exp ct that any loan reauest for projects in the
Western Legion woula be considered in the li-ht of the rec uirements
or external c -ital of Nigeria as a whole, and would be submitted

to the Bank by the Feera'l Government. I shoulc lIso oay that until
igeria becomes a m:embcr of the Bank in its own righ t, the United

Kingdor; Governent is to be kep.t informed of loan prop osalis.

In fact, the Bank welcount the ope of developnent pr rr-
ing In which you h(ve be u y ea , -n refers that its lendinE

should be associated wiLh projects drawn from a well thought out
dcevelopment plan. It woul not usually be posoible, however, for
the Bank to f inance a develo nent .rogra as such, because the Bnk
Articles of 1reemernt reuirc it to fintance secific projects excep t
in excejtional circua: nces which I doubt wiould eCist in Nigeria.

I hope thet wlt I have si ocs not sound too ishoartening
as far us some posible inture a, oci tion bltwcen the ak and your
developmnt c -i orts is cornc r- e Let me r- peat atain that we have
f ound your Developmnc at ilain to be of the rea test interet . I am
sure that the next time the L n k eaus ar cconomic mission to fi; rio
it will nih to come to Iboa -~ i cs .the zlan with ,ou mno :our
a-Ssociates.,

With kino reg ar ,

Yours sincerel,,

Andrew t. hintrek
Lconomic . vt ir

e Deartment of 'I crations
Europe, airie ano Au trtlasia

RFk ilings :mea

Clernec with Mr. Farsons

cc: . < rs. Cope/Le jeune

Adlr

ie son

'"crtc-rr



r. Bmh Decmmber 2, 195

Richard H.Demt

ID'A Ch!artur - Definition of Freely 3onvertible Currncy"

Mr. ,atanabe has raised tw points in conneotion with
Article II, -ection 2(e) of the !DA charter (the definition of
"freely convertible currency"):

(1) He questiona ihiether the words "while so held" snould
be retained in sub-paragraph (iii), if yen made con-
vertible by agremnt -with the Govenment of Japan
are convertible only when held by the Association,
they could not very effectively be used, for examle,
to buy sterlii Irom the Bank of -.ngland. Further-
more, atanabe asks what happens i such yen are
loaned ana then repaid. io the yei repaid becoom
subject again to tne convertibility agzremni

(2) ,atanabe also inquired whether, under sub-paragraphs
(i) and (it), currency would be accejted by *.iA at.
par value or at market value. If the latter, he
feels that there is some inconsistency between (i)
and (ii), Xo the one hand, and (iii) on t. other
uince, under (iii), the exchange is to ba at par, in
the abewoe of a detevmination by the Association
that some otier rat) is more reaonable.

Rhtf

cc: Mr. Sommers
Mrs. Boskey



Mr. Leonard B. Rist November 30, 1959

J. Burke lnapp

Prof. Mikesell's study on Latin America

Returned herewith are the papers rea dn -rofessor

Mikesell's study on Latin America, which have also been
read by Mr. Scmidt over the weekend.

My only cments would be as follws:

a) Delete te sentence mar"e on P. 141. This
suIbject has been covered Ltsewhere and it seems
to me particularly inappropriate in the context
of the danger of overlending. It is exactly

the Inter-American Bank, by reason of its

political origin and constitution, which might
be the oftender in this spet

b) Revise the final paragraph on P. 142. When
IDA comes into existence ehere will no doubt be
"package deals" of hard and soft loans from the
Btnk and IDA. "The logic involved in this mixed
operation" arises simply out of the fact that
there is no sharp dividing line on a nation's
cr ditworthiness.

c) As indicated by Mir, seniidt's corament on P. 4
of your Suuunary of the study, I believe the pana-
graph running fro P. 146 to 14 should be expanded
to indicate the great importance of financial
management to the country's balance of payments
position, including its xport earnings.

As for Miksell's use of our figures, I definitely
t-iink that we should authorize im to do so in view of the
very useful puraose to which they are being put.

Att.

JBJi <j aS



Mr. R. H. Demuth November 30, 1959

S. R. Cope

I.D.A. Articles

1. 1 have the following suggestions and comments to make
on the draft of November 19, 1959.

2. Article II, Section 2(e): Add the words "at the date
of payment" after the words "the currency of any member which"
in the first lines of subparagraph (i) and (ii).

3. Article II, Section 4: Does the definition of liability
exclude liability for maintenance of value under Article IV,
Section 3?

4. Article IV, Section 1(e): Of the three modes of payment
permitted to Part I members, gold and convertible currency other
than that of the member are in one category in that providing
them involves a "burden" on the member, whether or not the Asso-
ciation uses them. The member's own convertible currency for
which notes may be substituted does not involve a "burden" on
the member until the Association usesTt. The section as drafted
does not reflect this difference. Two alternative solutions are
attached,

Attachment

: r

cc: Mr. L. Nurick



I TI1 c I Section1

Alternative 1

The Association shall ke appropriate steps to ensure

that, over reasonable intervals of tire, the portions of the

subscriptions of members payable[n gold or freely convertible

currencyunder Article II, Section 2(d)(ii)(a) shall be used

by the Association on er anpropriately pro rata basis. n

giving effect to this su-section, amounts paid by memters in

gold or freely convertible currencies other than their own cur-

rencies shall be deee to be used on the dates on which they

are received by the Aissociation.

Alternative 2

The Association shall take appropriate steps to ensure

that the portions of the subscriptions of members payable under

Article II, Section 2(b)(ii)(a) which remain unused in the hands

of the Association in the currencies of such members, either in

the form of notes substituted under Section 3 of Article II or

otherwise, shall be approximately in proportion to their respective

capital subscriptions.



TELEGRAMS : PERMPLAN

PRIVATE MAIL-BAG No. 5170

MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC P LA N N I N G

IBADAN WESTERN NIGERIA
Your Ref. No..
All communications to be addressed AIRMAIL
to the Permanent Seretary quoting Date. .. *

Our Ref. No..A MP.. 3.0/200

Dr. John Adler,
c/o International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development,

1818 H Street, N.W.
New York, U.S.A.

Further to my letter of the 24th September,
-- I forward herewith a copy of our Development Plan 1960-65

for your comments and advice.

I have raised with Dr. Kamarck a number of
issues with regard to possible assistance from the Bank
or any of its agencies towards the financing of the
programme, and I shall be grateful if you will discuss
with him.

1.0. Dina.



MINISTRY OF
ECONOMIC PLANNING

WESTERN REGION OF NIGERIA

AIRMAIL IBADAN

I- Novem~ber 1 9
My ref: S.MEP. 380/198 ....... 9

Dr. Andrew M. Kamarck,
Economic Adviser,
Dept. of Operations,
Europe, Africa and Australasia,
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development,

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
U.S.A.

I thank you very much for your letter of the

th October, especially for the information it conveyed.

I have already kept my Minister duly informed of our

discussions and I have received his approval to forward to

you herewith six copies of our Western Region Development

Plan, 1960-65. You will remember that while discussing

the problems associated with the implementation of

development programmes you suggested that it might be

!advantageous to let you have a copy of the Plan as a whole

for close study with a view to advis on what aspects

of the Plan, if any, could qualify for assistance by an

international agency such as yours, i.e. I.B.R.D. or the

, new organisation, International Development Association.

I shall be grateful, therefore, if you will let

me have your comments as early as possible so as to enable

us to apply in due course for assistance.

I would wish to remind you of the point that I

emphasisedthat it would be in our general interests if

financial assistance - by way of loan or grant - could be

received towards the implementation of the plan as a whole

rather than for the execution of particular projects. In

this connection you will observe at page 39, paragraph 22.10,

that there is an anticipated gap of £29.3m in our proposed

capital programme of £68.3n. This gap is not considered

excessive when related to the overall projected recurrent

and capital expenditure of over £189m for the period.
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I am sorry to have to bother you with this

assignment but I am sure you will be prepared to help.

1.0. Dina,

Permanent Secretary,

Ministry of Economic Planning.



FORM-No. 5 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5-48)INENTOABAKFRRCNTUTO AN DEEOM T

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. R. Cope DATE: November 17, 1959

FROM: A. M. Kamarck

SUBJECT: Bank Contribution to IDA

In working out the IDA charter the possibility of Bank contributions
to IDA should not be foreclosed. While this is merely a preliminary idea
and would need to be examined very carefully, it might be wise without
being explicit to leave this opportunity open, The idea briefly is as
follows:

At some point we are going to decide that our reserves do not need
to grow as rapidly as they have and will have to take a decision on what
to do. The usual alternatives are to start to pay dividends or cut the
special commission. Another possible solution would be for the Bank to
decide, say, to contribute half of its profits to IDA every year. Within
a few years' time this may amount to around 50 million a year and would
not be an insignificant contribution to IDA as presently visualized.

Several advantages to this scheme come quite quickly to mind. The
industrialized countries could feel the glow of virtue from foregoing
dividends from the Bank. The richer under-developed countries could also
feel that they were sharing in the task of helping their poorer colleagues.
It would also be a start on the way of finding a method of making the con-
tributions to IDA as automatic and painless as possible. The member
countries might be able to do something similar in finding some legis-
latively painless way of providing an automatic flow of funds to IDA.

Incidentally, if the Bank did follow this procedure it might
change our own future role somewhat. The Bank might then be able to
continue to lend to countries like Italy, Japan, Australia to supple-
ment what they might be able to get on private capital markets with a
better conscience since the profits from lending to them would be used
for IDA financing.

cc: Messrs. Demuth
Rist
Adler
Larsen
Gilmartin



INTERNATIONAL
*BANK*

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

1818 11 STREET,N.W.

TELEPHONE EXECUTIVE 3-6360 WASHINGTON 25, D. C. CABLE ADDRESS-INTBAFRAD

PERSONAL 16th November, 1959

1 was so sorry to hear about your Mother and I hope
that it is not too serious.

I am off to New York on Tuesday, 17th, returning to
Washington on Saturday, the 21st. I understand that there
is not now likely to be a meeting until Monday, the 23rd.
I have really been waiting around this last 10 days expecting
some definitive decisions from the U.S. on I.D.A., but it would
probably have been pointless, and in any event I think mistaken,
to have pressed for their views.

I hear that there is some thought of having a full discussion
on the I.D.A. Charter starting next Monday, which I should have
thought would not be too constructive and would almost inevitably
lead, after a great deal of further discussion, to a demand to
produce a new draft Charter. I do hope and I believe it is
your intention that any meeting should be confined as far as
possible to an explanation by the Staff of the meanings of
the more abstruse passages. I know that as far as I am
concerned, I will not really be in a position to do anything
more until London has had an opportunity of studying the draft
Charter in some detail.

The Earl of Cromer

Mr. Eugene R. Black,
President,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development.
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Mr, Eugene R. Black November 13, 1959

J. Burke Knapp

Weting wit Sonator Javits re nT Parli a.ntarians' Conference

In accordance with your ruest I called upon Senator
Javits tWis morning, in nis capacity as Chairman of the

£conomic Committee of the NATO Parliamentarians' Conference,

for an informal discussion of some of his problems. I had

meanwhile received and reviewed .n. two documents attache -

the first consistin, oi series of Resolutions which tkx

Lconomic Comitree had drafted in preliminary form to place

before the NATO Paramentarian ' Conference which is meetlag
in Washington next week, and the second consisting of a

proposal received by the NATO grup from the Economist

Intelligence Unit in London propsing to undertake a very

ambitious study of the external capital requirements of the

undevelope countries of the free world.

Senator Javits iad only a al -hour for his talk with me

and we covere a lot of territory in that time. The principal

focus of our discussion was Paragraph 3 c" the draft Resolutions,

and the proposal for a study of the capital requirements of the

undeveloped countriS.

Senator Javit expressou -. considerable oubts, wih

I echoea, as to wether NATO was the ri7nt kind of organization

to go into the problem of aid to undeveloped countries. There

are of course aany agencies already concerned more directly

witn this tas and NATO nas the considerable disadvantage that

it is identified in the minds of the leaders of the undeveloped

countries with t.e East-W:est conflict and indeed as a military
allianco.

Without attempting to pass on this basic question, I said

that if NAT wanted to look into tWe matter of "coordination of

the activities of the NATO countries in respect of aid to the

loss oeveloped aras" (see paragraph 5 of the Resolutions), wo

in te Bank woul certainly offer our full cooperation. I told

Senator Javits about our work in coordinating aid to India

(with wic" w, was fairly familiar) and also about our discussion

with r. araar. a others regarding the use 0 t e Bank as a

center for to &vxhane of information and toe coorination of

policies n this field. I also told Senator Javitsodout the

present status of the negotiations on IDA, and suggested that

he onsier extending te last part of paragrapn 1 to cover not

only the incr ase in Le Yapital 0 the World Bank ut also the

proposal for the creation of IDA. I said I realized that IDA
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had not yet been submitted to national parliaroets Nut I

suggested that the NATO Council ight welcome the initiatiVe

taken by the United States in tis matter and urge the NATO

governments to give the proposal serious 
consideration.

Senator Javits said they could crtainly do that 
and that he

personally would be Ln favor of a nsolution lamenting the

fact that the proposed capitalization for 10A was not larger,

It appar6 that tnese dran sOILtionn are goin. to

be revised by the LconoMIc waMoitte at a taing to oc acld on

3unAny, November 15, for consideration by toe full NATO confereuce

some time next week.

As lor tno proposal our stuy of tA xternal capital

requirepnts o1 t undev lopeu cou" iab o ina ft. world, I

tali unator Javits that in my fraoa opinion the proposai was

entirely unrealistic. Lriefly, too VcenmiC I telligenCe Unit

had offered to produce a report covering:

a) The total invts ot roire ots in tUo undevelopeU

countrias necessary t a iye threo stipulated rates

o0 pr i

b) ZstimaLes of how far aeveloped countries could meet

tas requirements out ut Laeir own resources;

c) untiaes o - ""a over tu next 10 years which

woulu navU %I ou. Cwiir" - west";

d) " sti a t2 nt P ilieu "mapower requirements neCessary

to sus axi t I vi o eorv in t u'nd velopea countries;

0) stL0 !!hm acosary a ustain this level

ui siiort and "u now si wcreasou traue might take the

all this fOr a 1-< &,Jd Ao ,vic application would be made

to one U; te youauatiot. P resumably tais proposal oad the support

of Paul noffman - thi is the oniV way I 0-n 1itrret the passage

mark on page 7of to stata -t e rardini tA stuuy.

This same statement r-sr or pa 2 to te desirability of

co~aloso, Mo., j -tie iW L"is field, incluoin- in pirticular

"Mr. ngene elace, ax, para a V . PLr Jacobsson and Mr. David

uwen. dowever, wiwuut Aulvia- . speak on your bealf, I explained

to onator Javits the completely vain efforts which had been made in

the past to naio estiat of tvaIs kin (particularly ho se contem-

plat d under a), b) and c) above), and now the Draper Cowit tee had

spocificanly disclaimed the responsibility for doing no. e naturally

asked me wnat y alternative was, and now people like aseli who

were in favor of increased foreiga aid could prove their 
casc to

their parliaments. I said the only way I knew how to do this job

was to recogniae from the state of the world that tue currenc 
effort
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was inadequate and to step it up gradually until more satisfactory
results could be obtained. T said that this would basically be

the approach of IDA.

I did not know at all how far Senator Javits was
committed to this study, but he seemed to take my remarkS in very

good grace and aid that they made a lot of sense.

At t. end of our conversation Senator Javits said that

hia Co"Aittee was meeting on Sunday to complete their work for
the Conference and asked if I would like to sit in as an

Observer. I said that I doubted that t is would be appropriate

and Senator Javits didnot press the atter.

c.c. Messrs. Iliff, Somwers, Coi*, V t , Rist (w/enc.)

Javnapp/js
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The World Bank Group

Record Removal Notice A'ci*
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Organization - International Development Association [IDA] - General - Volume 2

30205491

Document Date Document Type

November 12 and 13, 1959 Memorandum

Correspondents / Participants
To: Files
From: L. Nurick

Subject / Title
IDA; Territorial Application Clause
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Attorney-Client Privilege
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Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date

Shiri Alon August 18, 2023
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS UNATIONS NEWYORK ADREBSE TELEGRAPHIWUE

FILE ND.: OR 323/1 (29th) 9 November 1959

Dear Mr. Black,

I enclose a copy of the provisional summary record of the

twenty-ninth session of the Administrative Conuttee on Co-

ordination (CO-ORDINATION/SR.29/1). It would be appreciated

if you would let me have any amendments or additions you may

wish to make, at your early convenience.

Yours sincerely,

Georges Dumontet
Secretary,

Administrative Committee
on Co-ordination

Mr. Eugene R. Black
President
Internati onal Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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Th. World Bank Group

Record Removal Notice Arhive
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Organization - International Development Association [IDA] - General - Volume 2

30205491
Document Date Document Type

November 4, 1959 Minutes

Correspondents / Participants
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination
Twenty- Ninth Session
New York

Subject / Title
Provisional Summary Record - First Meeting held at Headquarters, new York on Monday, 12 October 1959, at 3 pm.

Exception(s)
Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence

Additional Comments

The item(s) identified above has/have been
removed in accordance with The World Bank
Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date

Shiri Alon August 18, 2023

Archives 01 (March 2017)



SrANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT1/)

TO : Mr. Sommers DATE: November 5,1959
Inte rnational Bank

FROM : Elting Arnold c

SUBJECT:

Attached are our drafting comments on the October 2 draft of
Articles of Agreement for IDA. Of course, there will be numerous
other drafting questions once some agreement is reached on the
general principles to be followed on the points of substance now
unsettled. As examples of these, I would point out the need for
carefull attention to the provisions of Article II, Section 2(d)
and Article VI with regard to availability of funds for making
grants.

Attachment: "Draft Comments on October 2 Draft of Articles of
Agreement for IDA" dated 11/5/59.



November 5, 1959

Draft Comments on October 2 Draft of Articles of Agreement for IDA

Article I - Purpose.

This will presumably have to be redrafted in various particulars, but

the work should await the conclusions of the various discussions in the

financial policy committee.

Article II - Membership.

Section 2 - Capital Stock.

Provision should be made in subsection (c) or elsewhere for considera-

tion of replenishment at 5-year intervals, as contemplated by the U. S.

proposal.

Article III - Currencies.

Section 1 - Use of Currencies.

(a) Revise the first sentence of subsection (a) by striking "the"

before "payment" in the second line and by inserting "payment for" in

the fourth line in place of "the payment of." Also make the second sen-

tence into a separate subsection (b) and renumber the succeeding sub-

sections accordingly. (In this connection, see explanation under former

subsection (c) .)

(b) Revise the preamble of subsection (b) to read: "Members shall

not maintain or impose restrictions upon the use or exchange of:"

(c) In subsection (b)ii, seventh line, delete "highly".

(d) It would be desirable to add after subsection (b), a new subsection,

spelling out the status of the 50% currency, instead of leaving it merely to



- 1(a) -

implication. The drafting of this provision must, of course, await policy

decision as to the availability of the 50% portion.

(e) In subsection (c), revise first line to read: "the provisions

of this section, except paragraph (b)." While it is true that only the

two paragraphs specifically cited in the draft could possibly be appli-

cable to the local currency contributions article, nevertheless their

specific mention tends to be complicating and there is no harm in simply

referring to the section as a whole. On the other hand, the last sentence

of paragraph (a) should be applicable to any currencies held by the Associa-

tion. For this reason, it has been proposed that that sentence be made a

separate paragraph and be excepted from the operation of subsection (c).
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(f) At the end of subsection (c) add the following: "Except insofar as

arrangements referred to in Article VI(i)(a) may provide".

New Section

Add a new section defining fully convertible currency as set forth

in Annex A hereto attached.

Article V.

(a) Make present Article VI, Article V. All operational provisions

of the article should appear before the section on organization and

management, which in Bretton Woods type charters traditionally marks the

boundary between active and formal provisions of the agreement.

(b) Section 1.

In subsection (a), fourth line, replace "its operations" with

"the operations of the Association". The reference of "its" is very

indefinite.

(c) Revise Section 2 to read as follows:

"Section 2 - Separate Accounts. Supplementary contributions

shall be accounted for separately from the other assets of the Association."

There is no reason why these contributions should be administered separately.

They may appropriately be used in connection with the other funds of the

Association.

Article VI - Organization and 1anagement.

(a) This, of course, is the article formerly numbered 'V".

(b) Section 5 - President and Staff.

In subsection (c), line 2, replace "offices" by "functions for



the Association". This change is proposed because the President and

presumably many other employees of the Association will also have duties

to the Bank and possibly to the IFC.

(c) Add a new subsection (d) as provided for in the Articles of the

Bank and of the IFC.

(d) Section 6 - Relationship to the Bank.

In subsection (a), line 3, add "lend to or" before "borrow".

ARTICLE VIII. - Status, Immunities, and Privileges.

(a) Section 4.

It is strongly desired that the immunities and privileges be

set forth in full.

(b) It is noted that the proposed article does not contain any

provision like section 11 of the IFC Articles relating to waiver of privileges

and immunities. Why is this'i

Article IX - Amendments.

(a) In subsection (b)ii, second line, omit "and". This does not

appear in either the IFC or the IBRD articles.

Article XI - Final Provisions.

(a) Section 1.

Consideration should be given to dropping the provision for

requiring that not less than governments subscribe. This require-

ment is in the IFC Articles, but not in those of the IBRD. On the whole,

it seems to introduce only a complication.
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(b) Section 2 - Signature.

In subsection (a) consideration should be given to dropping the

phrase "without reservation". This does not appear in the Articles of

Agreement of the Bank, although it is in those of the Fund. It was not

included in the I-ADB Articles. On the whole, it is probably an irritant

to the Congress and does not serve any vital purpose.

Consideration should be given to inserting a subsection comparable

in principle to that in subsection (g) of the Bank Articles, providing

that allsignatories accept the agreement in behalf of their colonies, etc.

No such provision was made in tne IFC Articles, but it appears to be

particularly important in regard to IDA in view of the insistence of a

number of countries that their colonies be eligible for financing.

(c) Section 3 - Inauguration of the Association.

In subsection (c), last line, replace "until" by "under".



ANEX A

Section 5. Definition of fully convertible currency.

For the purposes of this Agreement the term fully convertible

currency means:

( ) the currency of a member whose monetary authorities

4n- fact freely buy and sell gold or United States dollars

within the limits prescribed by Article IV, Sections 2 and 3,

of the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund#

or

(f) currency of a member held by the Association which the

member has irrevocably agreed will be exchanged by the member

for the currency of any other member without restriction at the

par value for the member's currency established with the

International Monetary Fund or, if the Aseociation so decides,

at such rate of exchange as shall be reasonably determined by

tue Association after consultation with the Fund.



FORMS-No. INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. R. Cope DATE: November 2, 1959

FROM: A. M. Kamarck P

SUBJECT: U.S. Local Currency Loans to Industrialized and
Semi-Industrialized Countries

Acting on a suggestion of Mr. Parsons, I looked briefly at how
useful local currency repayments on existing U.S. PL-480 and Sec. 402
loans might be to I.D.A. for lending outside the particular debtor
country. The following are the principal amounts of local currency
loans already signed or scheduled to be signed as of June 30, 1959
owed by industrialized and semi-industrialized countries.

Industriglized Countries Principal Amount
Millions

Austria 26
Denmark 2
France 14
Italy 107
Japan 109 -

Total 258

Semi-Industrialized Countries

Argentina 42
Brazil 150
Chile 29
Colombia 29
Finland 12
Greece 75
Iceland 7
Mexico 7
Portugal 3
Spain 118
Turkey 72
Yugoslavia 233
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October 22, 19 9

Prof. Jwes A. obinson
)epartment of Political Science
Northwestern Unirsit
vanston., Illinois

Dear Prof. obinson:

Thank you for your kindness in sending a copy

of your interesting case study on the Monrory itesolution.

I thi yo ve presented th ator clearly and U.

I sbould be gi to talk th you about further

developmjent in conunction with the International Develop-

ment Association on your proposed visit to Washington

later this fall.

oincerly yours,

'ihArd ii. _%ruth
Director

Technical Assitance aid ,Iaison taff

:tf

ile copy w/incoming letter and document to (1) Mr. Sommrs
(2) Mrs. Boskey
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
To: Files DATE; Ocober 22, 1959

FROM: Shirley Boskey

SUBJECT: Proje2cts for Peace Investment Trusts

(n October 1?, Mr. Broches and I met with Gordon Evanz 6discuss
with him his surggestion (see attached paner, dated October 6) that IDA
might be a suitable veoicle for the PPIT proposal, since the IBRD did
not seem to be.

We told Mr . Evans that the Principal difficulty with his plan was
tnat the contemplated basis of IA lending was inconsistent with IDA's

borrowing on termS calling for renayment of principal, let alone payment
of interest, We suges-ted the nossibility of the PPITs'$ raising F1:nds
cn a contribution basis,' and turning them4 ovcr to lDA as a gift, with
the stipulation that they be usea for a dcsig-nzated projecto However,
Ar. livans was rellatant to accept this idea. le thought tha t only small
amiounts could be rmised as charitable contributions; moreover, the PPIT
proposal is intenecd to nrovide a means by which smaller savers could in-
vest in, not re-rely contribute to, economic development.

r. Broches suggested the possibility that govcrnmnents of the
countries in whd -h funds were raised imight be willing to guarantee repay-
ment by IDA. He noted that, for various reasons, this would not be prac-
ticable in the United States 'ir. Evans nlared to explore this approach
with Geoffrey Wiilson, at the Eabassy.

Before leaving Washington, Mr. Ivans spoke with Mr. Demuth by nhone.
Mr. Demuth proposed another alternative, sug-ested by Mr. Sommers, that
governments themselves might borrow funds from the PPITs and turn the
uroceeds ovcr to Ina as supolE-mental contributions. Mr. Demuth also sug-
gested the nossibility of the PP.Ts issuing certificates of much longer
maturity than had ori, inally been contemplated, to tie in more closely
with the terms on which ID A would relind funds available to it. Mr. Evans
will consider all these su,' -estions.
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OUTGOING WIRE

CLASS OF SERVICE: DATE: OCTOBER 20, 1959

TO: MM IN\TBAFPAD

PARIS

COUNTRY ( FRANCE

TEXT:

Cable No.

YOUR 16 YES.

lK@NDELS

Signed:

AUTHORIZED BY:

NAME: M..DEIS For Use by Archives Division

DEPT: Checked for Dispatch

SIGNATURE: SECR Y

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See over for guide in preparing Outgoing Wire)



GUIDE FOR PREPARING OUTGOING WIRES

1. Class of Service

Type in class of service desired. Each class is described as follows:

Letter Telegram Letter telegrams are normally delivered the morning after day of despatch. The cost
is half the cost of full rate messages with a minumum charge for 22 words including
address and text.

Full Rate Full rate messages are normally transmitted and delivered immediately. There is a
minimum charge for 5 words, including address and text.

IBF Govt. This is a preferential rate extended to the Bank by some of its member countries.
Messages are sent at full rate speed and at about half the cost. This rate normally
should be used whenever available. It is at present available for the following
countries:

Bolivia Cuba Guatemala * Peru
Brazil Dominican Republic Honduras * Syria
Burma Ecuador Jordan Uruguay
Chile El Salvador Lebanon Venezuela

* China * Ethiopia Nicaragua Yugoslavia
Colombia * France Pakistan
Costa Rica Greece Panama

* In these countries the letter telegram rate is lower than IBF government rate and
should be used for messages when immediate transmission is not required.

Code Code messages are transmitted at full rate (or IBF Govt.) speed and cost. This rate
should be used only for confidential messages to staff members having a code with
them.

Day Letter Day letters are delivered during the day of transmission and should be used only for
messages in the United States and to Mexico and Canada. There is a minimum
charge for 50 words in text.

Teletype To be used only for messages to the New York Office, United Nations, and certain
commercial firms. For information, call Cable Post (Ext. 2008).

2. Address

Use only last name of addressee and cable address whenever possible. The Bank cable address
"INTBAFRAD" is registered in Paris, Beirut, Rio de Janeiro, Bogota, and Guatemala City. The name
of the country of destination must always be added. (No charge is made for the name of a country).

3. Text

Messages to Bank Missions and to Resident Representatives should be numbered. These numbers may
be obtained by calling Ext. 2008.

Type text in capital letters and double space between lines. The text should be edited to elirrinate
unnecessary words and unnecessary punctuation. If punctuation is needed, spell out the words "Comma,"
"Stop," etc.

Use common abbreviations whenever possible, i.e. reourlet, reurfive, etc. Write as one word hyphenated

words, hyphenated names, and certain two-word groups, e.g. Airmail, Newyork, enduse.

4. Signature

Type in last name of sender. Use INTBAFRAD as part of the signature only when addressee does not

know the address of the sender.

5. Authorization

Type in name and department of staff member authorizing message and have authorizing staff member

sign the original (pink copy). A list of authorized signatures is kept in the cable office.

Forward messages in triplicate in a cable envelope to Room 210 for despatch. The cable service is open
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:45 p.m. on working days. Special arrangements should be made for the despatch of

of cables outside of these hours.

ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING INCOMING AND OUTGOING WIRES SHOULD BE REFERRED TO THE

CABLE POST, EXT. 2008.
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CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNI CATION: Letter

DATED: October 16, 1959

TO: Mr. Eugene R. Black

FROM: Mr. Dag Hammarkjold
Secretary General
United Nations

FILED UNDER: LIAISON - UNITED NATIONS

SUMMARY: Re: Concerning the problem of the relationship between the
proposed International Development Association and the United
Nations and the other specialized agencies.

ack. Oct. 23, 1959
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTIO1I AND DEVILO.PMENT

SecM59-180

FROM: The Secretary October 16, 1959

NOTICE OF MEETINGS

There will be a Special 'eeting of the Executive Directors

in the Board Room on Thursday, October 22, at 10:00 a.m., to

consider the Report (R 59-84) regarding Capital Increases.

This meeting will be immediately followed by a Meeting of

the Financial Policy Committee which will begin its consideration

of the proposal for an International Development Association

(Report IDA/R59-1 dated October 9, 1959).

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Vice Presidents
Department Heads
Secretary, International Monetary Fund

Sec. 59-367



NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

PROGRAM OF GRADUATE TRAINING AND RESEARCH

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

October 15, 1959

Mr. Richard H. Demuth, Director
Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 h Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Demuth:

This is a published version of a manuscript
you were kind enough to read last spring. Later this fall
I would like to call on you to discuss more recent activities
concerning the International Development Association. I
hope to make a further study of the organization.

Sincerely,

. James a. Robinson
Assistant Professor

JAR:ds
Enclosure

Oct rn2



THE MONRONEY RESOLUTION: CONGRESSIONAL

INITIATIVE IN FOREIGN POLICY MAKING

James A. Robinson

A i



Members of the Eagleton Foundation Case Studies Committee
Stephen K. Bailey, Professor of Political Science, Maxwell School, Syracuse University

Edwin Bock, Director of the Inter-University Case Program

Edward McN. Burns, Chairman of the Department of Political Science, Rutgers, the State University

Harlan Cleveland, Dean of the Maxwell School, Syracuse University

Ivan Hinderaker, Associate Professor of Political Science, University of California at Los Angeles

William Keefe, Chairman of the Political Science Department, Chatham College

Neil A. McDonald, Professor of Political Science, Douglass College

Dayton McKean, Dean of the Graduate School of University of Colorado

Frederick Mosher, Professor of Political Science, University of California

The Eagleton Foundation Studies in Practical Politics are premised

on the importance and utility of political parties in American political

life and are designed to increase understanding of the vital contribu-

tion to American democracy of partisan political activity. They intro-

duce the case method, already applied successfully to business and

public administration curricula, into the teaching of American politics.

Cases provide an inside look at practical politics; these are aimed at

improving student interest and performance in introductory through

graduate courses. The cases themselves are lucid, dispassionate ac-

counts of actual political activity-campaigning, financing, program-

ming, framing issues, running affairs of state-built on materials not

found between hard covers, materials hitherto locked in the oral tradi-

tion of politics. The program in practical politics contemplates con-

tinuous replenishment of cases to assure comprehensive coverage and

to keep the cases close to political realities, student interests, and

teaching needs.

Biographical Sketch
James A. Robinson received his doctorate from Northwestern

University in 1957. He was a Congressional Fellow of the Ameri-

can Political Science Association, 1957-1958, and was attached

to the staff of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency

while the Monroney Resolution was under consideration. He is

now Research Associate, Program of Graduate Training and Re-

search in International Relations, and Instructor in Political Sci-

ence, Northwestern University.

Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 59-12380
Copyright @ 1959 by Henry Holt and Company, Inc.
27520-0119
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THE MONRONEY RESOLUTION:
CONGRESSIONAL INITIATIVE
IN FOREIGN POLICY MAKING

by

JAMES A. ROBINSON

Preface. This is an account of the enactment of the informed, often told the local officials what to build, where-

Senate Resolution urging the executive to consider an Inter- as the relatively few Russian aid administrators allowed

national Development Association as an affiliate of the the Asians more initiative and control. And when the

World Bank. Data for reconstructing the story were American government made outright gifts, the Soviets

gathered by three means: direct observation and partici- offered loans over long periods of time at low rates of

pation, interviews, and analysis of private files and public interest.

records. Point Four projects appeared to Monroney to be re-

What is the significance of this case? One may read it as ceived better than any other American aid programs. For

an example of the legislative process, as a case of a poten- example, the United States had trained Thai technicians

tially important development in international financial or- who, in two years, eradicated the malaria-bearing mosquito

ganization, or as illuminating and modifying some familiar and made Thailand malaria free. The Thais were deter-

propositions about the role of Congress in making United mined to pass these blessings on to Laos and Cambodia,

States foreign policy. In Congress and Foreign Policy and Monroney particularly admired this "chain reaction"

Robert Dahl has written: in which those who had received help turned to helping
others. Yet the cost of Point Four was slight compared to

Perhaps the single most important fact about Congress and American military assistance.
its role in foreign policy . . . is that it rarely provides the Teian atitu w o assistancew

initiative. In foreign policy the President proposes, the Con- The Asian attitude toward foreign assistance was sharply

gress disposes-and in a very large number of highly im- p

portant decisions about foreign policy, the Congress does Bangkok. On the first he made a Sunday flight to Burma,

not even have the opportunity to dispose.' and passed over a 148-kilometer section of a highway
built with $2 million from American military aid. This was,

Why was the Monroney Resolution an exception to the by engineering standards, a magnificent piece of construe-
rule? Does this case suggest hypotheses about the condi- tion and a useful adjunct to Thailand's transportation sys-
tions under which Congress may take the initiative in tem. But many Thais were ashamed of the gift. In fact,
making foreign policy? the emperor refused to dedicate it, and the prime minister

had been reluctant to do so.

ORIGINS OF THE RESOLUTION In contrast to their lack of pride in the highway the

Less than a month after his re-election to the United Thais took special pride in an irrigation dam built, in part,
Ltates Setan a 956, mont ier hisreeleo rt of h - Uwith an $18 million loan from the International Bank for

States Senate in 1956, Mike Monroney, Democrat of Okla- Reconstruction and Development (World Bank). Thai offi-
homa City, flew to Bangkok, Thailand, for the annual cswrecprou a espet and son Taional
meeting of the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU). It was his cials were proud that a respected and sound international

first participation in the deliberations of this semiofficial banking institution had loaned the money to build a locally

association of legislators representing more than sixty conceived project.

countries. The trip not only introduced the Senator to But Monroney soon learned that the World Bank could

many other parliamentary politicians, but it also gave him not meet all the demands for capital among underdevel-

firsthand acquaintance with a few of the problems of oped countries. For example, the Thais planned a $100

underdeveloped countries, million dam which, Monroney was told, would "erase a

As a result of his travel and talks Monroney returned power desert" and provide electricity to Thailand, Burma,

with the general impression that United States foreign-aid and perhaps Malaya. Because an unusually long term
would be required to repay the loan, the World Bank was

programs were not meeting the special needs of many unable to supply all the required capital.
underdeveloped nations. He discovered that Asians often In discussions with Burmese financial experts Monroney
interpreted United States assistance as an attempt to buy learned that another source of funds might be available for
allies, while Soviet assistance was encumbered by no such such developments. The Senator was told that for two years
suspicion. The numerous American officials, Monroney was the United States had sought to reloan Burmese currency,

'New York: Harcourt Brace and Co., 1950, p. 58. Quoted acquired from the s e of surplus wheat to Burma. This

by permission. suggested the possibility of using "counterpart" funds set

1



2 THE MONRONEY RESOLUTION

aside by recipients of Marshall Plan aid.2 Monroney did multilateral aid through the World Bank, possibly starting
not then appreciate the amount (more than two billion with some of the Asiatic nations which may actually prefer
dollars) of foreign currencies which the United States had long-term loans," Monroney said. He also envisioned the
acquired from the sale of farm surpluses under Public use of a new "Class B" stock to finance long-term loans
Law 480, nor did he realize that virtually all counterpart with interest and amortization suspended over the first
moneys were exhausted. In a speech to the Inter-Parliamen- five years. The United States could contribute counterpart
tary Union he stressed the opportunity to "recycle" the funds proceeds from Public Law 480 sales. Eventually
counterpart funds through an international lending institu- other nations might contribute.
tion. Such a plan, if it matured, could satisfy the preference
among underdeveloped nations for borrowing from inter- 1957
national organizations rather than directly from single na- About the time Monroney approached Black and Ful-
tions. It would also capitalize on what appeared to be bright he also asked the Department of State for its evalua-
dormant currencies. tion of the possibility of using foreign currencies for de-

Monroney believed his Bangkok speech evoked a favor- velopment purposes. Within a short period the department
able response among the members of the International Par- communicated its reply through Robert Hill, then the As-
liamentary Union and, when he returned to Washington sistant Secretary for Congressional Relations charged with
in December 1956, he felt ready to discuss the idea with coordinating almost all State Department communications
Eugene Black, president of the World Bank, and Senator with the House and Senate. Assistant Secretary Hill's mem-
J. William Fulbright (D-Ark), chairman of the Banking orandum lent little encouragement to Monroney's idea. The
and Currency Committee. If they were receptive, he would department reported that virtually all the counterpart funds
introduce a resolution urging further study. Such an inquiry had been expended and that revenue from sales of farm
might be concluded, he thought, in time for part of the surpluses was being allocated for purposes established by
American supply of local currencies to be included in the Public Law 480. According to the memorandum it was not
1957 foreign aid authorization, which Monroney hoped practicable to negotiate additional "triangular" deals, by
would mark the first phase in the shift from bilateral to which Country A might loan "soft" currencies to Country
multilateral aid. B to buy from Country C, which in turn would make pur-

The consultations with Black were encouraging. Black chases from A. Local currencies would not meet the need
also had been thinking about possible new developments for hard currencies, especially the dollar.
because World Bank regulations would not permit the long- Monroney did not introduce a resolution in 1957. No
term, low-interest loans which were becoming increasingly hearings were held, no further signs of interest in or
necessary. His role as an international official forbade activity about the matter were displayed. Monroney con-
Black to commit himself or the bank at such an early stage, tinued to hope that his idea or something like it would be
but he believed Monroney's idea worth exploring. Chair- adopted, but if the "experts" in the administration did not
man Fulbright also thought the subject deserved study and believe it practicable, he would bide his time. He became
appointed Monroney chairman of the Subcommittee on occupied with other legislation-aviation safety and auto-
International Finance, of which Monroney had not pre- mobile pricing, both of which fell within the jurisdiction
viously been a member. Fulbright himself had chaired this of his subcommittees of the Interstate and Foreign Com-
subcommittee in the previous Congress, but volunteered to merce Committee. In and out of the United States, he
surrender this role to Monroney so that he might have an occasionally discussed the possibility of using more foreign
official platform from which to launch his proposal. Mon- currencies for aid, but a full year elapsed before he again
roney was grateful to have a subcommittee of his own, attempted to put the idea before the Senate. In August
which permitted him to schedule hearings at virtually his 1957, he appointed Thomas D. Finney, Jr., an Oklahoma
own pleasure, command a small staff, and take initiative attorney and former Foreign Service officer, as adminis-
in pursuing the matter before the full committee and with trative assistant and put this subject at the top of a list of
the administration. issues Finney could expect to handle in the next year.

With such encouragement he was prepared to discuss the
idea publicly in the United States. In an interview with 1958
Washington Post and Times-Herald reporter, Robert C. At the first meeting of the Banking and Currency Com-
Albright, the Senator emphasized reusing local currencies mittee in 1958, the staff director, Dr. Robert A. Wallace,
owned by the United States and the advantages of allocat- asked Senator Monroney whether he intended to do any-
ing foreign aid through international organizations. "I thing with his International Finance Subcommittee. Mon-
think the time has come to at least begin the transition to roney said that he had talked to Under Secretary of State

Christian Herter, Treasury Secretary Robert Anderson, and
2When the United States, through the European Recovery Eugene Black about an international local currencies bank,

Program, loaned dollars to other nations, the recipient govern- but that more work needed to be done, and he was in no
ments deposited equal amounts of their own currencies in their hurry.
central banks. These became known as "counterpart" funds, a On February 4 Monroney, who is an active Episco-small percentage of which was at the direct disposal of the
American government. Such "local" currencies, with little ex- palian, called on Secretary Anderson to invite him to
change value in international markets, are often called "soft" address a women's group at the Washington National Ca-
currencies in contrast to "hard" currencies like the dollar. thedral. The Senator used this occasion to discuss his local-
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currency bank idea with the Secretary again. Anderson Monroney thought he was making progress when he

was quite interested and said he had been talking to Black went to see Anderson to tell him he was ready to introduce

about the same problems-especially how to expand multi- his resolution. The Secretary said he would like to call

lateral lending activities. Herter, and Monroney could tell from overhearing half the

On February 6, on his own initiative, Wallace wrote a conversation that he was running into opposition. Ander-

one-page memorandum proposing that Monroney offer a son advised him to see Herter, and an appointment was

simple Senate resolution recommending a conference made for 5:30 that afternoon. When Monroney arrived

among the nations whose local currencies had been ac- at the State Department he was greeted by Herter, Macom-

quired by the United States. The purpose of the conference ber, and C. Douglas Dillon, then Deputy Under Secretary

would be to consider establishing an international bank to for Economic Affairs. From the outset Monroney sensed

take deposits and loan such currencies. Also on February that they were going to be discouraging. He inferred that

6 Monroney was visited by John Oakes, an old newspaper Secretary of State Dulles had turned thumbs down on the

friend and chief editorial writer of The New York Times. proposal, and Herter and Dillon advised him not to go

When the Senator told Oakes about the idea of using local ahead. The administration's concern was evident; Mon-

currencies for additional international loans, Oakes invited roney's proposal might jeopardize the Development Loan

Monroney to meet with the editorial board to discuss the Fund. But the Senator told the departmental representa-

proposal. Monroney asked Oakes to set a date, and early tives that he was too far along to stop. He left a copy of his

the next week he stopped off in New York for a long resolution and said that he had hoped for executive co-

luncheon at which he answered the writers' questions. operation so that they might "break" the story together.

A week later-on Monday, February 17-Monroney In any case, he was going to give the story to the Sunday

and his press secretary, Mrs. Beth Campbell Short, went Times and try to get the plan "airborne."

to the Department of State to see Under Secretary Chris- On Sunday The New York Times gave Monroney's

tian Herter. Monroney and Herter had known each other proposal prominent and extensive coverage. Kenworthy's

from the time they served together in the House, and dispatch was placed on the front page, and Moroney's pic-

Monroney also had been a member of the famous Herter ture appeared inside with the continuation of the article.

Committee which in 1947 visited Europe to study the first On Saturday Kenworthy had interviewed Black, and Mon-

foreign aid programs. Also present was William B. Ma- day morning's paper contained another front-page story

comber, Jr., the new Assistant Secretary for Congressional which presented the World Bank president's view that the

Relations. Monroney presented his idea and urged the Senator's idea was worthy of serious study. Also on Mon-

'department to take a more positive position than it had day The Times published a sympathetic editorial.

a year earlier. Herter appeared to like the idea, and Mon- This publicity was valued very highly by Monroney.

roney thought he might be able to secure not only biparti- First, he believes The Times, especially the Sunday edition,

san, but also combined executive-legislative support. On is read by some of the most influential individuals through-

Friday morning of this same week-February 21-Mon- out the nation and indeed the world. Second, he knows that

roney visited Eugene Black at his office in the International often what appears initially in The Times will be picked up

Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Black pre- by other newspapers. And third, he likes to circulate re-

ferred that Monroney not propose an international con- prints of such articles and editorials which he thinks will,

ference similar to the Bretton Woods meeting which cul- because of their source, carry great weight. In fact, after

minated in the formation of the World Bank. Instead Black the initial publicity in The Times Monroney's office re-

suggested that if sufficient support should grow among ceived many calls and letters for further information,

national governments, the bank's Board of Directors could including some foreign requests. Packers of materials, later

take the initiative. called IDA kits, containing The Times and other reprints,

After seeing Black, Monroney went to lunch with E. W. were widely circulated.

Kenworthy, a Washington correspondent for The New After the week-end publicity was released, Wallace

York Times, whom Oakes had sent to see the Senator. At turned to drafting a memorandum from which the Senator

the entrance to the tunnel from the Senate office building could prepare a speech to accompany the introduction of

to the Capitol, Monroney and Kenworthy chanced to meet the resolution. On Saturday at the office and on Sunday at

Staff Director Wallace, and the Senator invited Wallace home he wrote out in longhand a draft to be submitted

to join them. Monroney was reluctant to introduce his to Monroney Monday morning. An article in that Sunday's

resolution at this point but Kenworthy and Wallace urged New York Times Magazine by Barbara Ward, well-known

him to act. Monroney said he would like to talk to Ander- British economic journalist, contributed to his thinking.

son and Herter again. Meanwhile Kenworthy, Wallace, Miss Ward offered two timely reasons for a more energetic

Finney, Mrs. Short, and Charles Boots, attorney with the foreign aid program in 1958. One was to counter the

Senate's Office of Legislative Counsel, gathered in Mon- Soviet Union's entry into this activity, and the other was

roney's office. Boots put Wallace's rough draft of a resolu- to offset the decline in world trade accompanying the

tion into legal language, and preliminary drafts of state- American business recession. The Communist challenge

ments, which Monroney later revised, were prepared for received more emphasis in the final draft of Monroney's

Kenworthy's use in his Sunday and Monday articles. At speech than the trade theme. By 10 or 11 A.M. Monday

this point there was no assurance about the prominence Wallace's draft had been typcd and delivered to Monroney

which Kenworthy's articles would receive. and his administrative assistant, Finney, who gave it addi-
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tional editing and polishing. Monroney then worked this concerned that the World Bank could not meet the demand

into the final version of his speech. for long-term, low-interest loans.
Before Monroney could secure the floor that afternoon As is customary in the Senate, several colleagues rose to

to introduce his resolution, Senator Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) compliment Monroney on his "imaginative" and "construc-

spoke in glowing terms of the proposal he had read about tive" idea. By asking favorable questions they gave him

in Sunday's New York Times. Two Senators asked whether further opportunity to expand on the merits of IDA. His

there would be any objection to their putting the article close personal friend, Albert Gore (D-Tenn.), asked about

into the Congressional Record. About 3 o'clock Monroney "the enormous quantities of foreign currencies" now within

made his speech setting forth the case for what he now the control of the United States government. Senator Stuart

officially called an International Development Association. Symington (D-Mo.) wondered whether the costs of the

(He had toyed with the initials, IDEAL, but settled on farm price-support program might be reduced by better

IDA.) management of these foreign currencies. Senator Prescott

The text of the 216-word resolution, designed Senate Bush (R-Conn.) elicited the fact that Monroney had had

Resolution 264, was as follows: informal discussions with World Bank officials and that

Resolved, That, recognizing the desirability of promoting they encouraged study of IDA.

a greater degree of international development by means of Now that the resolution had been introduced, the next
multilateral loans based on sound economic principles, step was to build public support. Monroney, himself a
rather than a system of unilateral grants or loans, it is the former newspaperman, believes that effective press rela-
sense of the Senate that consideration should be given to tions can contribute much to the success or failure of a
the establishment of an International Development Associa- political campaign. His press secretary is Mrs. Beth Camp-
tion, in cooperation with the International Bank for Re- bell Short, former Associated Press correspondent, who
construction and Development. served as White House correspondence secretary during the

In order to achieve greater international trade, develop- four months before President Truman left office in 1953
ment and economic well-being, such an agency should pro- after the death of her husband, White House Press Secre-
mote the following objectives:

1. Provide long-term loans available at a low rate of tary Joseph Short. Early in March, Mrs. Short selected a

interest and repayable in local currencies to supplement group of editors of large metropolitan dailies, and the Sena-
World Bank loans and thereby permit the prompt com- tor wrote each of them (some of whom he knew person-
pletion of worthwhile development projects which could ally), enclosing copies of The New York Times stories and
not otherwise go forward. of his speech introducing the resolution. Within the next

2. Permit maximum use of foreign currencies available few months over fifty of these papers carried editorials
to the United States through the sale of agricultural sur- about IDA. Some discussed the idea generally without tak-
pluses and through other programs by devoting a portion ing sides, but most endorsed it. As these editorials were
of these currencies to such loans. . . . received from a clipping service, Monroney or friendly

devl pmnt thcan beds necessary for yternato econwhic Senate colleagues placed them in the Congressional Record.

eliminates any possible implications of interference with Monroney's staff assumed that someone in each Congres-
national sovereignty. sional office gleans the Record for items of interest to his

It is further the sense of the Senate that, as a part of the Representative or Senator and that any editorial from a
United States economic aid program, funds be subscribed member's district or state would be called to his attention.
to the capital stock of the International Development As- Staff Director Wallace estimated that between ten and
sociation in cooperation with investments made by other twenty thousand "opinion leaders" read the Record.
participating countries. Each editor who wrote an editorial on IDA was kept

Monroney's appeals were several. He invited the support informed as the resolution proceeded through the Senate.

of liberals who favored internationalizing aid. To conserv- Simultaneously with the letters to editors and foreign-policy
atives he hinted that the United States might save money experts, Monroney wrote to all members of the House of

by activating dormant foreign currencies rather than appro- Representatives. His purpose was to keep them advised in

priating new dollars, and he indicated that he personally the event that it would be necessary for that body to ap-
would favor transferring the money set aside for the De- propriate money for IDA. He also wrote to all members

velopment Loan Fund to an IDA, thus avoiding any new of the Senate to acquaint them with the purposes of his

authorization. He criticized "badly worn Democratic tires, resolution. Always, he enclosed materials, with the empha-
good in their day, but now worn down to the fabric," sis on attractive reprints of editorials from all sections of

which was meant to give his speech a nonpartisan ring. the country.
And he pleaded with long-time supporters of mutual aid
that an IDA might be a way of obtaining more foreign PREPARATION FOR THE HEARINGS
economic assistance, inasmuch as he expected the House The next step was to conduct the customary public
of Representatives to make substantial cuts in the adminis- hearing, which would call further attention to Monroney's
tration's foreign-aid request. proposal, both in and out of the Senate. Preparations for

The Senator also emphasized several arguments which hearings on IDA began shortly after the resolution was in-
coincided with his observations in Thailand. He was troduced. The chairman of the full committee sent letters
alarmed at the competitive appeal of Russian economic to the executive departments asking them to prepare their
programs, a point Miss Ward had also stressed. And he was positions, and committee staff personnel and departmental
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staff worked on the details of the presentation. Monroney MARCH 18: THE HEARINGS OPEN
personally asked Secretary Anderson to testify on the as- The hearings were held in the ornate committee room
sumption that the higher the rank of the government wit- on the third floor of the Senate Office Building. As is
ness, the greater the attention the issue is likely to receive customary, the chairman made an opening statement. Mon-

in the press. Indeed, adverse testimony by a high-ranking roney's remarks were drafted by Wallace and Matthew

official would not ncessarily have been unwelcomed inas- Hale, the committee's legal counsel. Wallace worked on
much as it too would have attracted attention. the political parts of the statement. Hale prepared the

The Treasury Department was certain to be represented technical and factual materials, and Finney and Monroney
because of its jurisdiction over American international put together the final version. After reviewing the variety
financial activity. Because of the obvious foreign policy im- of international lending programs and several recent pro-
plications of Senate Resolution 264 the State Department posals for new approaches to capital development, Mon-
was interested. The Commerce Department, whose con- roney listed six advantages of his proposal for international
cerns overlap both State's and Treasury's, was asked to relations.
participate. The Agriculture Department was involved by (1) It removes the political stigma attached to loans from
virtue of its Public Law 480 activities. The International the United States alone by placing them under international
Cooperation Administration, which administers mutual se- banking facilities;
curity legislation, naturally was invited to testify. And the (2) It insures to receiving nations a continuation of long-
Bureau of the Budget, because of its coordinating role in range project financing by removing the uncertainty of year-
the administration, also sent a witness. to-year appropriations for the annual aid bill in Congress;

Within the administration, the National Advisory Coun- (3) It provides a further mechanism by which new na-

cil on International Monetary and Financial Policy dis- tions can develop an international line of credit;

cussed IDA at the staff level. No action was taken but there (4) It places the responsibility of passing on the feasi-

was an exchange of views among the departments rep- bility of projects and requests for loans in a genuine banking

resented on the council-Treasury, State, Commerce, the faciit encourages other nations whose recovery has been
Export-Import Bank, and the Federal Reserve Board. The helped to assume their proper share of the common burden
Treasury Department's office of General Counsel, which of the development of new nations; and
has a section to deal with international finance, arranged (6) It facilitates the use in international trade of dozens
for the presentation of the departmental position. The of local currencies not now freely convertible.
nature of the testimony was discussed with Secretary An-
derson and a draft prepared. Questions were anticipated He then enumerated four advantages for the United

and answers prepared. Representatives of the General States.

Counsel's office worked with Under Secretary Dillon's (1) It takes the matter of economic development of under-
assistants to coordinate their departments' testimony. developed countries out of the arena of domestic politics;

In addition to the government's witnesses, Monroney (2) It reduces the costs of foreign economic development

wanted some eminent nongovernmental persons to testify. by the better use of soft currencies acquired in our program

In order to attract attention and to recruit favorable wit- of surplus agricultural commodity disposal;

nesses Monroney's staff selected a large number of names (3) It reduces the cost of administration of foreign-aid

from the roster of participants in the President's Con- programs; and
ferece n Foeig Aid Th Seatorthe wroe tese(4) It enables the Congress to enact a long-range bank-

ference on Foreign Aid. The Senator then wrote these ing program and thereby remove this portion of our aid
"opinion leaders" brief letters setting forth his aims and from year-to-year consideration on an emotional basis.
enclosing The New York Times articles, a copy of his
Senate speech, and the resolution. He hoped that from re- After reading his statement, Monroney and Senator
plies to these letters he would find several helpful witnesses. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.), the ranking minority member

Paul G. Hoffman, an Eisenhower Republican and on both the sub-committee and full committee, engaged in

former administrator of the European Recovery Program a spirited controversy. Capehart asked a series of critical
under President Truman, was invited to testify. He was questions which Monroney answered. Then Senator Ful-
willing to do so, but requested additional information. The bright suggested that the committee hear Secretary of the
staff sent him a tape recording of a fifty-minute extempo- Treasury Anderson who had been waiting to testify. But
raneous speech the Senator had made to a luncheon meet- Capehart protested the procedure under which the chair-
ing of the Point IV Information Group, a small liberal man read a three-page statement without showing it to the
organization in Washington, one of many Monroney ad- minority in advance and giving the Republicans oppor-
dressed about IDA. He attended others outside Washington tunity to reply. "I think we have gotten to the point in this
as well. When Senate floor business prevented his speak- committee and to the point on the floor of the Senate,"
ing to a group of UN delegates organized by the Quaker he declared, "where the minority in the Congress is com-
UN Program, he sent Wallace to substitute for him. pletely blanked out from taking part in the proceedings of

Wallace called a member of the staff of Governor the Congress."
Averell Harriman to New York to see whether the gover- Capehart and Monroney then agreed to hear Anderson,
nor, who was also a former Mutual Security director, might who had broken two previous engagements and consented
be able to testify, but closing activities of the state legisla- to come with the understanding that he might leave early
ture prevented his coming to Washington. to fulfill an 11:00 A.M. appointment. As the United States
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representative on the Board of Governors of both the billion as a result of the mutual aid that came from pro-

World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, the viding the mechanisms for the use of these currencies."

Secretary of the Treasury is, formally at least, the gov- By following Secretary Anderson, Hoffman was able to

ernment's foremost expert on United States participation in counter the administration's negative attitude toward IDA

international financial organizations. with an enthusiastic endorsement. Nevertheless, Anderson's

The Secretary declared that the Senator's proposal testimony received more prominent attention in the next

"represents a valuable additional suggestion" worthy of morning's newspapers.
longer study and full of far-reaching implications. Ander-
son suggested that the relationship to the World Bank be MARCH 19: THE SECOND DAY
spelled out more specifically and he offered language mak-

ing IDA an "affiliate" of the bank. Among the obstacles The hearings reopened with testimony by C. Douglas

he saw before an IDA, the Secretary included the question Dillon, then Deputy Under Secretary of State for Eco-

whether foreign governments would be willing to subscribe nomic Affairs. Mr. Dillon was formerly Ambassador to

substantial amounts of convertible currencies to a new France and a successful investment banker. Mimeographed

institution. He was also concerned about the attitude of copies of his statement were delayed in preparation, and

other lending countries toward repayments in soft cur- Monroney explained that this would cause Senators to in-

rencies. He noted, too, that the local currencies owned by terrupt more frequently than if they had copies of Dillon's

the United States had been acquired under specific agree- testimony before them. These interruptions combined with

ments and could not be used except in accordance with a long statement to force Dillon to come back the third day.

those agreements. Furthermore, the Secretary was dis- Dillon presented what he described as the State Depart-

couraging about the value of many of these currencies in ment's "preliminary comments" and promised a prompt

international markets. study by the interested departments of the government. In

As this summary indicates, Anderson devoted most of greater detail and at greater length than Anderson he sur-

his testimony to the local-currency feature of the resolu- veyed the problems of underdeveloped economies and

tion. Near the end he referred to Monroney's preference raised objections to the success of an IDA.

for multilateral aid programs by reaffirming the need for Dillon belabored the local-currency part of the Mon-

bilateral financing, including the Development Loan Fund. roney Resolution. He had asked a department economist

Nevertheless, he thought IDA ought to be studied with for an "optimistic" and "simple" memorandum on the uses

"all reasonable diligence." Anderson's testimony was re- of these currencies. This study led him to conclude that soft

garded by the Senator and his staff as a thinly veiled currencies in the possession of the federal government "do

attempt to oppose the resolution with faint praise rather not constitute a means for enlarging the total flow of ex-

than to reject it outright. Monroney's interpretation was ternal resources to these less developed countries." Further-

put on the record two days later in the public hearing when more, he indicated that there is an upper limit to t'e

he cited Kenworthy's report of Anderson's statement. The amount of capital which hard-currency (e.g., the dollar,

New York Times headline read: "Anderson Is Cool to the pound sterling, the deutsche-mark, or the franc) coun-

Second World Bank." tries can export and that that limit had just about been

Owing to his other appointment, Secretary Anderson reached. To divert this capital from one plan to another

could not remain for questioning. The committee showed "would not be getting any more money."

little interest in questioning his assistants and rather soon When Dillon turned to a discussion of the relationship

called on Paul Hoffman. Hoffman had taken an overnight of an IDA to the Development Loan Fund and other exist-

flight from California in order to attend the hearings and ing programs, he was soon drawn away from his prepared

had arrived too late to complete dictating and mimeograph- statement by Senator Monroney's sharp and often caustic

ing his statement. As a result, advance copies of his re- questioning. First, Monroney was critical of the delay in

marks were not available to reporters when the hearing incorporating the fund; second, he wondered whether in-

opened. corporation would not put the fund beyond the control of

In a vigorous manner Hoffman urged an "immediate and the Congressional appropriation process; third, he criticized

exhaustive study" of the Monroney Resolution. He said the year's delay in making loans; fourth, he referred to the

it would be "tragic if the Congress failed to act promptly account of government-owned foreign currencies as "an-

upon Senator Monroney's exciting proposal." He endorsed other bank" in the International Cooperation Administra-

multination lending over single-nation loans. Costs of tion and wanted to know why it was not coordinated with

world development are less through international agencies the fund.

and such agencies encourage participation among more To this last criticism Dillon replied mildly, "It might be

countries. An IDA would promote larger use of local cur- a very possible and useful thing."

rencies, and Hoffman recalled the experience of the Mar- Monroney shot back, "Except that Mr. Dulles does not

shall Plan countries in founding the European Payments believe these foreign currencies are worth anything." Dillon

Union on a hard-currency basis but with provisions for firmly responded, "I do not think we have ever said that,"

the use of soft currencies. "The result was a quick doubling and went on to point out that "their use is limited . . . in

of trade among European nations and a consequent reduc- multilateral lending."
tion in the cost of the Marshall Plan," Hoffman observed. The Senator then turned to the dangers implicit in

"My guess is that we might have saved as much as $2 giving a more favorable loan to one country than another.
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Again he caustically referred to the fund and to Secretary does not do something about trying to expedite a new

Dulles: approach-something more concrete than "pursuing a study
with due diligence" such as the administration is proposing

. . . it would appear that in Mr. Dulles' bank the one who on this idea.
can drive the hardest bargain or make the strongest com- SENATOR CAPEHART. What page is that on?
mitment in support of Mr. Dulles' policy will get the best SENATOR MONRONEY. This is the summary.
deal. At least the flexibility indicated . . . would suggest that SENATOR CAPEHART. Well, let me analyze it.
our State Department bank has no standards which apply "No large reservoir of local currencies is available now
to all. to the United States, in Western Europe. . .

Dillon resisted this interpretation: "That is not correct, A 100-percent true statement.

Senator. It is not possible to put everything into that "Some significant sums are available in countries which

statement." have no great export potential in terms of development
goods."Senator Fulbright, who had to leave for his office, in- That, too, is a 100-percent true statement. These back-

terrupted to inquire about Dillon's point that local curren- ward countries certainly have no great potential export value
cies "have very limited if any use multilaterally." The of goods, because they do not make electrical machinery,
Arkansas Senator indicated that he did not believe Dillon do not make machine tools, do not make steel, do not
or Anderson had proved this proposition, but if that were make the things that development comes from. So that is a
the case, it would have great influence in considering Senate true statement.
Resolution 264. He, therefore, asked Dillon to prepare "The United States may have large sums available during
"a concise and lucid explanation. Do not make it so com- the next decade after repayment of outstanding local cur-

plicated that nobody can understand it." rency loans, but most of these funds will be available in

Once more the discussion soon returned to the Develop- relatively underdeveloped areas."

ment Loan Fund, and Monroney criticized the practice of A more true statement could never be made.

bilateral loans favoring one country over another: Nobody can read anything else than the facts into this.
And anyone who tries to do so just does not understand

I still say your ambassador is going to be quite a busy what is meant by "development." Otherwise, you cannot
man explaining to country A why it must repay 50 percent read anything else into it.
in dollars, while neighboring country B can pay in cruzieros When the exchange with Capehart subsided, Senator
or something else. Again I get back to the disadvantages of When the exchangerw th ehart junir Renator
the State Department mixing up its job of public relations Clifford Case of New Jersey, the most junior Republican

and diplomacy for America with that of loan officer and member of the full committee, although not a member of
bill collector. the subcommittee, asked whether he might draw out some

of the implications of voting for or against this resolution.
Dillon took the position that IDA and the fund were not In response to one of Case's questions, Monroney strongly

mutually exclusive and could operate in conjunction with indicated his hope of internationalizing foreign aid, but at
each other. He emphasized that neither he nor the depart- the same time continued to deride the fund as Dulles' bank:
ment opposed IDA. I think one of the most important points of this wholeMonroney continued with his pointed attack on the business is moving out of being the sole banker of thefailure to use local currencies more advantageously. "I world-which Mr. Dulles' bank helps to make us become.
think we are being very shortsighted in, as the State De- Senator George time and time again, in carrying the
partment has consistently done for 18 months, writing off foreign aid bills through-he was indeed a great statesman
as of no value any contributions that the people who have -warned the Congress repeatedly that grave danger existed
been helped in Asia are willing to help others." of our becoming the sole banker of the world. And yet,

Senator Capehart, the ranking Republican member, from the distinguished Secretary's statement, we are practi-
broke in, "I challenge that statement. . . . I think it is cally that today. And I am begging and pleading that before
unwarranted and unfair, I think it is not factual. I want it is too late we move to international banking facilities.
the record to show it." To this Senator Case responded with a statement that

Monroney then produced the State Department's memo- summarized the concern of many of Monroney's friends
randum of January 1957 as evidence and put it in the and also the administration.
record. The heat and flurry of the next few minutes can
be seen in these categorical remarks by the two senators. I agree with these objectives with all my heart. I do

have the feeling that it is unfortunate to attempt to gain
SENATOR MONRONEY. This is January 1957. 1 will read these objectives by knocking down the present Development

the summary. Fund and by attempting to show that it is of no value.
"No large reservoir of local currencies is available now With this I thoroughly disagree. I think you will not only

to the United States, in Western Europe, or in other de- fail to accomplish your objective, one which I share, by that
veloped countries. Some significant sums are available in process, by going at it in that way, but you will also very
countries which have no great export potential in terms of greatly hurt the whole cause of sound foreign aid. . . .
development goods. The United States may have large I do not disagree with the objective at all. I do think it is
sums available during the next decade after repayment of unfortunate to gain this objective in ways that will hurt
outstanding local currency loans, but most of these funds our foreign-aid program and which will probably result
will be available in relatively underdeveloped areas." in not accomplishing the objective itself.

Now, this was their attitude in 1957. It is still their atti- If you will forgive me, I am a little vehement about this,
tude in 1958. It will be their attitude in 1968 if the Congress but I feel very strongly about it.
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His statement contrasted the situation as it was defined utes pf reading left, so the chairman asked that he be
by Monroney and as it was defined by the administration. allowed to finish it without interrogation. Commerce De-
Case said that for Monroney to fight the DLF would be partment witnesses who had waited all morning to testify
unsuccessful for both the fund and IDA, and that if were excused.
Monroney should succeed in defeating DLF he would un- Dillon emphasized that IDA and DLF could exist to-
wittingly damage the cause of helping underdeveloped gether. "In our opinion, a continuing bilateral program will
countries. Without the fund and in the absence of the as yet be essential if American objectives are to be effectively
uncreated IDA, there would be even less capital available furthered in our relations with many countries."
for foreign assistance. By 12:30, Dillon had been on the stand for two hours

Monroney saw the situation differently. Unless some- and fifteen minutes. He agreed to return at ten the next
body in the Senate dramatized the malaise of the foreign- morning for further questions.
aid program, the State Department would continue the Monroney then released a telegram from Governor
same policies with the same fruits. In effect, he felt he Harriman intended to offset Secretary Anderson's negative
would have to threaten the fund in order to get serious testimony of the previous day. This little strategem had
consideration for IDA. been devised as a substitute for the governor's presence,

His lengthy public reply to Case reflected the real and but the telegram received scant public notice.
private feelings which he expressed to his friends and staff When the committee recessed, Senator Monroney was
then and later. He recalled that he had started eighteen observed in an earnest five- or ten-minute conversation with
months earlier to work on this proposal; for many weeks Senator Case explaining to him why he had felt compelled
he had sought to develop a bipartisan support for his pro- to be so critical of the State Department witness.
gram; he named persons in the administration with whom Later that same day Wallace and Finney sat down with
he had tried to work. Monroney to discuss the hearings. They believed that un-

I for one would not propose to strip the United States and necessary time and argument were being devoted to the

leave her bare of funds with which to pursue international local-currency features of IDA and that attention had been
development of underdeveloped areas at this critical point diverted from the advantages of international administra-
in world history. But I do think that we would be foolish tion which had attracted Monroney originally. These two
in the extreme to cement another layer of unilateral bu- staff men advised the Senator not to argue the technical
reaucracy to the ICA and the Export-Import Bank which we issues about the uses or value of local currency with the
now have. Department's financial experts. Not only was Monroney

Senator Case reiterated his position. put at a disadvantage by arguing his weakest point, but
he was missing the opportunity to score with his stronger

I do have a feeling from just sitting here and hearing policy contentions.
the reading of the statements that were made about this
earlier that a degree of criticism of the present program and
its objectives has been indulged in which is not calculated to MARCH 20: DILLON RESUMES
produce the results the Senator and I both want and is
harmful in the extreme. At 10:20 the next morning the committee convened

I hope that we can continue in the future consideration of again to question Dillon. The questioning was less an-
this very desirable measure without that kind of approach. tagonistic than it had been on Wednesday. Senator Cape-

Monroney's rejoinder reflected his deep personal resent- hart began with a short statement reviewing his two doubts

ment that the Department of State, in particular, had not about IDA: (1) about the value of local currencies, and

given him more cooperation and shown more imagination: (2) whether other countries would participate. Then he in-
quired about the International Finance Corporation (IFC),

I will say to the distinguished Senator that I do not wish a recent affiliate of the World Bank created to loan capital
this approach, but it was brought on us by the repeated to private firms in underdeveloped countries. This elicited
opposition. I would far rather have it on the table that the a summary by Dillon of the latest developments in that
administration does not want it than to have it chloroformed organization.
with kind words and "study with due diligence."oraztin

Senator Prescott Bush (R-Conn.), although not a mem-
Then Monroney added another element of the situation ber of the subcommittee, was invited to participate as were

as he defined it. The Senator had fully expected the foreign- all members of the Banking and Foreign Relations com-
aid request to be sharply cut by the House. This had led mittees. Bush asked Dillon whether the United States had
him to think 1958 might be a good year for IDA. "I am sounded out other governments about their views of IDA.
trying," he said to Case, "to have a mechanism for the Dillon replied that "we have made no such formal check at
dozens of Senators who have told me that they would like all yet." Bush suggested to the chairman that the com-
to vote for foreign aid, but they could not do it if it is the mittee, in considering IDA, would find it useful to have
same old model T that was inherited from the Acheson- some sign of opinion from other countries.
Truman days. It was a good car in those days, but today it A few minutes later Senator Bush repeated his suggestion
is slightly worn out and we need a new approach and new that the chairman seek from Treasury and State their views
ideas." of the likely response of other governments before the

It was now noon. With all these interruptions Dillon Senate committed itself to this plan. Monroney replied that
had not completed his statement. He had about ten min- the Senate's endorsement might encourage other govern-
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ments and also move the American government to take I think if it is true, we had better get out of all this

greater interest. world-wide loaning. If a country is going to like us better
because we put a billion dollars in and England puts a little

May I say to my friend that unless someone far more im- in, and somebody else, but if we loan them a billion directly
portant than the chairman of this subcommittee gives this they are not going to like us, then I for one am in favor of
proposal a sprinkling of holy water, we will not be able to getinot o the business.
ascertain the sentiments of the rest of the world toward a getting out of the whole business.

"Monone pln."It s nt iportnt or hemto onsderSENATOR MONRONEY. I Will say to the distinguished rank-
"Monroney plan." It is not important for them to consider ing minority member that I was criticized yesterday for
something that one lone Senator from Oklahoma is propos- belaboring the point of the use of local currencies until I
ing. It is only if it is seriously considered by the United became darned boring to everybody in the committee room,
States Senate and is stated as the sense of the Senate that and for that reason I do not wish to again generate the same
we will have anything on which we will be able to get an degree of boredom on the same subject.
expression of opinion other than informal dinner-table con~ SENATOR CAPEHART. You were going completely out of
versation. your way this morning talking about the "able minority

And then Monroney tacked on one more sentence which ranking member," and you were not fooling anybody.

resumed the flurry of partisan exchange of the previous SENATOR MONRONEY. It is the senior Senator from Okla-

day. "Mr. Dulles is wedded to the unilateral lending homa you have your trouble with.
propsitin."SENATOR CAPEHART. You were sticking the knife in and

proposition." you wanted to turn it around a little bit. You were not fooling
Senator Bush, a Republican, thought this was not the me. We might just as well understand each other that you are

case. Monroney cited Dillon's testimony as representing not fooling me. You may be fooling somebody. I think you
the Secretary. Bush believed Dillon had been cooperative. are fooling yourself is all. You are not fooling other people.
Monroney conceded this but, he said, "I do not think he We ought to be kind and generous to each other in these com-
was overly enthusiastic about the idea." He went on, indi- mittee meetings and not be sarcastic.

cating his belief that Secretary Dulles had rejected the At the conclusion of Dillon's testimony Senator Mon-
Monroney proposal after other administration spokesmen roney placed in the record the statement prepared by Henry
had encouraged it: Kearns, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for International

I do not think we need to belabor the fact, but apparently Relations. Kearns had been scheduled to follow Dillon on
the word has gone out that Mr. Dulles does not like it. Tuesday, but was unable to appear again on Wednesday.
And if he does not, all the talk and all the hearings that The Commerce Department position was similar in tone
we are having here is not going to encourage any vast num- and substance to that of Treasury and State. It had evi-
ber of diplomats with attache cases to go charging up to an been r at of Treasran Sth thad evi-
the front door of the State Department and talk to Mr. dently been prepared in collaboration with those depart-
Dulles about a multilateral lending operation or their will- ments, because Kearns' statement had been mimeographed
ingness to get on the dotted line. for distribution to the press before Dillon's was available,

yet Kearns referred to Anderson and Dillon's testimony.
The discussion then turned to some of the technical After lunch the committee met again to hear Dr. Don

problems of international banking. After several minutes Paarlberg, an economist, then Assistant Secretary of Agri-
of argument with Senator Capehart about the value of culture. Paarlbergs' testimony, like that of officials from
local currencies, Monroney attempted to change the subject the Bureau of the Budget and the International Coopera-
and acknowledge other Republican Senators: tion Administration who followed him to the witness stand,

SENATOR MONRONEY. Well, if silence would not be con- was concerned with legal and technical problems of ac-
sidered an assent to the statement of my distinguished col- counting for and spending foreign currencies acquired by
league, I think we should go on with the questioning by the the United States under P.L. 480. Quorum calls prevented
very able and distinguished junior Senator from New Jersey many Senators from attending, and once the hearing was
who has always been so interested in foreign matters and
economic aid. recessed briefly while Senator Monroney went to the floor.

SENATOR CAPEHART. The able Senator is a typical chair- The eight witnesses later furnished the committee with

man of the Democratic party. When you disagree with him documents which consumed over 100 pages in the Ap-
or start using a little logic or common horsesense he im- pendix to the Hearings.
mediately becomes sarcastic when he no longer has logic
on his side. REACTION TO THE HEARINGS

He immediately wants to run away from the facts and Staff members closely associated with the Senator varied
become funny and sarcastic when he no longer has logic on in their reactions to the hearings; some were neutral, others
his side. mixed, still others miserable. Some administration officials

I thought you said a moment ago that you wanted to felt Monroney's questioning of Dillon had been "impolite"
have hearings on this and bring out all of the conceivable
facts, all the things against it and all the things for it. I have and that on the whole the Senator's case for IDA had been

been bringing out the things that I see are against it. The "unimpressive." Several reporters asserted that Monroney
only thing I have heard about so far from you, Mr. Chair- . .
man, in favor of it is that people would like us better if 'This is a reference to a standing verbal feud between Sena-

we loaned our money in conjunction with some other tor Capehart and Monroney's colleague from Oklahoma, Rob-
ert S. Kerr. The highlight of the Kerr-Capehart troubles oc-

country rather than loaning it to them directly, which to me curred when Kerr questioned whether President Eisenhower
is a silly argument. I do not think there is any truth to that has any "fiscal brains," and Capehart came to Eisenhower's
statement at all. defense on the Senate floor.
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had not made a convincing case for the resolution. The compromised with Monroney's preference for international

assessment of E. W. Kenworthy, who had encouraged institutions; whereas the first change would prevent exclu-

Monroney, appeared several month later in The Reporter: sive reliance on such mechanisms, the third would en-

The Senator somehow figured that a revolving fund could courage and "facilitate" them. The fourth proposal elim-

be established out of the loan repayments in soft currencies. inated the resolve to subscribe funds at this time and sub-

Some State and Treasury officials derided the whole scheme stituted language repeating the major purpose of the

on this account, pointing out that soft currencies could not be resolution, namely a study.
used for development purposes because the needed capital
equipment could be purchased only in hard-currency coun- APRIL: A CHANGE IN STRATEGY
tries. When the Senator returned from Europe, he spent an

Through two days of testimony, Dillon patiently explained
this point to the Senator. But he went on to say that there evening with his administrative assistant and the commit-

was a limited use for soft currencies to pay for local labor tee's staff director reviewing progress. In Geneva, the

and locally produced materials. . . . The upshot was that senator explained IDA to fellow committee members.

Dillon and the Senator got together on the wording of a Monroney told his advisers of conversations which rein-
resolution calling for a cabinet-level study of a World Bank forced his belief that the use of local currencies might be
subsidiary.' accelerated and that other nations would, in fact, be will-

When the hearings were terminated after three days of ing to contribute-both assertions the administration

testimony, it was still undecided whether other witnesses politely had denied. They, in turn, reviewed the issues

would be called. Indeed, Dillon had been told that he raised by witnesses. Monroney was advised to trim his

might be asked to return after Easter "for some further demands and to seek a more limited goal. Finney and Wal-

amplification." Staff Director Wallace went to Philadelphia lace urged him to avoid the impression that he considered

for the annual meeting of the American Academy of IDA a substitute for the Development Loan Fund. They

Political and Social Science to sound out academic authori- argued that the fund was, to a large extent, accepted by the

ties on the economic problems of underdeveloped coun- administration in 1957 at the repeated urging of Senate

tries. He thought he might enlist a sympathetic witness. I liberals, especially Democrats on the Foreign Relations

joined the committee staff at this time and was set to work Committee, some of whom were also his senior colleagues

reading half-galleys of the hearings with instructions to on the Banking Committee. Thus, they believed Monroney

identify weaknesses in the case for IDA and to search would do IDA political harm by continued attacks on the

scholarly writings for experts who might be called to fund as "that State Department Bank," and that to abolish

testify. the fund before IDA was created would leave under-
developed countries with even less foreign assistance. The

LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE BARGAINING best strategy, it seemed to them, was to emphasize that the
resolution called for a study to see what more could be

The day after the hearings Monroney flew to Geneva to done than was presently being done. By avoiding sharp
sit with a committee making preparations for the next criticism of the Republican administration Monroney
Inter-Parliamentary meeting to be held in Rio de Janeiro would seem to have greater opportunity to obtain support

the following July. In his absence his administrative from Republican internationalists and thereby make his

assistant and the staff director of the Banking Committee proposal bipartisan.
edited the transcript of the hearings. As is customary, In a speech at the Brookings Institution on April 15,
dittoed copies of the hearings were submitted to witnesses Monroney tried to correct the overemphasis on local cur-

and committee members so that they might amend their rencies. He instructed Finney to prepare a draft of this

own remarks to eliminate factual and grammatical errors part on his speech, which he then revised; the rest was ex-

and to clarify their statements. Certain of the Senator's temporaneous. Monroney's position this time was deliber-

sharper adjectives about State Department policy were ately less ambitious for IDA and less critical of the Eisen-

deleted and claims made for IDA, particularly about the hower administration.
use of local currencies, were modified. Although he continued to say that the Development

At the end of the hearings, the State Department sub- Loan Fund was not a final solution, he did not ridicule

mitted several proposed changes in the wording of the it as "Mr. Dulles' bank" or "the State Department bank."

resolution. These grew out of Dillon's testimony, but were His major theme was the need for more international lend-

sent by Macomber, Assistant Secretary of State for Con- ing activities and he especially emphasized IDA's proposed

gressional Relations. relationship to the World Bank. He also took cognizahce

First, the department asked to delete language which of the attacks on the local currency features of IDA.
might imply a wholesale commitment to multilateral loans The greatest amount of criticism has been levied at the pro-
exclusive of bilateral programs such as the DLF. The posal to use local curriences in economic development. I
second proposed amendment specified an "affiliate" rela- am, of course, fully aware of the limitations on the use of
tionship between IDA and the World Bank. The third such currencies. However, they have been used successfully

in triangular trade arrangements for development purposes.

"The Profits and Losses of a Banker in Politics," The Their use would be greatly increased in an international

Reporter, Sept. 18, 1958, pp. 18-20. Quoted by permission. mechanism and their usefulness will, of course, increase
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directly in proportion to our achievements in the economic represented were Bush, Frederick Payne (Me.), Glenn Beall

development of the issuing countries. The currency which (Md.), and Case. The senior Republicans, Capehart (Ind.)
is of little value today may be of great value in ten years. and Bricker (Ohio), were represented by Donald Rogers,

Some who had followed closely the development of then the minority counsel for the committee.

Monroney's idea noticed that he had changed his tactics. Senator Bush had already shown more interest in the

It is questionable, however, whether the administration resolution than any other Republican, and his assistant,

learned of Monroney's de-emphasis of the local-currency David Clarke, participated more than any other staff mem-

question through this speech. The speech was not mimeo- ber in revising the resolution. Upon seeing Assistant Sec-

graphed for distribution to the press, nor was it covered retary Macomber's letter, one staff assistant asked whether

by any journalist. Interviews with the people in the Treas- this constituted an endorsement of the resolution, providing

ury Department who were responsible for the department's that the recommended changes in language were made.

Congressional relations disclosed that they did not know Monroney's representatives had to say, "no." Questions

about it. were also asked about Eugene Black's position. Black was

Among those present was a staff consultant of the Senate represented as giving informal encouragement and con-

Committee on Foreign Relations. He discussed the resolu- structive suggestions to Monroney, but, as in the public

tion with the Senator afterwards and suggested that the hearings, it was emphasized that he could not appear before

Foreign Relations Committee might offer it as an amend- the committee.
ment to the mutual security bill. Monroney asked him to Following the meeting with the Republican staff assist-

prepare such an amendment in the event that this strategy ants, Moroney agreed to a revised version of the resolution

should prove most feasible. which incorporated several, but not all, State Department

On April 17, two days after the Brookings speech, Wal- suggestions and also benefited from the advice of the Re-

lace sent a memorandum to Monroney setting forth the publican assistants. On May 8 a "committee print," or un-

next steps. His first suggestion was for a prompt informal official revision, was circulated to all members of the com-
nexttes Hig irth Eugene Black, after which, pro- mittee with an invitation to cosponsor it, and copies were
committee meeting with euenelac, afte w o- also submitted for the consideration of Black, Anderson,
viding Black remained encouraging, Monroney would anDil.
modify his original resolution and press for committee and Dillon.
action. Without Black's support most of Monroney's staff The language of the committee print contained three of
believed the resolution was doomed, and Monroney himself the administration's four recommendations. The implication

later said that if Black had not been interested he would that the United States should substitute multilateral pro-

have stopped. grams for unilateral ones was eliminated; the affiliate rela-
tionship with the World Bank was accepted; a phrase favor-

EMEETING WITH BLACK ing facilitating multilateral contributions replaced the
MAY: THE Mlanguage about "interference with national sovereignty."

It was another three weeks (May 5) before Black could The last paragraph of the resolution, which suggested an
meet with committee members. Senator Bush held a dinner American subscription to IDA, was retained against the
party at Allies' Inn, attended by Black, Monroney, Ful- wishes of the State Department which preferred to reword
bright, Joseph Clark (D-Penn.), Wallace Bennett (R-Utah), it.
John Bricker (R-Ohio), Willis Robertson (D-Va.), and Three other amendments were made, largely as the result
Allen Frear (D-Del.). For three and a half hours, from of the discussion with the Republican assistants. First, the
about 7 until 10:30, they discussed the possibilities of an term "sustained source" was introduced to signify that IDA
IDA. Not all participated in the discussion, but the party would be a genuine bank which would loan, take repay-
adjourned with encouragement from Black and a conviction ments, and reloan. It would not merely make one-shot
among several that the administration ought to support the long-term loans which might or might not be repaid. Sec-
resolution. Indeed, attention was paid to how American ond, it was implied that loans would not be repaid solely in
policy might move from the Development Loan Fund to local currencies. Third, the language about the use of local
IDA. currencies was softened as an anticipatory concession to the

The next day Monroney met with his administrative as- State Department.
sistant, press secretary, and three members of the com-
mittee staff. The decision was made to accept as many
State Department and Republican suggestions as possible, THE LAST PARAGRAPH

and it was agreed that a meeting with Republican assistants In the meantime Senator Bush had discussed IDA with
should be held promptly. Under Secretary Dillon, a frequent golfing partner at the

The following day (May 7) Finney, Wallace, Hale, and Chevy Chase Country Club. He talked with Dillon about
I met in the Banking Committee room with the legislative ways of bringing Monroney and the department closer to-
assistants to the Republican members of the committee. gether. Bush then wrote Monroney (and sent a carbon to
The purpose of this session was to inform Republicans of Senator Fulbright) suggesting two changes necessary for
Monroney's revised position, to present them with the new winning State Department approval, without which Bush
language suggested by the State Department, and to invite seemed to believe the resolution could not pass. The Con-
their help in rewriting the resolution. Senators who were necticut Senator proposed that IDA loans be repaid either
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"wholly or partially" in local currencies, and he urged to the foreign-aid bill should be rejected and Monroney
dropping the last paragraph. then called the staff consultant on the Foreign Relations

Within another few days Black and Monroney talked Committee who had drafted such an amendment and told
again, this time in very specific terms. Black preferred that him of this decision. The Senator next telephoned Dillon
the last paragraph of the resolution be stricken. This is the and Anderson to request letters of endorsement. Dillon
one which the State Department wanted to amend and promised a prompt response but the Treasury Secretary
Monroney had kept: was out of town. The following morning Dillon's office

It is further the sense of the Senate that, as a part of the called for a copy of Monroney's letter of May 8 to which

United States economic aid program, funds be subscribed Dillon would formally reply as a way of sending the depart-
to the capital stock of the International Development As- ment's new position. John Leddy, assistant to Dillon, and
sociation in cooperation with investments made by other Elting Arnold, Assistant General Counsel for International
participating countries. Finance in the Treasury Department, worked out a revision

Two reasons were advanced for deleting this paragraph. of the language of the resolution which had accompanied

First, it would help to win administration support. This was the Senator's May 8 letter.

Monroney's interpretation of Black's conversations with While awaiting the administration's endorsement Mon-

Dulles, roney considered adopting Senator Fulbright's suggestion
high-ranking American officials, including Anderson, tment that the resolution be a joint resolution of the House and
and Dillon. The Senator inferred that the State Department Senate. He soon rejected this plan because his administra-
feared that premature appropriation of funds to IDA would tive assistant learned from the House Democratic whip, an
jeopardize the Development Loan Fund. But if the threat Oklahoma Congressman, that the House agenda might not
to the DLF could be removed, the administration's objec- have room for anything less than urgent as the session drew
tion to IDA might be eliminated. And Black doubted ha room forny less tha t A t e in dreto a close. Monroney feared that IDA might die in the
whether the resolution could pass against the administra- House Rules Committee, even if he secured the Foreign
tion's opposition. Second, Black contended that the United Affairs Committee's support, so he decided to retain the
States ought not to push the idea so much that other coun- simple Senate resolution form.
tries would believe that it was only a subtle attempt to About 10:30 on the morning of May 21 Dillon's office
exercise American influence. Some spontaneity ought to be notified the Senator's office that the Under Secretary's letter
allowed, and opportunities should be left open for other was be Sent byspce that coy was

governments to assume some leadership in promoting the was being sent by special messenger and that a copy was
plan Morone ageedto Backs sugesion butplaned also going to Senator Bush, indicating Bush's activity in

plan. Monroney agreed to Black's suggestion, but planned the matter. The text of Dillon's letter was as follows:
to allow another member of the subcommittee or committee
to offer the amendment to strike the paragraph. By not Department of State
offering it himself he would retain an opportunity to make Washington, May 20, 1958
gains later.

Senator Fulbright then wrote Monroney. He had in- Hon. A. S. Mike Monroney,
ferred from Bush's letter that certain concessions to the United States Senate,
State Department were necessary to pass the resolution in
the Senate. He also suggested a joint or concurrent resolu- Dear Senator Monroney:
tion which would require action by the House of Repre- Thank you for your letter of May 8 enclosing for our
sentatives before it was asked to appropriate money. comment the committee print of a revised version of Senate

Then Under Secretary Dillon called and asked to come Resolution 264, relating to the proposal for an International
to the Senator's office, but Monroney volunteered to go to Development Association.

see Dillon, saying "you're a busier man than I am." Their I believe that it would be desirable to make a few changes

meeting was delayed a day while Dillon worked with the in the text of the committee print in order to clarify the
nature of the study called for and to specify the agency

Reciprocal Trade Agreements legislation in the House of which would conduct the study. A suggested revision of the
Representatives. proposed resolution along these lines is enclosed for your

When they met on May 16, the Under Secretary urged consideration. With these changes the Department of State
several changes. He too wanted to strike the final para- would favor its enactment.
graph. He wanted to replace "consideration" with "study"; Sincerely,
in diplomatic parlance the word study would seem to com- Douglas Dillon
mit the United States less than consideration. Dillon also (Enclosure.)
proposed that the resolution specify that the study be made
by the National Advisory Council on International Mone- In a speech in New York later the same day Dillon
tary and Financial Problems. favorably mentioned IDA. At this point the committee

On Monday afternoon, May 19, Monroney held a staff staff urged the Treasury liaison officers not to await Ander-
meeting to report on his conversation at the State Depart- son's return, but to take the matter up with the Acting Sec-
ment. When he concluded, Wallace advanced the view that retary. One day later, May 22, Julian Baird's letter of en-
only Administration endorsement was needed to close the dorsement, similar to Dillon's and containing a duplicate
case for presentation to the subcommittee and full com- revised draft, arrived.
mittee. It was agreed that the possibility of attaching IDA The administration's new suggestions included most of
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those previously made orally or in writing, although the mittee consider it. Chairman Fulbright explained that the
disputed last paragraph, which the State Department for- agenda for the next meeting had already been determined,
merly would have amended, was now stricken. Technical but that at the first meeting after that IDA could be the
changes were also introduced: e.g., reasonable instead of pending business.
low rate of interest and International instead of World Thus, on Thursday, June 19, at 10:00 A.M. the com-
Bank. mittee met in closed session to consider the Monroney

With Dillon's and Baird's letters, Monroney's path was Resolution. Fulbright invited Monroney to explain his
now clear. He was willing to accept virtually all of the proposal. Senator Monroney recalled that after hearings
administration's suggestions, and he scheduled a subcom- there had been negotiation with the State Department
mittee meeting for Friday, May 23, at which time he about the language of the resolution and that he was ready
planned to ask that the resolution be reported to the full to accept all the changes prepared by the department. He
committee. Once again a snag developed. An afternoon spelled out each of these and offered the department's
meeting of the Foreign Relations Committee occupied Ful- explanation for making each. He asked that a phrase be
bright, John Sparkman (D-Ala), and Capehart, who were added specifying that IDA loans need not be repaid solely
members of both committees. Monroney himself was di- in soft currencies, and Senator Willis Robertson (D-Va.)
verted by another committee assignment. Several spectacu- moved that the words "or partly in local currencies" be
lar airplane collisions had led him to call emergency hear- inserted to fulfill this purpose. Within thirty minutes and
ings before his Aviation Subcommittee of the Interstate by a 12-3 vote Senate Resolution 264 was amended and
and Foreign Commerce Committee. approved. All Democrats voted aye, as did all Repub-

When the May 23 meeting was cancelled, J. H. Yingling, licans, except Capehart, who also cast the proxies of Sena-
the clerk of the Banking Committee, asked Senator Cape- tors Bricker and Beall.
hart, the ranking Republican, whether he would agree to The differences between the resolution as Senator Mon-
suspend action by the subcommittee and take the resolution roney originally introduced it and as it was reported by
before the full committee. Capehart preferred that the the committee are shown in the following comparison, with
international finance subcommittee act first, but in a per- deletions in italic type and insertions in small capital let-
sonal call from Monroney he agreed to bypass the sub- ters:
committee. But the next week Monroney was scheduled to

delvera srie ofhig scoo comenemet seeces n. Resolved, That, recognizing the desirability of promotingdeliver a series of high school commencement speeches in a greater degree of international development by means of
Oklahoma and to address an aviation industry convention multilateral loans based on sound economic principles,
in Houston. This meant further postponement. rather than a system of unilateral grants or loans, it is the

With further delay thus made necessary, Monroney re- sense of the Senate that consideration PROMPT STUDY should
leased the texts of the State and Treasury Department be given BY THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INTERNA-
letters, and the May 26 New York Times carried a front- TIONAL MONETARY AND FINANCIAL PROBLEMS WITH RESPECT

page story announcing the agreement between the Senator to the establishment of an International Development As-
and the executive branch. Later that day a prominent sociation, in cooperation with AS AN AFFILIATE OF the Inter-

financial official within the administration called on Senator national Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

Fulbright, chairman of the Banking Committee, to express In order to achieve greater international trade, develop-

o i tment, and economic well-being, such an agency STUDYopposition to IDA. This expert, who had earlier informally should promote INCLUDE CONSIDERATION OF the following
communicated his position to Monroney, preferred not to objectives:
be heard in a public hearing but offered to appear at an 1. ProvidelNG A SOURCE of long-term loans available at
executive session of the committee. Fulbright reported the a low REASONABLE rate of interest and repayable in local
gist of this conversation to the committee clerk, and the currencies, OR PARTLY IN LOCAL CURRENCIES, to supplement
staff director then wrote a memorandum to Monroney's World INTERNATIONAL Bank loans LENDING ACTIVITIES and
administrative assistant. When Monroney's office made its thereby permit the prompt completion of worthwhile devel-
daily call to the Senator in Oklahoma City, he was apprized opment projects which could not otherwise go forward.
of this latest development. Monroney reaffirmed the posi- 2. Permit maximum use of foreign currencies FACILITAT-

tion he had taken earlier, that if anyone wished to be heard, ING, IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH LOANS, THE USE OF LOCAL
AND OTHER FOREIGN CURRENCIES, INCLUDING THOSE available

he should appear in open session. Upon his return Mon- to the United States through the sale of agricultural sur-
roney discussed this with Chairman Fulbright, who con- pluses and through other progams by devoting a portion of
curred in the Oklahoma Senator's decision, these currencies to such loans.

3. InsurelNG that funds necessary for international eco-
JUNE: EXECUTIVE SESSION nomic development can be made available by a process

On June 11 the whole committee held an executive ses- which eliminates any possibile implications of interference
sOn toureport ot awhousin bmitt.s hef an e utie ates- with national sovereignty WOULD ENCOURAGE MULTI-LATERALSion to report out a housing bill. Just before a late after- CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THIS PURPOSE.

noon adjournment, Monroney asked whether at the next It is further the sense of the Senate that as a part of the
executive session he could have action on Senate Resolu- United States economic aid program funds be subscribed
tion 264. He explained that the administration had agreed to the capital stock of the International Development As-
to his proposal with a "few minor changes" in language and sociation in cooperation with investments made by other
that Senator Capehart was willing to have the full com- participating countries.
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There was a little discussion about the contents of the Working with these suggestions the report went through
committee report. Senator Capehart asked to see it in ad- another round of revisions, which State and Treasury again
vance of release so that he might consider adding a minority were given opportunity to consider. This draft received the
report, and another Republican Senator requested that no personal attention of Secretary Anderson, and in another
criticism of the Development Loan Fund be made. In conference Arnold and Weiss returned with the administra-
anticipation of this action the committee staff had been tion's final views. These consisted of a few minor technical
working on a report for several days. In fact, initial dis- suggestions and three paragraphs extolling the virtues of
cussion of the report had been held in early May. This economic assistance and its importance as a deterrent
document was prepared under the direction of Wallace and to communism.
reviewed by Finney and Committee Counsel Hale. I wrote With Treasury's changes the report was mimeographed
the original draft in accordance with Wallace's instructions and distributed to all committee members. Monroney's only
that the report be brief, expository, and noncontroversial. alteration was to insert a more succinct summary of the
If it were brief, he believed it would more likely be read content and purpose of the resolution in the introduction.
and it might be published in full by newspapers and maga- No other Democratic Senator offered any objections or
zines. If expository rather than argumentative, it would be suggestions, and only Senators Capehart and Bricker
less likely to alienate readers. Furthermore, a committee wanted a minority report, which Donald Rogers, minority
report is an official document on which the administration counsel, drafted.
and courts partially rely in interpreting executive obliga- In its final form the report emphasized the political im-
tions and Congressional intent. portance of the economic development of the underdevel-

The afternoon following the committee's approval of oped nations containing two thirds of the world's popula-
the resolution, Wallace sent copies of the draft report to tion. Needs for international development were said to be
the State and Treasury departments by special messenger. so great that every promising means of help ought to be
The next day Elting Arnold and Arnold Weiss, liaison explored. The Soviet economic offensive was listed as a
officers from the Office of General Counsel in the Treasury further reason for prompt study.
Department, met with Wallace and Hale. The report then stated the objectives of the resolution,

The Treasury's Congressional liaison also carried the specified who should make the study, and set a deadline for
State Department's views on the committee report. The interim and final reports. The objectives of the proposed
Banking Committee's staff director preferred to deal with IDA were spelled out in general terms-to encourage more
Treasury and asked their liaison men to communicate with participation; to enlarge the available long-term, low-
the State Department. Wallace felt that Treasury would be interest capital; to provide subordinate, second mortgage
more cooperative and easier to deal with not only because loans, and to avoid the difficulties of bilateral aid.
of Treasury's more favorable view of IDA but because of There was a brief discussion of the uses of foreign cur-
the more regular and continuous interaction between this rencies. Stimulation of "triangular" deals with local cur-
committee and the Department. The jurisdiction of the rencies was encouraged, and the expectation of increases in
Banking Committee more closely coincides with that of the the amount of these curriencies was emphasized. Problems
Treasury than with State; as a result, the committee and mentioned in the hearings were acknowledged, and the re-
Treasury staffs have frequently worked together and some lationship between IDA and the World Bank was defined.
individuals know each other well. Senators Capehart and Bricker, in their minority report,

The State and Treasury suggestions were mostly technical criticized the generality of the resolution's language and
corrections of factual and legal statements. They also argued that the Senate ought to know more exactly the
offered language more appropriate in a report which the policy before it. They called the sense resolution an attempt
departments' liaison officers and the committee staff be- "to usurp the usual diplomatic procedure employed in
lieved officials in other governments were certain to read. negotiating the formation of a new international institution.
For example, the term "second-mortgage" was stricken and The resolution does not urge any course of action that the
"subordinate" inserted to describe the kind of loan IDA State Department could not initiate itself through ordinary
might make. The departments also were concerned that channels. Apparently, the purpose is to force the adminis-
the report not claim too much for local currencies and that tration to adopt a policy that it has not deemed wise here-
it not disparage bilateral programs. Thus, the departments' tofore." The two Republican dissenters did not believe the
suggestions emphasized that "additional" uses of soft cur- three days of public hearings justified "this unusual pro-
rencies (but the word "soft" was never used in the official cedure." Furthermore, they did not believe an additional
document) ought to be "explored," and IDA was referred foreign lending program was needed to supplement the
to as a "further" mechanism rather than as a substitute for Export-Import Bank, the Development Loan Fund, the
any existing form of assistance. On the whole, the execu- World Bank, the International Finance Corporation, and
tive officials did not want to be committed or directed to the International Monetary Fund.
any particular course of action without more time to study An advance copy of the report and a preliminary draft
the implications of IDA, and they, therefore, sought rather of a speech Monroney would make on the floor were
general, but careful, language in the committee report. In furnished the Washington bureau of The Times several
making suggestions for revisions, the departmental repre- days before official release. After Wallace consulted a
sentatives distinguished those on which they felt strongly Times correspondent, who offered to send a messenger for
from less vital ones. the documents, I delivered them to the bureau's office in
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the hope that the paper might carry an extensive back- resolution to pass without debate. If the Senate spent time
ground piece or perhaps print the report in full when it seriously considering the matter, he believed it would carry
was released. more weight with the administration, as such consideration

would be evidence that the action had been take deliber-

JULY: RELEASING THE REPORT ately and not as a matter of course.

By July 9 the report, including the minority views, was For awhile some Senators thought about using the debate

finished. A decision now had to be made about filing it on the resolution as an opportunity to criticize administra-
I tion policies in the Near East. Simultaneous developments

with the Clerk of the Senate. Monroney hoped to build up in pohcies in the Nroe maneos evelop e
additional support upon its release and preferred to time in Lebanon and Iraq provided many Democrats with the

theannuncmen tomak th SudayTims snceithad occasion to say that what was really needed was morethe announcement to make the Sunday Times since it hd fundamental economic development, as envisaged by IDA.shown interest. But a Sunday release would ordinarily re- fundametalteconomiceeelv
quire filing the report on Saturday, and as the week end But this tactic was rejected.

apprachd i beamecler tat te Snat wold ot eet At another time the "leadership" was ready to call upapproached it became clear that the Senate would not meet the resolution to fill a gap in the Senate's business. But the

newspaper reports would appear on Saturday, a day when minority leader, then William Knowland (Calif.), who was

it is believed that papers are not so widely distributed or regularly consulted about the Senate's agenda, had to ob-
cariseled inat Waesirngtand ofdcusehed- o ject because Capehart and Bricker were absent that day.
carefully read in Washington, and, of course, the ad- Late on the night of Tuesday, July 22-about 11:00
vantages of the worldwide circulation of the Sunday Times P.M.-just before the Senate adjourned, Senate Resolution

Thulde diea w s264 was made the pending business. Thus, as soon as theThe dilemma was resolved on Friday. A telephone call "'mornin- business" was concluded on July 23, IDA came
to the Parliamentarian's office confirmed the feasibility of 0

my suggestion that Monroney ask for unanimous consent up for debate. The morning business, as usual, contained

to have until midnight Saturday to file the report. He could announcements by the majority leader, reports of com-

then date it for Saturday release. As soon as the Senate mittees, introduction of bills, some unanimous consent

adjourned on Friday, copies were made available to the business, and a few short speeches. Shortly before 11:00
pressrand on Sariday oing thremadecommite couse A.M. the presiding officer laid Senate Resolution 264 beforepress, and on Saturday morning the committee counsel the Senate and Monroney began his appeal for Senate en-delivered the official copy to the Senate clerk. dorsement of IDA.

Actually the publicity given the report was not as great A draft of this speech prepared by the committee staffas had been hoped. For the first time The Times carried director and me had been in Monroney's hands for over
IDA on an inside page, but both major Washington papers a week before IDA reached the floor, but only the nightgave it rather prominent display. The Post and Times- before the debate did he have a chance to work on it.Herald put it in the financial section and the Star placed it Working late with Finney, he took part of the draft, addedat the top of column one on page three. The wire services the Brookings speech to it, and welded them together.carried brief accounts and in various parts of the country The Senators who participated in the debate were mostly
favorable editorials appeared. members of the Banking Committee except four or five

from the Foreign Relations Committee. It is customary that
ACTION ON THE SENATE FLOOR committee members, who considered the resolution in its

When the committee report had been filed, the push for early stages, should lead the discussion, unless one's con-
Senate approval began. To this end Monroney attempted stituency is particularly affected by the pending business.
to obtain several cosponsors. When he asked unanimous Often there were no more than a half dozen Senators on
consent to have until midnight Saturday, July 12, to file the floor. A count of these who drifted in and out at various
the report, he also asked that the resolution "lie on the times between 11:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. did not exceed
table" until Monday for cosponsors to affix their signatures. thirty.
The Senator asked a few close friends to join him in The issues raised in the hearings and in the committee
offering the revised version and the committee's staff di- report were subjected to similar discussion on the floor.
rector and I made known to several friends, who were Senator Bush opened a new and minor controversy when he
legislative assistants to Senators, that the resolution was asked to insert in the Record a letter from Eugene Black
open to cosponsorship. Twelve colleagues, including a few endorsing Senate Resolution 264. Bush revealed that he
from the Committee on Foreign Relations, joined Mon- had gone to Black's home two evenings before and asked
roney. for a letter approving the resolution. The World Bank

Next the Senator had to work out with the Senate president agreed to write the letter, providing Bush first
"leadership"-namely the Democratic Policy Committee would put the request in writing. Capehart objected to
through Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson-a time for using Black's informal testimony when he would not appear
scheduling debate and vote. Not every resolution favorably before the Committee. When reminded that Black had
reported by a committee is automatically considered by the spent an informal evening with several Senators, Capehart
Senate: conversely, noncontroversial items may pass by asked, "Are we going to start running the government by
unanimous consent. But it was assumed that Capehart holding meetings in a basement, or a cellar, or a living
would object to such a procedure in the case of Senate room?"
Resolution 264, and Monroney himself did not want the The debate lasted much longer than Monroney had ex-



16 THE MONRONEY RESOLUTION

pected. He had predicted to the majority leader that a vote the Senate chamber and walked down the corridor to the
could be had within a hour and a half or two hours. Senator office of the Official Reporters of Debates, and around a
Capehart admitted on the floor that he did not have the large round mahogany table, amidst official reporters dic-
votes to defeat the resolution, but he wanted to offer an tating notes, began to edit Monroney's speech. In a few
amendment to require that the study should include "all minutes the Senator's administrative assistant invited us to
existing international loan agencies in relationship to the the Senate restaurant and there Monroney and four assist-
proposed International Development Association." ants shared the pleasure of victory over soup, sandwiches,

The amendment came as a surprise to most people, and coffee. Meanwhile the Senate turned to other business
including Monroney and the Senate leadership. In such and a few minutes later Finney, Wallace, and I from the
cases it is up to the author of the original resolution committee staff went back to revising the victorious Sena-
whether to accept the amendment. Monroney asked whether tor's grammar and style. At 7 P.M. we had finished going
Capehart would vote for the resolution if the amendment over the transcript of the debate and returned to our offices.
were adopted. The Indiana Senator would only say, "That That night the Senate did not adjourn until 10:22 P.M.
is a matter for the Senator himself to decide when the time It had other business to transact, all significant for one
comes." reason or another. But none was quite so unusual as Senate

Monroney quickly decided to reject the amendment. He Resolution 264, for in adopting that measure the Senate
gave the Senate three reasons for doing so. First, it was had assumed the initiative and advised the President about
not considered by the Banking Committee or the Subcom- foreign policy, something that rarely happens in a system in
mittee on International Finance. Second the amendment which, it is said, the President proposes and Congress
had not been printed and he had not seen it until just a disposes.
few minutes before. Third, he believed the new language Within a month after the Senate passed the Monroney
was unnecessary and might only complicate the resolution Resolution, Treasury Secretary Anderson informed the
whose wording had carefully been worked out with the ad- President that the National Advisory Council on Inter-
ministration. national Monetary and Financial Problems intended to

At the back of the chamber, aids to the majority leader- engage in "informal discussions with other members of
ship were asking committee staff what the amendment the Bank" concerning an IDA. The Secretary asked the
"meant." They did not want to know its substance, but as President's guidance on whether to pursue the matter for-
one Democratic aide asked, "Will any of our people get mally if study proved the proposal to be a promising one.
hurt by voting against it?" One by one Senators came in The President replied: "If the results indicate that tAle
for the vote and looked to their party's staff to learn creation of the International Development Association
whether this was a party vote. Republican Senators found would be feasible, I request that . . . you initiate promptly
it difficult to oppose their leadership on the committee, negotiations looking toward the establishment of such an
and only eight Republicans voted against Capehart's amend- affiliate of the Bank."
ment. They were Senators George Aiken (Vt.), Wallace In October Secretary Anderson discussed the subject
Bennett (Utah), Prescott Bush (Conn.), Frank Carlson with other delegates to the annual meeting of the governors
(Kan.), Clifford Case (N.J.), Francis Case (S.D.), Ralph of the World Bank in New Delhi. He announced that "if
Flanders (Vt.), and William Langer (N.D.). Senator Jacob these informal studies and conversations lead to encourag-
Javits (N.Y.) expressed the Republicans' reluctance to ing conclusions, it would be appropriate to undertake more
oppose their party colleague's proposed amendment: formal study and negotiation, looking to establishment of

such an association." The New York Times reported from
A few of us who are very much in favor of the resolution New Delhi that representatives of underdeveloped countries

do not understand why the Senator from Oklahoma cannot were very interested in the proposal but that there was notaccept the amendment of the Senator from Indiana, because much enthusiasm among the officials of nations which
in this body, as I understand, an amendment will be ac-
cepted, even if it provides what is already in the bill, simply would have to put up the money, namely the United States,
to accommodate a Senator who thinks his proposal is not West Germany, and Great Britain. At the final session of
spelled out in the bill. the conference, President Eugene Black called the IDA

proposal "both imaginative and constructive."
Only four Democrats broke party ranks to vote for the In his speech to the annual conference of the Colombo

amendment, Harry Byrd (Va.), Allen Ellender (La.), Frank Plan nations in Seattle on November 10, President Eisen-
Lausche (Ohio), and Strom Thurmond (S.C.). The vote hower listed IDA as one of several new developments the
was 40 yeas and 47 nays. United States was interested in pursuing.

On the question of agreeing to the resolution as reported On December 8, 1958, The New York Times ran a
by the Committee, the vote was 62-25; the majority con- front-page story saying, "The odds are that the new agency
tained 39 Democrats and 23 Republicans. Among the will come into being." According to finance reporter, Ed-
minority Byrd and Ellender were the only Democrats. win L. Dale, the New Delhi and subsequent conversations

By 4 P.M. the debate which was to last an hour and a had resolved the doubts of several countries and United
half but consumed five hours, was completed. The com- States officials had become reasonably confident about
mittee staff director of the Banking Committee and I left establishing the new agency.
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COMMUNI CA TION: Memorandum
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TO: M1r. S.R. Cope

FROM: Mr. A.M. Kamarck

FILED UNDER: Development General

SUMMARY: Some thoughts on coordination of international lending and aid activities.

Excerpt from paras: I & 5

"With I.D.A. we will no lon er be able to indulge ourselves in
thinking we are primarily a Bank but will have to give a greater priority
to our responsibility as a development institution. A logical part of
this responsiblility should be to help in the development process through
giving more attention to the economic development policies and programs
followed by our member countries. If we do so, our availability to help
in coordinating the eoonomic aid given to our member countries can come
as a natural by-product.

With I.D.A. coming and to make possible some measures of coordi-
nation, Bank economists would have to take a look at our under-developed
member couintries more often than we have, perhaps once a year. In most
cc ntries, at least initially, the best that probably can be done wo ld
be to assemble, as effectively as possible, an outline program out of
the disparate bits and pieces of development under way or b~ing planned.
But over the years the countries themselves, with more or less help,
would gradually do a better job of this and the task would become eqsier."
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

CONFIDETIAL

IDA/R59-l
(For consideration by the
Executive Directors on
October 15, 1959)

FROH: The President October 9, 1959

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOIITETNT ASSOCIATION

At the recent Annual Meeting, the Board of Governors adopted the

folloTing resolution:

"Resolved: Thct uith respect to the question of creating an
International Development Association as an affiliate of the
Bank, the Executive Directors, having regard to the views
expressed by Governors and considering the broad principles
on which such an Association should be established and all
other aspects of the matter, are requested to formulate articles

of agreciment of such an Association for submission to the member

Governments of the Bank,1" (Resolution No. 136)

As I visualize the consideration of this proposal, it is likely to

fall into at least the folloning phases:

a) A preliminary discussion by the Executive Directors of each of

the important qu stions involved in the proposal, with a view

to reaching as wide a consensus as possible.

b) Preparation by the staff of a draft charter reflecting the

preliminary discussion, possibly ith alternative provisions

on matters on which substantial agreement has not been reached,

and accompanied by an explanatory memorandum setting forth the

understanding of the Executive Directors of how various charter

provisions might operate.

Distriuhtion

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Vice Presidents
Department Heads
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c) Detaied >er< on by the Executive Directors of each

provision of c dr: ft charter and explanatory memorandum,

with revisi-ns drafted as necessary.

The attached mceorandum is designed to serve as a basis for the Executive

Directors' discussions during the first phase of the study, as outlined above.

In drafting the memorandum, the staff has taken into account (a) the proposed

"Guidelines for Use in IBRD Executive Directors' Study of a Proposed 
Inter-

national Development Association (IDA)", which was transmitted to the Bank by

the Governor for the United States as an attachment to his letter of July 31,

1959, and, at his request, circulated by me to the other Governors; (b) comments

made on the proposal by various Governors at the Annual Meeting; and 
(c) views

informally expressed to the 2ank management by Executive Directors and 
other

representatives of various member governments.

In addition to the points raised in the attached paper, the Executive

Directors will wish to consider a program of work and a tentative time

schedule; these will presumably include an opportunity for informal consult-

ation with governments before the Executive Directors take definitive action

on the draft charter. I suggest, however, that we defer this matter until

after preliminary discussion of the issues raised in the attached memorandum,

except for reaching agreement on an initial series of meetings.

DA Sec. 59-1
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October 9, 1959

PRINCIPAL POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION IN CONNECTION WITH
PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPIMNT ASSOCIATION

PURPOSE

1. There is general agreement that the essential role of IDA would

be to promote economic development in the less-developed areas by pro-

viding financing on terms which bear less heavily on the balance of pay-

ments of the borrowing country than do loans granted by the International

Bank.

2. Any more precise statement of the purpose of IDA would involve

answers to a number of questions of organizational structure and opera-

tional principle. It is suggested, therefore, that consideration of' a

statement of purpose be deferred until after the questions raised in

this memorandum have been discussed, and a draft charter has been pre-

pared to reflect the discussions.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

iembership

3. The United States proposal would restrict membership in IDA to

members of the Bank. The Governor for Sweden (speaking in behalf of the

Governments of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden) suggested that in

drafting the charter of IDA, account should be taken of the views ex-

pressed by governments in the United Nations during the debates on SUNFED;

it is understood that this was designed, among other things, to raise for
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discussion the question of opening IDA membership to non-members of the

Bank. The Governor for the Netherlands stated that it would be accept-

able to the Netherlands if non-members of the Bank were allowed to be

associated with IDA in some way.

4. Thus the question is presented whether countries eligible for mem-

bership in IDA should be only those which are, or become, members of the

Bank, or whether other countries should be permitted to join IDA or be-

come associated with it in some way.

Organizatin

5. Under the resolution of the Governors, IDA would be a close af-

filiate of the Bank, and the charter will be drafted on that basis.

6. As to the manner of affiliation, it has been assumed by most of

those who have expressced views to the Bank that affiliation on the level

of the Governors and Executive Directors should be achieved by following

the IFC pattern, but that, unlike IFC, IDA would have the same President

as the Bank and that its operations would be carried on by Bank staff.

Unless any Executive Director holds a different view, the draft charter

will reflect this assumption.

7. Several Governors eriphasized the importance of coordinating IDA's

activities with those of other international organizations. It is assumed

that techniques for such cooperation should be worked out in practice,

rather than being spelled out in the charter. Under this- assumption, the

relevant charter provision would be similar to that of the IFC charter,

i.e., that IDA, acting through the Bank, shall enter into formal

IDA Sec. 59/1
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arrangements with the United Nations, and may enter into arrangements

with other public international organizations having specialized re-

sponsibilities in related fields. Unless any Executive Director holds

a different view, the charter will be drafted accordingly.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE

Size of Capital

8. The United S3tates has proposed that the initially authorized

capital should be 51 billion equivalent. The only Governor who spoke

directly to the question of the size of IDA's capital was the Governor

for Ghana, who expressed the view that since IDA, unlike the Bank, would

probably not be able to supplement its capital resources by public bor-

rowing, an initial capital of $1 billion was likely to be insufficient

and should be substantially increased or possibly doubled.

9. Under the other terms of the United States proposal (the provi-

sions respecting convertibility (para. 14 of this memorandum) and re-

plenishment of capital at 5-year intervals (para. 35)), it has been esti-

mated that IDA's lendable resources would permit lending at an average

rate of about $150 - $160 million per year. Several Governors suggested

that in the circumstances replenishment of capital at less than 5-year
intervals would be desirable.

10. The question is thus presented of the appropriate size of IDA's

initial resources, taking into consideration whatever decision may be

reached on the matter of periodic replenishment.
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Basis of Determining Memberst Subscriptions

11. No formal proposal has been advanced by the representative of any

member on this matter. The Governors for the United States, the United

Kingdom and Germany stated that their governments would expect to sub-

scribe amounts proportional to their subscriptions to the Bank. The

Governors for the Netherlands, South Africa and Belgium, on the other

hand, were opposed to rigid application of the Bank subscription formula.

12. The principal questions presented, which are closely bound up with

the question of the useability of subscriptions discussed in paragraphs

13 - 18, are the following:

(a) Should the amount of the subscription of each member be

fixed in the charter?

(b) If so, should all IDA subscriptions be proportional to Bank

subscriptions, should they be individually negotiated as

part of the negotiations on the charter, or should they be

fix-d in some other way?

(c) If subscriptions are not to be fixed in the charter, should

the charter in any way limit the amount which may be sub-

scribed by any member?

Timing, Currency and Useability of Payments on Subscriptions

13. The United States has proposed that members should pay in 50a of

their subscriptions initially and the remainder in equal instalments over

5 years. It has further been proposed that 20% of each payment should be

IDA Sec. 59/1
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in gold or fully convertible currencies freely disposable by IDA, and

that the remaining 80' should be in national currencies.

14. With respect to the useability of national currencies, the United

States has suggested the following:

"Twenty percent of each payment by each member should be in
gold or in fully convertible currencies which would be freely dis-
posable by IDA. The remaining 80 percent should be in national
currencies and should be usable at a minimum for procurement of
nationally-produced goods and services for use in connection with
IDA-financed development projects within the country concerned, or
for procurement of nationally-produced goods and services for ex-
port and use elsewhere in connection with IDA-financed projects.
In no event would IDA engage in financing trade in commodities not
related to IDA-financed development projects.

In addition to the basic minimum usability of the 80 per-

cent of subscriptions paid in national currency, there should be

provision in regard to this 80 percent for:

(a) The convertibility of 30 percent as required by IDA.
The obligation to make this portion of its national
currency convertible on demand should extend to all
members except those to whom IDA granted a suspen-
sion of the obligation. This suspension would not
be given to any of the industrialized countries, and
countries receiving suspensions should not have an
aggregate of more than about a quarter of total sub-
scriptions.

(b) The convertibility of the remaining 50 percent of
subscriptions paid in national currency by the in-
dustrialized countries if and when all of the in-
dustrialized countries agree to such a move. The
United States would make this portion of its sub-
scription available on a fully convertible basis
so long as the other industrial countries do the
same.

Under these arrangements, the IDA would have the responsibility
for taking account of the economic position of a less-developed
country in using such a country's currency, from whatever source
acquired. An operating principle of IDA would be that IDA would
maintain reasonably uniform rates of usage among the subscriptions
in national currencies which become convertible as.provided in (a)
or (b) above, after first using the holdings of the currency of
the country of procurement."
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15. Several Governors (United Kingdom, Germany, Sweden and Malaya) ex-

pressed the view that the subscriptions of the industrialized countries

should be fully convertible.

16. Various views were expressed with respect to the convertibility

obligations of the less developed countries: these countries should be

permitted to subscribe initially entirely in their national currencies

(India); only token subscriptions in convertible currencies should be

required (Pakistan); subscriptions might be made fully convertible, with

most of the subscription remaining uncalled until the development of the

subscribing country reached a stage at which a call could reasonably be

demanded (United Kingdom). The Governor for Pakistan expressed the view

that it should rest with the country concerned, rather than with IDA, to

determine when this stage had been reached.

17. The proposal to distinguish between "industrialized" and "less de-

veloped" countries was endorsed by the Governors for Israel and China.

The Governor for Australia commented that many countries fell into an

intermediate category.

18. The following questions are presented for consideration:

(a) How much of each subscription should be required to be paid

immediately, and over what period should the remainder be

payable?

(b) What portion of each subscription should be required to be

paid in gold or fully convertible currencies?

(c) Should the charter draw any distinctions among members in

respect of the convertibility or useability by IDA of the
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rcmaining p6rtion of subscriptions?

(d) If so, what should be the basis for the distinction?

(e) If a distinction is to be drawn between the convertibility

or useability of currencies paid in by the industrialized

countries on the one hand, and by the less-developed coun-

tries on the other, which countries should be considered

"industrialized" for this purpose? Should they be named or

defined in the charter? Should there be two categories of

subscribers only, or should provision be made whereby mem-

bers in various stages of development might be expected to

assume varying obligations with respect to the useability

of their subscriptions?

(f) What in fact should be the obligation of each group in this

respect?

Voting Rights

19. The Governors for Libya and Malaya expressed the view that voting

rights should not follow the Bank pattern, but should give the less de-

veloped countries a greater voice in the conduct of IDA's operations.

The Governor for Yugoslavia urged that the Executive Directors take into

consideration "the desirability of securing full and equal participation

of underdeveloped countries in recommending the choice of proposed projects".

The Governor for the Netherlands stated that the Netherlands had an open

mind on the question of voting rights.
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20. The questions for consideration are:

(a) Should voting rights on IDA stock follow the Bank and IFC

pattern, i.e., each member to have a specified minimum num-

ber of votes plus additional votes based on shares of stock

held?

(b) If so, what minimum number of votes should be specified,

what should be the par value of each share of stock, and

how many votes should each share carry?

(c) If the Bank/IFC pattern is not followed, on what basis should

voting rights be determined?

OPERATIONAL QUESTIONS

21. There is wide agreement that IDA's charter should be so drafted

as to give the new institution great flexibility in shaping the character

of its operations and in fixing the terms of its financing. Virtually

every Governor who spoke on the proposal emphasized the importance of

charter provision which would not tie the hands of the organization. Most

of the important operational questions, therefore, are not matters which

need to be decided for purposes of preparing a draft charter. However,

the Executive Directors will no doubt wish to consider how the charter

powers are likely to be exercised in practice, and they will probably

also wish to include in the explanatory memorandum some illustrative ex-

amples for the benefit of governments asked to approve the charter.

22. The principal questions for discussion are set forth below. It
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should be noted that these questions do not relate to the use of any

supplementary contributions which may be made by any member as suggested

in paragraph 10 of the United States "Guidelines" paper. Questions re-

lating to the use of such supplementary contributions are set forth in

the next part of this memorandum, entitled "Additions to Resources."

Area of Operations

23. It has been implicit in discussions of IDA that, like the Bank

and IFC, IDA would operate only in the territories of its members.

Several Governors (United Kingdom, Belgium and Australia) urged that

dependent territories of members should not be excluded; no Governor

disagreed. Unless any Executive Director wishes to discuss the point,

the draft charter will define the area in which IDA may operate in terms

sufficiently broad to include the dependent territories of members.

2h. There appears to be general agreement that IDA's financing should

be confined to the less developed areas. Unless a contrary view is ex-

pressed, therefore, the draft charter will so provide.

25. It also appears to be generally agreed that the principal con-

sideration governing decision to extend IDA assistance should be the in-

ability of the borrowing country to finance a satisfactory rate of devel-

opment on the basis of appropriate use of its own resources and of Bank

loans and comparable foreign borrowing, but that considerations related

to the nature of a particular project should not be excluded. Unless a

contrary view is expressed, however, it will be assumed, for charter draft-

ing purposes, that no specific or rigid rules should be prescribed in the

charter on this matter.
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Objects of Financing

26. The U. S. propDosal is that IDA should finance "sound projects of high

priority." Several Governors (Viet-Nam, the Sudan and Ecuador) urged that

IDA finance "social" projects as well as "productive" projects. The Governors

for India and Ghana suggested that IDA should finance general development

programs as well as specific projects.

27. The following appear to be the main questions for consideration:

(a) Should the charter or explanatory memorandum indicate that IDA's

financing will be concentrated on "productive" projects of the type

normally financed by the Bank, or that it may also be expected to

finance "social" projects, such as water supply, sanitation, pilot

housing schemes and perhaps health and education?

(b) Should the charter or explanatory memorandum limit IDA's financ-

ing to specific projects or expressly permit the financing of

"general development programs"?

Types of Exenditures to be Financed

28. There appears to be general agreement that IDA snould not be precluded

from financing local expenditures from its foreign exchange or local currency

resources. Several Governors (Malaya, Libya and the Sudan) urged that IDA

be prepared to finance such expenditures. If no Executive Director wishes to

raise a question on this point, the charter will be drafted to permit such

financing.

Terms of Financing

29. It appears to be generally agreed that IDA should provide financing

on terms wnich bear less heavily on the borrowing country's balance of

payments than conventional 3ank loans. The "softness" of IDA financing might

be accomplished by providing for lenient terms of repayment (e.g., loans
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repayable in foreign exchange with long maturities or long periods of grace,

or both; loans repayable wholly or partly in local currency), by including

provisions giving loans a junior character in relation to other foreign

exchange obligations, by lending free of interest or at a low rate of interest,

or by some combination of the foregoing.

30. Several governments have expressed views with respect to certain of these

methcds. Tie Governor for the United Kingdom expressed doubt as to the

desirability of loans repayable in local currency, and representatives of

other governments have informally expressed the same doubt. On the other

hand, several Governors endorsed loans repayable in local currency. The

Governor for the United Kingdom expressed doubt that concessionary rates of

interest were desirable. The Governors for India and the Netherlands express-

ed the view that IDA should be permitted to make grants.

31. Notwithstanding these differing views, there was general agreement 
that

the charter should not tie IDA to any particular pattern of financing, and

that it should be drafted to give IDA wide latitude in this respect.

32. The Executive Directors may nevertheless wish to consider the following

questions:

(a) Should the charter or explanatory memorandum indicate that IDA

will normally follow any particular pattern of financing?

(b) If so, what should be the pattern?

(c) Should the level of interest or other charges be left open 
as a

policy matter or should the charter or explanatory memorandum prescribe

or emphasize any particular line, as for example "low', interest rates?

Should loans without interest be excluded?

ComLment: If low interest or no interest were to be charged,

a problem would arise where the project to be financed by IDA

is to be carried out by an entity other than the government. It
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has been suggested that in this situation the loan should be

made to the government or a government intermediary, and the

local currency equivalent shoald then be relent to the ultimate

borrower on normal terms, except perhaps in special cases of

non-revenue-producing projects. It has also been suggested that

any loans made without interest might carry a small service

charge.

(d) Should the charter make clear an intention that service on IDA loans

should not interfere with service on loans from the Bank or comparable

loans from other sources or from the market?

(e) Should IDAts charter powers be cast in terms broad enough to permit

it to make grants?

(f) If so, should the charter or explanatory memorandum indicate the

circumstances under which IDA might be expected in practice to exercise

this authority?

Government Guarantees

33. There appears to be general agreerent that IDA, like the Bank, should be

authorized to lend not only to governments but also to political sub-divisions

of governments and to business, industrial and agricultural enterprises with-

in the territories of a member. Unless any Eecutive Director wishes to

discuss this point, the draft charter will be drafted to permit this.

34. There remain for discussion the following questions:

(a) Uhen the member is not itself the borrower, should IDA be

required, like the Bank, to obtain a government guarantee?

(b) If not, should IDA in any evcnt be authorized in its discretion

to insist upon such a guarantee?

Comment: it is assumed that, even if a gove.rnment guarantee is

not required, provision should be made to assure that IDA will

not finance any project to which the government concerned objects.
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ADDITI~oNS TC RESCURCES

Periodic cepleonishment

35. The United States has proposed the following basis for periodic replen-

ishment of IDA's capital: At five-year intervals the Board of Governors would

consider the desirability of a capital increase. Any increase would require

the approval of three-fourths of the total voting power. Each member would

have the right, although not the obligation, to subscribe to a portion of the

increase in accordance with its proportion of the initial capital. The Board

of Governors might also, by the same three-fourths vote, approve a capital

increase at any other-time, provided that prior capital obligations of members

had been substantially discharged. The proposal does not suggest any restrict

ion on the power of the Board of Governors to prescribe the terms on 
which the

increased capital might be offered for subscription.

36. No other government has proposed any specific provision for capital 
re-

plenishment, although several Governors emphasized the importance of replen-

ishment in view of the size of IDA's initial resources. The Governors for

Canada and Libya expressed the view that each member's commitment should be

limited to amounts initially subscribed. The Governor for Malayasuggested that

a strict requirement of discharge of prior capital obligations might be

undesirable.

37. The following appear to be the principal questions for discussion:

(a) Should the charter prescribe periodic consideration of replenishment

of IDA's capital resources?

(b) If so, how frequently?

(c) To the extent that replenishment takes the form of a capital increase

should an increse be permitted at other than stated intervals?

(d) If so, should it be a condition of any such- increase that prior

capital obligations have been substantially discharged?

IDA Sec. 59-1
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(e) If IDA's capital is to be replenished by an increase in capital

stock, should the basis for (i) subscription, (ii) voting rights and

(iii) timing, currency and useability of subscription payments

necessarily be the same as in the case of the initial capital, or

should the terms be left to decision of the Board of Governors at the

time any increase is approved?

Supplementary Contribution by One Nember in the Currency of Another

38. The United States has proposed that IDA be permitted to accept supple-

mentary contributions from one member in the currency of another member. It

has further suggested that members making such contributions receive non-

voting "Special Development Certificates" in exchange for the currency con-

tributed. These certificates would carry a right of recovery of any contribu-

ted currency remaining upon liq- *dation of IDA. In addition, holders of

certificates would be eligible to receive one-half of the net operating profits

derived from use of the resources contributed. The United States has further

proposed that currencies transferred be available on terms which impose no

greater restriction on their use by IDA than previously applied to their use

by the donor country.

39. The Governor for the United States stated that it was contemplated that

such supplementary contributions would be made pursuant to agreements reached

from time to time between the donor member, IDA and the member whose currency

was involved.

40. Several Governors expressed reservations on this proposal. They were

concerned that inflationary pressures might be created by use of the funds

within the country whose currency was concerned, and that exchange problems

and a distortion of foreign trade might result if such funds were used to

finance exports.

IDA Sec. 59-1
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41. The following questions are thus presented for consideration:

(a) Should IDA be expressly authorized to accept such supple-

mentary contributions?

(b) Should the charter prescribe the rights conferred on members

making such supplemental contributions, and, if so, should the

United States' proposal for Special Development Certificates be

accepted?

42. It has been generally assumed that IDA would not be precluded from

accepting other types of contributions.

ENTRY INTO FORCE

43. It is assumed that the charter should provide that it shall come into

force only when signed on behalf of not less than a specified number of

governments whose subscriptions comprise not less than a stated percentage

of the total initial capital. Unless any Executive Director wishes to discuss

this point, the draft charter will be cast in that form.

4L. There remain for discussion the questions of what minimum number of

governments must accept the charter, and what minimum amount of capital must

be subscribed, for the charter to enter into force.

OTHER PROVISIOWS

15. It is suggested that discussion of other provisions, including

particularly formal and lcgal m:' ters such as suspension, withdrawal,

status, privileges and immunities, dividends, interpretation and amendment,

should be postponed until after preparation of a draft charter.

IDA Sec. 59-1



October 13, 1959

NANAGENT POSITION ON IDA

(Comments on "Principal Points" Paper circulated as IDA/R 59-1)

PURPOSE

We should stress the purpose of IDA as supplemental to the ac-
tivities of the Bank, and emphasize its role in the less-developed
areas.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Membership

We favor limiting IDA membership to Bank members.

Organization

Although we would prefer to have IDA set up as a fund under Bank
administration, we do not intend to press for this. We accept the con-
cept of a separate organization.

We favor the IFC pattern of affiliation with the Bank at the Gov-
ernor and Executive Director level, but we would want neither a separate
President nor any separate regular staff.

We feel it essential that the investment market be impressed with
the separateness of IDA as a financial entity. IDA's funds should be
segregated and IDA should not be authorized to borrow from the Bank (al-
though it should not be precluded from investing idle funds in Bank
bonds). IDA lending to IFC, from supplementary contributions, should not
be prohibited.

While IDAs separate financial character should be publicly em-
phasized, we would want IDA operations in general to be run as part of
Bank operations, with Bank staff.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE

Size of Capital

Although we favor having IDA start on a scale substantially

-1 -
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smaller than the Bank, we believe that the $1 billion figure proposed
by the United States is near the lower limit of acceptability. We
would prefer a larger capitalization of up to, say, $2 billion over

the same period. However, we would not take the initiative in asking
for this.

Basis of Determining Members' Subscriptions

We have no preference whether subscriptions are based upon Bank

subscriptions, except as may follow from the decision taken under the

next sectio:n. .e think that initial subscriptions, however fixed, will

have to be specified in the charter, at least as a minimum figure.

Timing, Currency and Useability of Payments on Subscriptions

We agree with the basic idea of the United States proposal that

the useable contributions of the poor countries should be small and
that those of the rich countries should be large.

We think, however, that the proportion of 20% payable by all
members in gold or convertible currencies would press too heavily on
the poor countries. On the other hand, we strongly favor 100% con-
vertibility by the industrialized countries.

We think that the classification of all countries as either
"industrialized" or "less developed" fails to give clear recognition
to the fact that potential subscribers actually range from the group
whose contribution should be fully convertible, through countries which

could put up varying proportions of convertible currency, down to the
poorest countries whose effective contribution might properly be as low
as 10%. We think consideration should be given to some device which

would permit more flexibility for the middle group of countries.

We would favor the following alternative proposal: There would
be three categories of subscribers. Countries in category I would sub-

scribe 100% on a convertible basis. Category II countries would pay in,
say, 40% on a convertible basis; the balance of their subscriptions to
be paid in in convertible currencies as their economic positions per-
mitted. Category III countries would make only a nominal payment, say,

10%, on a convertible basis, and would pay in the balance in convertible
currencies if and as their economic positions permitted. There would be

no payments in national currencies which were not fully convertible.

Given the capital structure proposed by the United States, we
favor the general principle that there should be a reasonably uniform
rate of usage of currencies put up in convertible form.

Voting Rights

We agree that provisions respecting voting rights must follow
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the Bank and IFC pattern.

OPERATIONAL QUESTIONS

We favor maximum latitude in the charter and do not wish to tie

IDA to any "normal" pattern by a reference in the explanatory memorandum
unless members insist, except as indicated below.

Area of Operations

We agree that IDA should operate only in the territories of member

countries. The charter language should be broad enough so that depend-
ent territories are not excluded per se. We think IDA might in practice

normally lend to a dependent territory where the metropolitan country's

creditworthiness was limited, and might, in special circumstances (e.g.,
in anticipation of independence) lend, without the metropolitan country's

guarantee, to a dependent territory which was not itself creditworthy.

We would prefer that the explanatory memorandum contain general

language of the kind set forth in paragraphs (a) - (c) of the "Principal
Points" paper. We would not want any provisions of this kind in the

charter.

We think the charter should explicitly provide that IDA financing

will be restricted to the less developed areas.

Objects of Financing

We do not think the charter or explanatory memorandum should in-

dicate that IDA would emphasize joint financing with the Bank.

We favor an indication in the explanatory memorandum that IDA's
financing would be largely concerned with projects of the type normally

financed by the Bank, but that social projects would not be excluded.

We would prefer to avoid any reference to health and education projects.

We do not favor attempting to set forth principles to be applied

in deciding what kind of projects to finance, except as indicated above.

We oppose any reference to "general development programs" in a

way which suggests that IDA will engage in financing such programs.

Types of Expenditures to be Financed

We believe IDA should be permitted and prepared to finance local
currency expenditure, both out of its foreign exchange and local currency
resources.



Terms of Financing

We would favor giving IDA authority to make grants. We do not
believe the circumstances should be spelled out, but think that some
limitation, as "in special circumstances", should be included. We do
not intend to press for grant authority if there should be opposition,
except that we should reserve our position in regard to supplemental
contributions.

With respect to the British point of view regarding equity fi-
nancing, we do not favor giving IDA this power explicitly, but would
not oppose language sufficiently broad to leave the matter open.

We would prefer that the charter and explanatory memorandum not
indicate any normal pattern of financing terms. If pressed, we would
prefer that long-term loans repayable in foreign exchange with a small
charge, preferably not described as interest, be indicated as the nor-

mal pattern, with clear indication that exceptions may be liberally
made.

Government Guarantees

We favor leaving the government guarantee to be obtained as a
matter of policy rather than a statutory requirement. We would not
favor any formula about IDA's normal policy in this regard.

ADDITIONS TO RESOURCES

Periodic Replenishment

We favor a specified period for capital replenishment and think
that anything less than five years as a normal period should be resisted.
Otherwise there would be no basis for long-term planning, and there would
be a danger that IDA would lapse into a year-by-year operation.

We do not object to a provision for earlier replenishment by
special vote but think this should be regarded as exceptional.

We favor the maximum possible flexibility as to the characteris-
tics of future replenishments.

Supplementary Contribution by One Member in the Currency of Another

We favor the maximum latitude as to the terms which IDA may nego-
tiate in respect of the supplemental contributions, and strongly favor
letting IDA have a say on the amounts which it would accept and the terms
and purposes of their use.
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We favor having the charter broad enough to permit supplemental
contributions in any currency.

ENTRY INTO FORCE

We assume that it will be necessary to condition the charter's
entry into force on the amount of subscriptions and the number of sub-
scribers. We favor a reasonably high proportion of total capital, e.g.,
75%, and a reasonably low number of countries.
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FORM 48) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE ME ORAND
TO: Mr. Joseph Ruci DATE October 8, 1959

SUBJECT: Comments on IDA

1. It may be of interest to consider some of the Annual Meeting
comments on certain aspects of the U.S. proposal for IDA particularly
in the light of SLC discussion of the same points which I summarized
in a memorandum of September 8.

(a) Basis of subscription. This point was not mentioned by
many countries. The U.K. offered to subscribe to IDA in proportion to
its Bank subscription and probably most countries assumed that IDA's
capital would be subscribed on this basis. The Netherlands was an
exception because of its relatively large Bank subscription. There
was little reference to voting and no one took a definite position on
this point. It was probably assumed that the Bank-Fund precedent
would apply.

(b) Convertibility of Contribution. The U.K. offered 100%
convertibility of its subscription and no indication of less than 100%
convertibility came from any of the industrialized countries. Rather

than making only a small part of the subscription of underdeveloped
countries convertible, the U.K. proposed it all be convertible but only
a small part be drawn or paid in.

(c) Eligibilit. The U.K. mentioned that the dependent
territories should be eligible to borrow. South Africa, generally
cool to IDA, assumed that it would not be eligible to borrow.

(d) Interest Rate. U.K. was not in favor of rates below the
market. U.A.R. said that even the IBRD rates should be subsidized.

(e) Use of local (PI,/490) Currencies by IDA. Only the U.S.
seems to favor this for both financing local currency costs and, in

some cases not specified, for financing imported goods from countries
where the local currencies have been accumulated. India and Pakistan
indicated concern over the unrequited exports that would result. On
the other hand the Netherlands and other industrialized countries were

concerned about the trade distortion resulting from the U.S. proposal.

It seems likely that PI-480 currencies will be used only for local

cost financing, not to buy goods for export.

(f) Repayment in Local Currencies. All those that might be
eligible for loans from IDA assumed that repayment in local currency
would be standard IDA procedure. None of the contributing countries
except the U.S. gave any support to the idea and most would actively

oppose it. This point will probably be left open in the charter.



Mr. Rucinski -2- October 8, 1959

(g) Type of Project. All assumed IDA would finance only (sound"
projects but Ecuador, India and some others expect it to finance social
projects, e.g. education and health.

2. Conclusion. The views of the other (except U.S.) principal
capital supplying countries seem to coincide with those of the SLC on
all important points. The main problem in drafting the charter will
probably be to give enough consideration to the U.S. position on local
currency transactions to make IDA acceptable to the U.S. Congress.

cc: Messrs. Iarsen, Gordon
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Mr. Davidson Sommers October 2, 1959

S. R. Cope

BZelgium - IDA

1. At the meetinL between r. lac and the 3elJinn delegation
yesterday afternoon, 11r. Ansiaux, lovernor of the tiational aru,
made two points re-,ardin IDA. C e "irst was to the effect that
Del ium did not think that subscriptions to .LA should be in the
same proportion as -ubscriptions to the Bank. He pointed out that
Belgium had alrea made substantial contributions to the overseas
development fund of tne Common Harket and would have to continue to
>rovide the Belgian Cong~o rith capital. In tnese circumstances,

Belgium would not be prepared to make its effective contribution
in the same proportion as its share holJing in the Bank.

2. The second point was that it would be impossible for Belgium
to join IDA if there were any limitation on IDA's ability to lend
to dependent overseas territories. He did not think an such
limitation was justifiable and, in any case, it would be impossible
to -et legislation through un]e as the -ei:ian Congo were eli ible.
Not only should the chart .r make it clear tha. dependent territories
were elible, it th -re should be no tacit understandin : that they
would be excluded and -elgium would join IDA on that basis. Mr.
Black said that he areed with Mr. Ansiaux's position out warned
him that this was a delicate issue and counselled him to keep it
in the back roand and avoid pulic debate on it.

cc: Mr. R. H. Demuth
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FORM-No 7 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND UcVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Davidson Sommers DATE: October 2, 1959

FROM: 3. R. Cope

SUBJECT: Bel]um - IDi

1. At the mceting between MHr. Black and the Belgian delegation
yesterday afternoon, M'r. Ansiaux, Governor of the National Bank,
made two ooints regarding IDA. Tie first was to the effect that
Delg-ium did not think that subscriptions to IDA should be in the
sane prooortion as subscriptions to the Bank. Fe pointed out that
Belgium had already made substantial contributions to the overseas
development fund of the Common iarket and would have to continue to
provide the B3elgian Congo 7uith capital. In these circumstances,
Belgium would not be prepared to make its effective contribution
in the same propoortion as its share holding in the Bank.

2. The second point was that it would: be imossible for Belgium
to join IDA if there were any limitation on IDAt s ability to lend
to dependent overseas territories. H did not think any such
iitation Twas justifiable and, in any case, it would be impossible

to get legislation through un~e ss the Belgian Congo were eligible.
Not only should the charter make it clear that dependent territories
-were eligible, biu there should be no tacit understanding that they
would be excluded and 3elgium would join IDA on that basis. Hr.
Black said that he agreed with Mr. Ansiaux's position but warned
him that this was a delicate issue and counselled him to keep it
in the background and avoid public debate on it.

Cc: Mr. R. . Demuth



LEGAL DEPART4ENT
CONFIDENTIAL
Drafts of Provisions
Based on U.S. Proposals
for an IDA
Oct. 2, 1959

ARTICLE I

Purpose

The purpose of the Association is to further the objectivesLand

to supplement the activities of the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development (hereinafter called the Bank) by financing economic develop-

ment in the less-developed areas in the territories of members on terms

which bear less heavily on the balance of payments than loans4 granied by

the Bank.

The Association shall be guided in all its decisions by the provisions

of this Article.
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ARTICLE II

Membership; Capital

Section 1. MNembershp

(a) The original members of the Association shall be those members

of the Bank listed in Schedule A hereto which shall, on or before the date

specified in Article _, Section _, accept membership in the Association.

(b) Membership shall be open to other members of the Bank at such

times and in accordance with such terms as may be prescribed by the

Association.

Section 2. Capital Stock

(a) The initially authorized capital stock of the Association shall

be $ , in terms of United States dollars of the weight and

fineness in effect on .

(b) The initially authorized capital stock shall be divided into

shares having a par value of United States dollars

each. Any such shares not initially subscribed by original members shall

be available for subsequent subscription in accordance with Section 3 (d)

of this Article.

(c) The amount of authorized capital stock may be increased by the

Board of Governors by a three-fourths majority of the total voting power.

(d) Shares issued pursuant to an increase under paragraph (c) above,

shall be so classified, shall have such preferences and privileges and

shall be subscribed on such terms and conditions as to the time and method of

payment and the use of the currencies paid on the purchase thereof, as the

Board of Governors by a three-fourths majority of the total voting power
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shall determine, subject, however, to the provisions of this Article.

(e) In the case of an increase authorized pursuant to paragraph (c)

above, each member shall have a reasonable opportunity to subscribe, under

such conditions as the Association shall decide, to a proportion of the

increase of stock equivalent to the proportion which its stock theretofore

subscribed bears to the total previously authorized capital stock of the

Association, but no member shall be obligated to subscribe to any part of the

increased capital,

Section 3. Subscriptions to Stock Initially Authorized.

(a) Each original member shall subscribe to the number of shares of

stock set forth opposite its name in Schedule A. The number of shares of

stock to be subscribed by other members shall be determined by the Association.

(b) The initial subscription of each original member shall be

payable in instalments (each of which shall be in the proportions set forth

in paragraph (c) below) as follows:

(i) fifty percent within thirty days after either the date on

which the Association shall begin operations pursuant to

Article _, Section - , or the date on which such

original member becomes a member, whichever shall be later;

(ii) ten percent one year after the beginning of operations of

the Association; and

(iii) ten percent each year thereafter at annual intervals until

the subscription shall have been paid in full.

(c) Payment of subscriptions for shares of the initially authorized

capital stock shall be made as follows:



(i) twenty percent shall be payable in gold or fully

coivertible currencies;

(ii) thirty percent shall be payable in the currency of the

member making the payment, and shall be usable as set

forth in Article III, Section 1 (a) and (b)(ii); and

(iii) the remaining fifty percent shall be payable in the

currency of the member making the payment, and shall be

usable as set forth in Article III, Section 1(a).

(d) Shares of stock initially subscribed by original members shall

be issued at par. The price and other terms of subscription of shares of

stock to be subscribed, otherwise than on initial subscription by original

members, shall be determined by the Association.

Section 4. Limitation on Liability

Liability on shares shall be limited to the unpaid portion of the

purchase price thereof, and no member shall be liable, by reason of its

membership, for obligations of the Association.

Section 5. Restriction on Transfers and Pledges of Shares

Shares of stock shall not be pledged or encumbered in any manner

whatever, and shall be transferable only to the Association.
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ARTICLE III

Currencies

Section 1. Use of Currencies

(a) The currency of any member acquired by the Association may be

used without restriction my the member, for the payment of adninistrative

expenses incurred by the Association in the teritories of such member and

for the payment of goods and services produced in the territories of such

member and required for projects financed by the Association, whether located

in such territories or in the territories of other members. In using the

currency of any less-developed member, the Association shall take into

account the economic position of such member and the burden which would be

imposed by the use of its currency.

(b) Members shall not maintain or impose restrictions upon the use,

for payments in any country, of:

(i) gg aee -le currencies received by the

Association in payment of the twenty percent portion of

each member's capital subscription pursuant to the pro-

visions of Article II, Section 3 (c) (i);

(ii) currencies received by the Association in payment of the

thirty percent portion of each member's capital subscription

pursuant to the provisions of Article II, Section 3 (c) (ii),

provided that the Association may decide, in respect of

members whose capital subscriptions aggregate not more than

- percent of the initially authorized capital, and which
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shall not include any of the highly industrialized members

of the Association, to limit its use of the currencies of

such members so received to the uses set forth in paragraph

(a) of this Section; and

(iii) currencies received by the Association in payment of

principal of, and interest and other charges on, loans

made by the Association; provided that the foregoing shall

not preclude the Association from entering into any arrange-

ments with the member in whose territories any project financed

by the Association is located restricting the use by the

Association of such member's currency so received.

(c) The provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) (iii) of this Section

shall not apply to currencies received by the Association in payment of

any supplementary contributions pursuant to the provisions of Article _

or to currencies derived therefrom.

Section 2. Valuation of Currencies

Whenever it shall become necessary under this Agreement to value

any currency in terms of another currency, or in terms of gold, such valuation

shall be determined by the Association after consulting with the International

Monetary Fund.

Section 3. Maintenance of Value of Currency Holdings

(a) Whenever the par value of a member's currency is reduced or the

foreign exchange value of a member's currency has, in the opinion of the

Association, depreciated to a significant extent within that member's terri-

tories, the member shall pay to the Association within a reasonable time an
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additional amount of its own currency sufficient to maintain the value, as

of the time of subscription, of the amount of the currency of such member

paid in to the Association by the member under Article II, Section 3 (c) (ii)

and (iii), and currency furnished under the provisions of the present paragraph

provided, however, that the foregoing shall apply only so long as and to the

extent that such currency shall not have been initially disbursed or exchanged

for the currency of another member.

(b) Whenever the par value of a member's currency is increased, the

Association shall return to such member within a reasonable time an amount

of that member' s currency equal to the increase in the value of the amount

of such currency to which the provisions of (a) above are applicable.

(c) The provisions of the preceding paragraphs may be waived by the

Association when a uniform proportionate change in the par value of the

currencies of all its members is made by the International Monetary Fund.

Section 4. Form of Currency Holdings

The Association shall accept from any member, in place of any part

of the member's currency paid in to the Association under Article II, Section

3 (c) (ii) and (iii) and not needed by the Association in its operations,

notes or similar obligations issued by the government of the member or the

depository designated by such member, which shall be non-negotiable, non-

interest bearing and payable at their par value on demand to the account of

the Association in the designated depository.
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ARTICLE IV

Operations

Section 1. Use of Resources

The resources and facilities of the Association shall be used

exclusively for the benefit of members.

Section 2. Conditions of Financin

(a) The Association shall provide financing only to further AoW

development the less-developed areas in the territories of members.

(b) Financing provided by the Association shall be for purposes

which in the opinion of the Association are of high developmental priority,

and, except in special circumstances, shall be for specific projects.

(c) The Association shall not provide financing if in its opinion

such financing is available on reasonable terms through market channels

or should appropriately be provided by a loan of the type made by the Bank.

(d) The Association shall not provide financing unless such

financing has been recommended in a report by a competent committee, written

after a careful study of the merits of the project. Committees required

to report on financing shall be appointed by the Association. Each such

committee shall include an expert selected by the Governor representing the

member in whose territories the project is located and one or more members

of the technical staff of the Association.

(e) The Association shall impose no conditions that the proceeds

of its financing shall be spent in the territories of any particular member

or members.
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(f) The Association shall make arrangenents to ensure that the

proceeds of any financing are used only for the purposes for which the

financing was provided, with due attention to considerations of economy

and efficiency and without regard to political or other non-economic

influences or considerations.

(g) Funds to be provided under any financing operation shall be

made available to the recipient only to meet expenses in connection with

the project as they are actually incurred.

Section 4. Form and Terms of Financing

(a) The Association may provide financing in such form or forms

as it may deem appropriate, having regard to the economic position of

the member in whose territories the project is located and to the nature

and requirements of the project L, including loans repayable in foreign

exchange with long maturities or long periods of grace, or both, loans

repayable wholly or partly in local currency and, in special circumstances,

grants.]

(b) Loans shall bear interest or other charges payable at such

rate and in such currency as the Association may deem appropriate to the

circumstances of the borrower and the project, or may be made free of

interest or other charges.]

(c) Uhen, in the case of a loan, the member in whose territories

the project is located is not itself the borrower, the Association may,

in its discretion, require a suitable guarantee by the member or a govern-

mental agency of the member acceptable to the Association.



Section 5. Modifications of Terms of Loans

The Association may, when and to the extent it deems appropriate

in the light of its purpos, relax or otherwise modify, on such conditions

as it may determine, the terms on which any of its loans shall have been

granted. The Association shall exercise this discretion in-rletn to

paymzte required-to- m in- foreignorchange when and to the extent~

necessary in the judgment of the Association to enable the member con-

7~
cerned to maintain service on loans from the Bank or other comparable

lending agencies or"dhw_=a k&1't

Section 6. Miscellaneous Operations

In addition to the operations specified elsewhere in this Agreement,

the Association may:

(i) borrow funds;

(ii) guarantee securities in which it has invested in order to

facilitate their sale;

(iii) buy and sell securities it has issued or guaranteed or in

which it has invested; and

(iv) exercise such other powers incidental to its business as

shall be necessary or desirable in furtherance of its purposes.

Section 7. Political Activity Prohibited

The Association and its officers shall not interfere in the

political affairs of any members; nor shall they be influenced in their

decisions by the political character of the member or members concerned.

Only economic considerations shall be relevant to their decisions, and

these considerations shall be weighed impartially in order to achieve the
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ARTICLE V

Organization and Management

Section 1. Structure of the Association

The Association shall have a Board of Governors, Executive Directors,

a President and such other officers and staff to perform such duties as the

Association may determine. To the extent practicable the officers and staff

of the Association shall consist of officers and staff of the Bank.

Section 2. Board of Governors

(a) All the powers of the Association shall be vested in the Board

of Governors.

(b) Each Governor and Alternate Governor of the Bank appointed by

a member of the Bank which is also a member of the Association shall

ex officio be a Governor or Alternate Governor, respectively, of the

Association. No Alternate Governor may vote except in the absence of

his principal. The Board of Governors shall select one of the Governors

as Chairman of the Board of Governors. Any Governor or Alternate Governor

shall cease to hold office if the member by which he was appointed shall

cease to be a member of the Association.

(c) The Board of Governors may delegate to the Executive Directors

authority to exercise any of its powers, except the power to:

(i) admit new members and determine the conditions of their

admission;

(ii) increase or decrease the capital stock;

(iii) suspend a member;

(iv) decide appeals from interpretations of this Agreement

given by the Executive Directors;
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(v) make arrangements to cooperate with other international

organizations (other than informal arrangements of a

temporary and administrative character);

(vi) decide to suspend permanently the operations of the

Association and to distribute its assets;

(vii) declare dividends; and

(viii) amend this Agreement.

(d) The Board of Governors shall hold an annual meeting and such

other meetings as may be provided for by the Board of Governors or called

by the Executive Directors.

(e) The annual meeting of the Board of Governors shall be held in

conjunction with the annual meeting of the Board of Governors of the Bank.

(f) A quorum for any meeting of the Board of Governors shall be a

majority of the Governors, exercising not less than two-thirds of the total

voting power.

(g) The Association may by regulation establish a procedure whereby

the Executive Directors may obtain a vote of the Governors on a specific

question without calling a meeting of the Board of Governors.

(h) The Board of Governors, and the Executive Directors to the extent

authorized, may adopt such rules and regulations as may be necessary or ap-

propriate to conduct the business of the Association.

(i) Governors and Alternate Governors shall serve as such without

compensation from the Association.
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Section 3. Voting

(a) Each member shall have votes plus one additional vote

for each share of stock held except for any stock which shall have been

issued specifically without voting rights.

(b) Except as otherwise expressly provided, all matters before

the Association shall be decided by a majority of the votes cast.

Section 4. Executive Directors

(a) The Executive Directors shall be responsible for the conduct

of the general operations of the Association, and for this purpose shall

exercise all the powers given to them by this Agreement or delegated to

them by the Board of Governors.

(b) The Executive Directors of the Association shall be composed

ex officio of each Executive Director of the Bank who shall have been either

(i) appointed by a member of the Bank which is also a member of the Associa-

tion, or (ii) elected in an election in which the votes of at least one

member of the Bank which is also a member of the Association shall have

counted toward his election. The Alternate to each such Executive Director

of the Bank shall ex officio be an Alternate Director of the Association.

Any Director shall cease to hold office if the member by which he was

appointed, or if all the members whose votes counted toward his election,

shall cease to be members of the Association.

(c) Each Director who is an appointed Executive Director of the

Bank shall be entitled to cast the number of votes which the member by

which he was so appointed is entitled to cast in the Association. Each

Director who is an elected Executive Director of the Bank shall be entitled
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to cast the number of votes which the member or members of the Association

whose votes counted toward his election in the Bank are entitled to cast

in the Association. All the votes which a Director is entitled to cast

shall be cast as a unit.

(d) An Alternate Director shall have full power to act in the ab-

sence of the Director who shall have appointed him. When a Director is

present, his Alternate may participate in meetings but shall not vote.

(e) A quorum for any meeting of the Executive Directors shall

be a majority of the Directors exercising not less than one-half of the

total voting power.

(f) The Executive Directors shall meet as often as the business

of the Association may require.

(g) The Board of Governors shall adopt regulations under which

a member of the Association not entitled to appoint an Executive Director

of the Bank may send a representative to attend any meeting of the

Executive Directors of the Association when a request made by, or a matter

particularly affecting, that member is under consideration.

Section 5. President and Staff

(a) The President of the Bank shall be ex officio President of the

Association. The President shall be Chairman of the Executive Directors of

the Association, but shall have no vote except a deciding vote in case of an

equal division. He may participate in meetings of the Board of Governors

but shall not vote at such meetings.

(b) The President shall be chief of the operating staff of the

Association. Under the direction of the Executive Directors he shall
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conduct the ordinary business of the Association and under their general

control shall be responsible for the organization, appointment and dismissal

of the officers and staff.

(c) The President, officers and staff of the Association, in the

discharge of their offices, owe their duty entirely to the Association and

to no other authority. Each member of the Association shall respect the

international character of this duty and shall refrain from all attempts to

influence any of them in the discharge of their duties.

Section 6. Relationship to the Bank

(a) The Association shall be an entity separate and distinct from

the Bank and the funds of the Association shall be kept separate and apart

from those of the Bank. The Association shall not borrow from the Bank.

The Association shall make arrangements with the Bank regarding facilities,

personnel and services, and arrangements for reimbursement of administrative

expenses paid in the first instance by either organization on behalf of the

other.

(b) Nothing in this Agreement shall make the Association liable for

the acts or obligations of the Bank, or the Bank liable for the acts or

obligations of the Association.

Section 7. Relations with Other International Organizations

The Association, acting through the Bank, shall enter into formal

arrangements with the United Nations and may enter into such arrangements

with other public international organizations having specialized responsi-

bilities in related fields.
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Section 8. Location of Offices

The principal office of the Association shall be at the principal

office of the Bank. The Association may establish other offices in the

territories of any member.

Section 9. Deoositories

Each member shall designate its central bank as a depository in

which the Association may keep holdings of such member's currency or

other assets of the Association or, if it has no central bank, it shall

designate for such purpose such other institution 
as may be acceptable

to the Association.

Section 10. Channel of Communication

Each member shall designate an appropriate authority with which

the Association may communicate in connection with any matter arising

under this Agreement.

Section 11. Publication of Reports and Provision of Information

(a) The Association shall publish an annual report containing an

audited statement of its accounts and shall circulate to members at appro-

priate intervals a summary statement of its financial position and of the

results of its operations.

(b) The Association may publish such other reports as it deems

desirable to carry out its purposes.

(c) Copies of all reports, statements and publications made under

this Section shall be distributed to members.

Section 12. Dividends on Shares

(a) The Board of Governors may determine from time to time 
what

part of the Association's net income and surplus, 
after making appropriate

provision for reserves, shall be distributed as dividends.
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(b) Dividends shall be distributed to each member in proportion

to the part of such memberts subscription paid-inaccrda -ith2

Ar-&ton 3-whichas been used in the Association's operations.

(c) Dividends shall be paid in such manner and in such currency

or currencies as the Board of Governors shall determine. If payments are

made to a member in currencies other than its own, the transfer of such

currencies and their use by the recipient country shall be without

restriction by any member.
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ARTICLE VI

Supplementary Contributions
by One Member in the Currency of Another Member

Section 1. Arrangements for upplementary Contributions; Special

Developm~enntCertificates

(a) The Association may enter into arrangements from time to time

to receive from any member, in addition to the amounts payable by such mem-

ber on account of its subscription to the capital stock, supplementary con-

tributions in the currency of another member for use in its operations.

Ah rang4ment mypreribe purposes,'nc t the

previasion- of -Article, q for which, and U terms on which, such supplementary

contributions may be used by the Association

(b) The Association shall deliver to the member for each supplementary

contribution made by it a certificate (hereinafter called Special Development

Certificate) setting forth the amount and the currency of the supplementary

contribution. A Special Development Certificate shall not carry any voting

rights and shall be transferable only to the Association.

Saa -Saparase-edminigtration

Each guppementa ru-orrtt ion shall be administered separately from

the *ar ass ets of the Association.

u. Distributions

The arrangements referred to in Section 1 may include provisions under

which there shall be paid to a member, from time to time, in respect of its

supplementary contribution up to one-half of the net income, as determined by

the Association, earned in respect of such contribution.

[Add provisions covering rights on withdrawal and liquidation]
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ARTICLE VII

Withdrawal; Suspension of Membership;
Suspension of Operations

Section 1. Withdrawal by Members

Any member may withdraw from membership in the Association at any

time by transmitting a notice in writing to the Association at its prin-

cipal office. Withdrawal shall become effective upon the date such

notice is received.

Section 2. Suspension of Membership

(a) If a member fails to fulfill any of its obligations to the

Association, the Association may suspend its membership by decision of a

majority of the Governors, exercising a majority of the total voting power.

The member so suspended shall automatically cease to be a member one

year from the date of its suspension unless a decision is taken by the

same majority to restore the member to good standing.

(b) While under suspension, a member shall not be entitled to

exercise any rights under this Agreement except the right of withdrawal,

but shall remain subject to all obligations.

Section 3. Suspension of Cessation of Membership in the Bank

Any member which is suspended from membership in, or ceases to

be a member of, the Bank shall automatically be suspended from member-

ship in, or cease to be a member of, the Association, as the case may be.

Section 4. Rights and Duties of Governments Ceasing to be Members

(a) When a government ceases to be a member, it shall have

no rights under this Agreement except as provided in this Section and in

Article IX (c), but it shall, except as in this Section otherwise pro-

vided, remain liable for all financial obligations undertaken by it
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to the Association, whether as a member, borrower, guarantor or otherwise.

(b) When a government ceases to be a member, the Association

and the government shall proceed to a settlement of accounts. As part

of such settlement of accounts, the Association and the government may

agree on the amounts to be paid to the government against surrender of its

capital stock, and on the time and currencies of payment.

(c) If no such agreement is reached within months from the

date that the government has ceased to be a member, or such other time as

may be agreed upon by the Association and the government, the following

provisions shall apply:

(i) The government shall be relieved of any further liability

to the Association on account of its subscription to capital

stock, except that the government shall pay to the Association

forthwith amounts due and payable on the date when the

government ceased to be a member and committed by the Association

as of that date.

(ii) The Association shall, against receipt of any payments due

under clause (i) above, return to the government amounts

paid in by the government on account of its subscription

to capital stock remaining unused and uncommitted on the

date when the government ceased to be a member.

(iii) The Association shall pay over to the government a pro rata

share of all principal repayments received by the Association

after the date on which the government ceases to be a member

on loans contracted prior thereto. Such share shall be
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such proportion of the total principal amount of such loans

as the total amount paid by the government on account of its

subscription to capital stock and not returned to it pursuant

to clause (ii) above shall bear to the total amount paid

by all members on account of their subscriptions to capital

stock which has been used or committed in the Association's

operations. Such payment by the Association shall be made

without interest, in instalments when and as such principal

repayments are received by the Association, but not more

frequently than annually. Such instalments shall be made

in the currencies received by the Association except that

the Association may in its discretion make payment in the

currency of the government concerned.

(iv) In no event shall the government receive under this para-
: N)

graph (c) an amount greater in the aggregate than the-40@e&r
A

y the par value of its shares or their value as shown on

the books of the Association as of the date on which it

ceased to be a member )

(v) All calculations required hereunder shall be made on such

basis as shall be reasonably determined by the Association.

(d) In no event shall any amount due to a government for its

capital stock under this Section be paid until six months after the

date upon which the government ceases to be a member. If within six

months of the date upon which any government ceases to be a member the

Association suspends operations under Section 5 of this Article, all rights
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of such government shall be determined by the provisions of such

Section 5 and such government shall be considered still a member of the

Association for purposes of such Section 5, except that it shall have

no voting rights.

Section 5. Suspension of Operations and Settlement of Obligations

(a) The Association may permanently suspend its operations by

vote of a majority of the Governors exercising a majority of the total

voting power. After such suspension of operations the Association shall

forthwith cease all activities, except those incident to the orderly

realization, conservation and preservation of its assets and settlement

of its obligations. Until final settl.c'ent of such obligations and dis-

tribution of such assets, the Association shall remain in existence and

all mutual rights and obligations of the Association and its members

under this Agreement shall continue unimpaired, except that no member

shall be suspended or withdrawn and that no distribution shall be made

to members except as in this Section provided.

(b) No distribution shall be made to members on account of

their subscriptions to the capital stock held by them until all liabili-

ties to creditors shall have been discharged or provided for and until

the Board of Governors, by vote of a majority of the Governors exercising

a majority of the total voting power, shall have decided to make such

distribution.

(c) Subject to the foregoing, the Association shall distribute

the assets of the Association to members pro rata in proportion to

amounts paid in by them on account of their capital stock. Any distribu-

tion pursuant to the foregoing provision of this paragraph (c) is
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subject, in the case of any member, to prior settlement of all out-

standing claims by the Association against such member. Such distribu-

tion shall be made at such times, in such currencies, and in cash or

other assets as the Association shall deem fair and equitable. Distribu-

tion to the several members need not necessarily be uniform in respect

of the type of assets distributed or of the currencies in which they

are expressed.

(d) Any member receiving assets distribut'ed by the Association

pursuant to this Section shall enjoy the same rights with respect to

such assets as the Assoiation enjoyed prior to their distribution.
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ARTICLE VIII

Status, Immunities and Privileges

Section 1. Purposes of Article

To enable the Association to fulfill the functions with which it is

entrusted, the status, immunities and privileges provided in this Article

shall be accorded to the Association in the t erritories of each member.

Section 2. Status of the Association

The Association shall possess full juridical personality, and, in

particular, the capacity:

(i) to contract;

(ii) to acquire and dispose of immovable and movable property;

(iii) to institute legal proceedings.

Section 3. Position of the Association with regard to judicial proces-

Actions may be brought against the Association only in a court of

Theimniie an rvlg to beacrdd to te Bankunr

he provi n of eg 9v of AtX VII of

p t a rn i archives,

c uncations, obligatLons an secuitie, ita overnors, mutv

Diretors, Altrnzate axecuiv Arectors, Oicera and ulyees and

their saare and rilueta, with the sam fore and effect as if

suc Scton were Itl et frth bei it e word Association"

ubstituted for the ird "Bank as iapars therein.
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ARTICLE VIII

Status, Immunities and Privileges

Section 1. Puposes of Article

To enable the Association to fulfill the functions with which it is

entrusted, the status, inmunities and privileges provided in this Article

shall be accorded to the Association in the t erritories of each member.

Section 2. Status of the Association

The Association shall possess full juridical personality, and, in

particular, the capacity:

(i) to contract;

(ii) to acquire and dispose of immovable and movable property;

(iii) to institute legal proceedings.

Section 3. Position of the Association with regard to judicial Process

Actions may be brought against the Association only in a court of

competent jurisdiction in the territories of a member in which the Association

has an office or has appointed an agent for the purpose of accepting service

or noti.ce of process. No actions shall, however, be brought by members or

persons acting for or deriving claims from members. The property and assets

of the Association shall, wheresoever located and by whomsoever held, be immun

from all forms of seizure, attachment or execution before the delivery of fina

judgment against the Association.

Section 4. Immunities and Privileges

The provisions of Article VII, Sections 4 through 9, of the Articles 0.

Agreement of the Bank shall, mutatis mutandis, be deemed to be part of this

Agreement as though fully set forth herein.
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Section 5. Application of Article

Each member shall take such action as is necessary in its own

territories for the purpose of making effective in terms of its own law the

principles set forth in this Article and shall inform the Association of the

detailed action which it has taken.
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ARTICLE IX

Amendments

(a) This Agreement may be amended by vote of three-fifths of

the Governors exercising four-fifths of the total voting power.

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a) above the affirmative vote

of all Governors is required in the case of any amendment modifying:

(i) the right to withdraw from the Association provided

in Article VI, Section 1;

(ii) the pre-emptive right secured by Article II, Section

2 (e); and

(iii) the limitation on liability provided in Article II,

Section 5.

(c) Any proposal to amend this agreement, whether emanating from

a member, a Governor or the Board of Directors, shall be communicated to

the Chairman of the Board of Governors who shall bring the proposal before

the Board of Governors. When an amendment has been duly adopted, the

Association shall so certify by formal communication addressed to all

members. Amendments shall enter into force for all members three months

after the date of the formal communication unless the Board of Governo3

shall specify a shorter period.
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ARTICLE X

Interpretation and Arbitration

(a) Any question of interpretation of the provisions of this

Agreement arising between any member and the Association or between any

members of the Association shall be submitted to the Board of Directors

for its decision. If the question particularly affects any member of the

Association not entitled to appoint an Executive Director of the Bank, it

shall be entitled to representation in accordance with Article V, Section

h (g).

(b) In any case where the Board of Directors has given a decision

under (a) above, any member may require that the question be referred to

the Board of Governors, whose decision shall be final. Pending the result

of the reference to the Board of Governors, the Association may, so far

as it deems necessary, act on the basis of the decision of the Board of

Directors.

(c) Whenever a disagreement arises between the Association aid a

country which has ceased to be a member, or between the Association and

any member during the permanent suspension of the Association, such dis-

agreement shall be submitted to arbitration by a tribunal of three

arbitrators, one appointed by the Association, another by the country

involved and an umpire who, unless the parties otherwise agree, shall be

appointed by the President of the International Court of Justice or such

other authority as may have been prescribed by regulation adopted by the

Association. The umpire shall have full power to settle all questions of

procedure in any case where the parties are in disagreement with respect

thereto.
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ARTICLE XI

Final Provisions

Section 1. Entry into Force

This Agreement shall enter into force when it has been signed on

behalf of not less than _ governments whose subscriptions comprise not

less than _ percent of the total subscriptions set forth in Schedule A

and when the instruments referred to in Section 2(a) of this Article

have been deposited on their behalf, but in no event shall this Agree-

ment enter into force before

Section 2. Signature

(a) Each government on whose behalf this Agreement is signed shall

deposit with the Bank an instrument setting forth that it has accepted

this Agreement without reservation in accordance with its law and has

taken all steps necessary to enable it to carry out all of its obligations

under this Agreement.

(b) Each government shall become a member of the Association as

from the date of the deposit on its behalf of the instrument referred to

in paragraph (a) above except that no government shall become a member

before this Agreement enters into force under Section 1 of this Article.

(c) This Agreement shall remain (,pen for signature until the close

of business on _ , at the principal office of the Bank on

behalf of the governments of the countries whose names are set forth in

Schedule A.
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(d) After this Agreement shall have entered into force, it shall

be open for signature on behalf of the government of any country whose

membership has been approved pursuant to Article II, Section 1 (b).

Section 3. Inauguration of the Association

(a) As soon as this Agreement enters into force under Section 1

of this Article the President shall call a meeting of the Board of Di-

rectors.

(b) The Association shall begin operations on the date when such

meeting is held.

(c) Pending the first meeting of the Board of Governors, the Board

of Directors may exercise all the powers of the Board of Governors except

those reserved to the Board of Governors until this Agreement.

Section h. Registration.

The Bank is authorized to effect registration of this Agreement

with the Secretariat of the United Nations in accordance with Article 102

of the Charter of the United Nations and the Regulations thereunder adopted

by the General Assembly.

DONE at Washington, in a single copy which shall remain deposited

in the archives of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-

ment, which has indicated by its signature below its agreement to act as

depository of this Agreement, to effect registration of this Agreement with

the Secretariat of the United Nations and to notify all governments whose

names are set forth in Schedule A of the date when this Agreement shall

enter into force under Article X, Section 1 hereof.



SCHEDULE A

Subscriptions to Capital Stock
of the International Development Association

Amount
Country Number of (in United

Shares States dollars)

[To be inserted]
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

BOARDS OF GOVERNORS 1959 ANNUAL MEE TINGS WASHINGTON 25. D.C. CABLE ADDRESS: BANKFUNDIFC

September 28, 1959

1 R HADUM

To: Files

From: Davidson Sommers

Subject: ,IDA -- ir. Black's dinner for Finance Ministers on

September 26, 1959

The following were present:

United States: r. Anderson, Mr. Dlon;
United King~domr: Sir Roger Makins;
France: r. Finay, Mr. Baumgartner;
Germany: Professor Erhard;
Canada: r. Fleming;
Netherlands: ir. Zijlstra;
Delgium: Lr. van Houtte;
Italy: Dr. .edici;
Japan: _r. Sato;
Australia: r. olt;
IRPD: ,r. Black, hr. Sommers

Mr. Black made a brief statement saying that in view of the

importance of the U.S. prooosal, he thought it useful to have a pre-
liminaryr exchare of views among the potential major contributors.
E1ach of the Finance inisters me a statement, in turn. Each ex-
.ressed full support for I)A, and most said expressly that affiliation

writh the 7ank was an essential element. Points made by the various
iinisters included the following:

r. Anderson -

Stressed the importance of flexibility. 'e made sore ref-
eronce to need for protecting the interests of "indu strialists" but
tihis was not directly in the context of convertibility, which he did
not stress except by saying that in toe T.S. view there were two classes
of membership.

Sir Roger hakins -

:entioned several points which required further consideration:
first, an essential point for him, was the inclusion of the dependent
territories who should receive a fair crtion of the benefits; second,
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,e stressed the desirability of 100 .per cent convertibility by the
major contributors; and, third, he said that the proper contribution

thie underdevelopoed countries nceded. further study; ad, fourth,
he mentioned without elaboration that :Lurther consideration should
be :iven to the problem of "local currency".

r. van (outte -

SAtrongly stressed the need for allowing de-pendent terri-
tories to receive some of the benefits and stressed the contribution
the Colonial powers were alreaJ making.

-. halt -

Supported the reservations of Sir Roger hakins.

Dr. Medici -

av-e unqualified suport (privately he told me Italy was
willing, to make a larger contribution).

Mr. aeing -

Supported Sir hager kkins I statement and said that he uder-

stood from hr. Aniderson that the American resolution was not intended to

commit governments and the Executive Directors would report back to
overnors, at which time governments would have a chance to consider

their positions. (This was not ex- lained by 1r. Flem:lng nor was any
mention made of the point by other speakers).

r..inay -

laced strong emphasis on the necessity of includ-ing the

dePendent overseas' territories.

r. $at -

>aid that IDA shoi have under standing and tact in its

relationship with the underdeveloped countries like that displayed
by the ank (The point of this seemed to be thaL IDA should not have

separaU officers or staff).

r._Zijlstra -

Exressed reservations about the size of the Dutch quota and

said that care should be taken about local currency contributions, that
their use should not have an inflationary effect.

-ro'essor Erhard -

re exp ) resse suppnort for IDA and used tlhis as a jumping-
off point for discussing coordination (see below).
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:r. illon answered some of the points made in a very
conciliatory way. jarticularly he indicated that the U.S. Eonerally
concurred in the statements made about the dependent overseas' terri-
tories.

n coordination, Dr. Zrhard made a strong nlea for further
information, consultation and coordination, but emphasized that he did
not have in mind formal institutions or binding commitments. There was
a general favorable reo nse in regard to inforntion and consultation,
ut the .S., the U.K., the Wtch and other expressed cantion about co-
ordination.



S. V. R AYA N BRADY HOUSE

EDITOR VEER NARIMAN ROAD

COMMERCE 
POST BOX 840

BOMBAY-1

26th September,1959

De!r Mr. Bl-ck,

I arn writingA this to invite your kind attention

to our comimnts oi the proposed Inteinationi Development

Association in our cur-ent issue.

A press cutting of our article is eniclosed ''or

your ready -efe renc e.

With kind regards,

Iam,
Y-ours/si cerely,

Enicl:

Eugene R. Black, Esr.,
President,
Inte rnAtional Baiik for Reconst:uction

and Deveiopment,
1186 H street,
Wiashingtcn 25 D.C.
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"For Commerce, though the child of Agriculture, fosters his parent
Who else must sweat and toil and gain but scanty fare."

William Blake.

BOMBAY, 26th SEPTEMBER 1959 PRICE: Rs. 2VOL. XCIX. No. 2531

given to deserving projects of deserving coun-
tries. Only, they want a spade to be called aINTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT spade. They feel that a better proposition
would be to encourage private enterprise inASSOCIATION underdeveloped countries by establishing inter-
national investment trusts which, in turn, can

move to establish a new financial No official information on the .D.A.has so far give local currency loans and build revolvingTHE been made available by any of the member-institution already named as the Inter- funds. They favour this course, because they
national Development Association, will figure Governments of the World Bank. Nor has the think that it would lead economic development
prominently at the annual meeting of the World Bank Secretariat issued any Press release. on sound lines.
International Bank for Reconstruction and One has, therefore, to go only by the reports in

In arguing thus, these sound-money
Development-World Bank for short-due to be the Press. It is, of course, well known that the

theorists are clearly ignoring the political fac-
held at Washington on Tuesday, the 29th inst. idea of establishing the International Develop-

tors operating in underdeveloped countries.
The credit for taking the initiative in this ment Association is to help the underdeveloped

Although it must be conceded that there is a lot
direction goes to the United States of America. countries by giving them what is generally of force in what they say, they are not realistic
The idea was first mooted by Senator Monroney, described as "soft loans.' By " soft loan " is

in their approach, in that one cannot overlook
with the object of helping underdeveloped meant a loan carrying a low rate of interest,

considerations of political feasibility. States-
countries seriously engaged in the task of rais- even if it is uneconomical to the lender, and
ing their living standards, and won the approval repayable after a fairly long period; the bulk, manship demands that efforts should be made to

devise a scheme whereby the aspirations of
of President Eisenhower later. For the first if not the whole, of repayment will be in the

underdeveloped countries can be satisfied, with-
time, in August last, Mr. Eisenhower gave currency of the borrowing country. In other

out necessarily sacrificing sound economics and
public expression to his support to the I.D.A. He words, the loans will be something similar to

without trying to impose on them an economic
included it as one of the three proposals for those now being made available by the U.S.
raising international liquidity and directed the Development Loan Fund; indeed, if Senator dichotomy which they are not prepared to fol-

Administration to study the feasibility of its Monroney's idea were to prevail, they should be low. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
aforesaid arguments have not carried much con-

implementation in co-operation with the mem- more favourable than even the loans from the
bers of the International Monetary Fund and D.L.F. It is also well known that the I.D.A. viction to either the U.S. Administration or the

the World Bank. The first two proposals per- would be an affiliate of the World Bank. That top officials of the World Bank. Mr. Eugene

tained to a general increase in the quotas at any rate is the proposal of the U.S. Govern- Black, President of the Bank, would not have

assigned to member-Governments of the I.M F. ment. Mr. Eisenhower said, in August 1958, that entertained the proposal to have the I.D.A. as an

and in the authorised and subscribed capital of the I.D.A. would be affiliated to the World Bank affiliate of the Bank had he reasons to feel that

the World Bank. Approval of the members for and could usefully supplement the lending it cannot be worked on sound lines. It is

the latter two proposals was obtained at the activities of the Bank for accelerating the pace obvious that Mr. Black must be of the view that,

last annual meetings of the Bank and the Fund of economic development in the less-developed by having the I.D.A. under the wing of the

held at New Delhi. They have now been practi- member-countries of the Bank. No opposition World Bank, it would be easier to ensure that
cally implemented, so that only the idea of to this proposal has been discernible from the 

"soft loans" were given to finance only sound

I.D.A. remains to be fulfilled. official side of any member-country. and essential projects than would be the case
if the Association were in the hands of some

Some economists of international repute, other U.N. agency. It is true that the I.D.A.
Not much was said or done at the New however, have been opposed to the I.D.A. being is meant to supplement the financial efforts ofDelhi meetings of the Fund-Bank about the

a part of the World Bank. They are of the view the World Bank, but that does not necessarilyI.D.A. For practical considerations, the U.S. that the Bank should be kept out of it, as the mean that the development projects in under-delegation to these meetings did not take up the
provision of "soft loans" would impair the good developed countries not taken up by the Worldissue. It believed in the wise saying: "Do one
work that is being done by it. They feel that Bank are all economically unsound. There arething at a time and do it well." It thought that
Gresham's Law will operate in this sphere several State-owned industrial projects in India,it was better to get the increases in the capital
also. The soft loans imply a large element of as, for instance, the steel plants, fertiliser fac-of the Fund and the Bank first approved by the subsidy to the borrowing countries. The doling tories, heavy machine building plants andlegislatures of member-countries, before con- out of such subsidies, they argue, is a politician's machine tool factories, for which the World,fronting them with the demand for subscription function and cannot be satisfactorily dealt with Bank is not prepared to give a loan as a matterto the capital of a new body. With the U.S. by an institution like the World Bank run on of policy. Surely, these are economically soundcontinuing to lose gold in favour of European business principles and sound economics. They projects and there is no reason why the pro-countries, there was a misgiving whether the
are afraid that soft loans will encourage the posed I.D.A. should not finance them. FailureU.S, Congress would give permission for the
receiving countries to indulge in inflationary to do so will only compel the underdevelopedI.D.A. also. Although the postponement of the
policies and undermine their economic stability. countries to lean more and more on the Com-idea caused some disappointment to the repre-
They say that a loan is a loan and not a gift; munist countries for help. Then, there aresentatives of underdeveloped countries, it was
since it implies repayment, there cannot be a several other projects for creating "social

doubtless a wise move. Apart from the con-
fine distinction between a soft loan and a hard capital," such as construction of roads, bridges,sideration just mentioned, the Governments of
loan. They are not opposed to donations being slum clearance and urban development, the re-several Western countries were not quite clear

in their minds whether or not the I.D.A. should turn on which is small and can be had only

be supported. Even a few of the underdeveloped after a long time. These, too, are projects fit

countries themselves were having a misgiving Contents enough to be aided by the I.D.A. By partici-
that the new move would adversely affect the pating in these projects, the I.D.A., under the

prospects for receiving bilateral aid ; they were, LEADING ARTICLES- PAGES 
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Plan are estimated at $5,000 million. The Yet another general principle which de- Among the somewhat uncertain factors-no
whole of this, or even a substantial part of it, serves support is the emphasis on agriculture plan can fully insure against all uncertainties-
cannot be met by the I.D.A., which is expected and consumer goods. It was all too readily which lie at the basis of the Federation's Plan,
to have a capital of only $1,000 million, contri- assumed on the eve of the second Plan that agri- mention must be made of the feasibility of the
buted by the members of the Word Bank in the culture could be safely relegated to a secondary, target of Rs. 3,000 crores set for investment
same proportion in which they have done to if not inferior, status and that all that the coun- by the private sector. The Federation recognises
the Bank's capital. It cannot, therefore, be the try needed was a bold programme of industriali- that this is a high figure and admits that, "with
idea of the promoters of the I.D.A. to curtailthe sation. The country now faces the prospect of existing conditions, the private sector may not
scope and extent of aid now being given by falling between two worlds-the world of agri- even be able to muster investment resources of
them to India and other underdeveloped coun- culture, languishing, if not dead, and the world even half this amount." Given the better fiscal
tries. There is also no convincing reason why of industry, powerless to be born. Increase in climate, for which the Federation pleads, it may
they should do so. After all, on the proposed foodgrains production has not kept pace with be possible to make a near approach to this
basis of contribution to the I.D.A.'s capital, the the increase in demand, whereas the pace of figure. The share of internal financing is kept
share of the U.S. Government will be no more industrial production has shown distinct signs at about 33 per cent. of the total outlay. This
than $332 million. The U.K. will be contri- of slackening. The Federation rightly points will be impossible of attainment, without a
buting only $136 million, West Germany a little out that the "emphasis on industry should in "taxation structure which positively assists
less than $100 million and Canada about $80 no way detract the attention of planners from ploughing back of corporate earnings." Libera
million. It is inconceivable that these and other the need to give sufficient consideration to the lisation of certain restrictions imposed by the
Western countries, which are in a far more en- projects and administration for improved agri- industrial finance institutions, the formation of
lightened mood now than before, think that their cultural production." Again, it insists, in effect, unit trusts as in the U.K. and the U.S. and the
obligations to help the underdeveloped coun- that an exclusive preoccupation with austerity creation of a proper climate for inflow of foreign
tries in their economic development can be ful- and savings and production of capital goods capital are among the measures suggested by
filled merely by making these contributions to would be wrong. It argues that production has the Federation. Nevertheless, it may be won-
the capital of the I.D.A. This does not necessarily to be maintained by purchasing power and sus- dered whether, barring the event of a remark-
mean that the Governments of underdeveloped tained by savings. Further, capital goods in- ably favourable trend in the inflow of foreign
countries can smugly assume that all they have dustries deserve encouragement. But equal private capital and management, the private
to do is to negotiate with their counterparts in attention should be given to the production of sector will be able to make the contribution set
the U.S., the U.K. and other developed conu- consumer goods and consumer durables. The for it in the Federation's outline of the third
tries for large low-interest-bearing loans, re- Federation rightly observes: "This has to be Plan.
payable in easy instalments, and big grants. emphasised, because the products of this group As experience in the implementation of the
They have to realise that there is, particularly of industries are a direct evidence to the people
in the U.S., a growing opposition to such Gov- regarding the results and objectives of planned 

second Plan has abundantly made clear, any
inadequate appraisal of foreign exchange re-

ernment-to-Government assistance, the stress development." Whatever may be the economic sources may well land all economic programmesbeing increasingly on the export of private wisdom of concentration on producer goods in- in serious difficulties. The Federation rightly
capital and loans repayable in hard currency. dustries in the centrally planned economies, the assumes that the paucity of foreign exchange
They have, therefore, to make some allowance fact remains that this policy cannot be imple- will persist in the third Plan. It assesses the
for this trend in their calculations and revise mented in a democratic community which will foreign exchange requirements at Rs. 2,400-
the economic policies to facilitate a larger in- not lightly sacrifice visible signs of prosperity 2,500 crores, made up of foreign exchange
flow of private capital. In the U.S., there is a at the altar of some vague concepts of building needed to make repayments of past commit-
serious move to encourage private capital in- an enduring economic base. ments (Rs. 550-600 crores), foreign exchange
vestment in foreign countries through tax con- To turn now to the investment pattern pro- requirements of the Plan itself-on the basis of
cessions. The Governments of underdeveloped

posed by the Federation. The overall net out- 20 per cent. for industrial investment and 10 percountries should reciprocate this move by 
lay of Rs. 10,000 crores is sought to be distribut- cent. for the rest-(Rs. 1,500 crores) and foreign

making suitable concessions in their policies. ed among the public and private sectors in the exchange to meet a reasonable level of essential
This will also encourage other developed coun- 

ratio of 55 : 45. This gives a slightly larger imports (Rs. 300 crores). The net total require-
tries to emulate the U.S. 

share to the private sector than the allocation ments, it is expected, will be reduced to the
in the second Plan in which the original pro- 

extent of Rs. 350-400 crores which will be

THE THIRD PLAN portions of the public and private sectors were carried over from the various credits in the
61:39. By 1960-61, national income, it is com- second Plan. Discussing the question of inflow

I[N retrospect, it will be generally admitted 
puted, will rise to Rs. 12,800 crores. On the basis of foreign capital in relation to the foreign

that the public discussion which preceded of a capital output ratio of 2.5:1, national in- exchange requirements under the Plan, the
the second. Five-year Plan was less animated Federation observes:come is expected to rise to Rs. 16,800 crores bythan what the subject deserved. Perhaps, both 1966. Between 1961 and 1966, population will "It should also be generally recognised thatthe public and the Government were over- have increased from 410 million to 445 million it would be imprudent to depend upon an un-whelmed by the relative success of the first and per capita income from Rs. 310 to Rs. 375. duly high proportion of loans and aid fromPlan into a sense of complacency, though, when The proposed breakdown of the total outlay (in foreign countries. The burden of repaymentthe draft actually appeared, there were several

percentages), with corresponding figures in the in such cases is bound to be cumulative andvoices of protest against the assumptions impli- second Plan, is: agriculture and rural develop- the various complications pertaining to re-cit in the Plan. The third Five-year Plan is, ment 12(9); irrigation and power 16(14.5); in- payment may mean increasing difficultieshowever, in no danger of inadequate prepara- dustries and mining 40(24.5); transport and regarding foreign exchange budgeting. It hastion and advice. For one thing, the ground for
it has been well prepared by the fact that the communications 11(22); social services 14(23) and also been our experience in the past that the

miscellaneous 7(7). While investment in agri- availability of such loans and grants fluctuatessecond Plan has been appraised and re-apprais- culture and rural development and irrigation from year to year and much depends uponed. Secondly, the approach to the third Plan, and power are being maintained almost at the the vagaries of the political situation in eachby reason of the experience gained by the same level as in the first Plan, there is much of those countries which desire to allow suchGovernment and the public in the implementa-
greater emphasis on industries and mining in financial accommodation to us. Even other-tion of the second Plan, has evoked lively dis- the third Plan. But it is not clear whether wise, most countries have to budget thesecussion in many quarters. Among these ex- transport has not been unjustly treated, though funds on the basis of one financial year at apressions of opinion, a notable contribution is the percentage proposed will give it a total time and to base a long-term plan like oursthe one made by the Federation of Indian

Chambers of Commerce and Industry. allocation of Rs. 1,100 crores. So far as the on anticipations regarding such grants and
impact of investment on employment is con- loans would be somewhat insecure. It is for

In its memorandum, entitled The Third cerned, it has been computed that the total this reason that greater attention needs to be
Five-year Plan-A Tentative Outline, the Fede- outlay will, on the basis of Rs. 7,000 per job, paid to the inflow of private foreign capital
ration has set forth the broad principles which create 16 million new job opportunities. and various steps of policy and procedure
should guide the next Plan and also the priori- which would be necessary to establish a
ties which should govern the emphasis on The basic considerations and industrial climate which will ensure a steady and
different projects. The chief merit of the priorities for the third Plan, on which the sufficient supply of foreign exchange resources
publication lies not so much in the arithmetical Federation lays emphasis, are: (1) increased in this form."
calculations in the outline but in the entire ap- production of fertilisers, both organic and in-

organic, so as to relate industrial development Little exception can be taken to the reason-
proach to the question of development. Thus,
there is no disposition to over-emphasise the to the primary need of bringing about a 30-40 

ing which has been set forth above in an effort
per cent. rise in the production of foodgrains to present the inflow of foreign capital in itsneed for a conservative Plan, under the pretextof economic realism, which may well degenerate and substantial increase in cash crops; (2) the 

national and international perspective. The
attainment of a level of near self-sufficiency in Federation rightly holds that foreign capital isinto a cloak for a policy of inactivity. Nor is
heavy machine building, as also of other types primarily attracted by the profitability of thethere an exhibition of enthusiasm for a rate of
of industrial machinery, including machine 

enterprise with which it might associate itself.
progress which takes no note of what is practi- tools, tractors, etc.; (3) sufficient emphasis on the This is obviously related to larger fiscal andcable. An overall target of net investment at
Rs. 10,000 crores has been set. This is a figure processing and consumer goods industries which other questions. In this connection, the Federa-

which has been most frequently mentioned in are the basic ingredients of a rising standard of tion makes a number of constructive sugges-
connection with all discussions in the Plan. living; these industries also need a high priority 

tions. In the first place, the cumbrous pro-
But it is when it comes to the actual pattern as a safeguard against inflation; (4) develop- 

cedures for licensing of enterprises involving
of expenditure and the economic policy that ment in the small-scale sector; (5) considerable 

foreign capital will have to be given up.
Secondly, fiscal policies-personal as well asshould guide it that the Federation makes out expansion in producer goods industries, includ- corporate-must provide incentives for invest-a convincing case for a sense of moderation. ing steel, chemicals and coal; (6) greater ment. Thirdly, controversy and sweeping state-Economic development, in general, and such emphasis on the exploration, extraction and ments regarding the roles of public and privatedevelopir nt in underdeveloped countries, in production of such raw materials as are making sectors should not be allowed to disturb the

particular, according to the Federation, is a a large draft on foreign exchange such as general economic climate. Fourthly, the vastmatter for evolution and adaptation to changing exploration and exploitation of mineral cil, opportunities available to foreign investors with-social and economic requirements. Economi- production of virgin non-ferrous metals, wood- in the various lines open to the private sectorcally desirable results, it is stressed, cannot be pulp and chemical pulp, etc.; (7) modernisation should be more clearly indicated. To theseensured by forcing the pace of institutional
changes on doctrinaire grounds; disruption of of various industries, with special emphasis on suggestions, which deserve to commend them-
traditional channels could hold up development export industries. A study of this list of priori- 

selves to the attention of the authorities, must
be added the supreme importance of making the

programmes. This is a sensible approach. Only, ties shows how balanced the Federation's foreign investors feel that they are "wanted,"
the Government does not always listen to the approach is to the problem of industrial for that alone will ensure a steady inflow ofvoice of reason. development. such capital.
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September 25, 1959

mnutes of +af.f Loan Committee t n eld on

Thrsdor, eptember 3, 1959 at 3,rm, and on
Frida7r, Ceptember h, 1959 at 11 00 . ,n Room 1005

1. Present:

Mr. Davidson Sommers, Chairmn Mr. P. J. Ramm

Mr. J. Burke Knapp Mr. 0. J. McDiaimid
Mr. . R. Cope Mr. A. D. Spottswood
Mr. A . Broches Mr. D. Avramovic

Mr. . N. Perry Mr. . Y. Wishart
Mr. I. P. M. Cargill Mr. 14. G. A. 7oolley, ecretary

In attendance:

Mr. W. A. B. Iliff 1/ Mr. J. H. Collier

Mr. M. M. Mendels 17/ Mr. P. Dresden

Mr. E. E. Clark Mr. T). J. Fontein
Mr. G. R. Young Mr. B. B. King 1/
Mr. H. R. Labouisse 1/ Miss A. L. Maher 1/
Mr . F . Adler 2/ ~ Mr. N. McKitterick

Mr. C. Allardice / Mr. Y. van der Mel

Mr. A. Basch Mr. A. Wenzell 1/
Mrs. S. loskey

First session only.
2/ Second session only.

Part only.

2. International Development Association (IDA)

The Committee considered Memorandum SLC/0/101Z on "Management Position

on IDA., and

NOTED

that a revised draft of the Memorandum would be prepared.

3. The meeting adjourned at 5:15 Pm on September 3, reconvened at
11:00 a.m. on September b, and adjourned at 12:20 p.m.



TO: Mr. Sommers

9/25/59

In accordance with our telephone

conversation.

ELTING ARNOLD
Tb - OAS - C



9/24/59

PROPOSED RESOLUTION

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

RESOLVED:

That with respect to the question of creating an International

Development Association as an affiliate of the Bank, the Executive

Directors, having regard to the views expressed by the Governors and

considering the broad principles on which such an Association should

be established and all other aspects of the matter, are requested to

formulate articles of agreement of such an Association for submission

to the member Governments of the Bank.



Telegrams: " Westregcom, London" No.

Telephone: LANgham 8611
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER,

All communications should be addressed WESTERN REGION OF NIGERIA,

OFHE OFFIC LECOMMISIONER 178/202 GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

FOR THE WESTERN REGION, LONDON, W.1
178/202 GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.1

and the number given above should be quoted. Set em b e r 19 ..9

Er. Kammarck,
c/o Internatitnal Bank for Reconstruction
and Development,
1818 H Street,
North West,
NEW YORK.

Dear Dr. Kammarck,

This is to thank you very much for the
opportunity you gave me to hold brief discussions with you
on the problems of our Economic Development of Western Region
of Nhgeria during my last visit to Washington. I am quite
sure y~ur suggestions will be of immense value to us and I
shall do my best to present tnem to my Minister as well as
to ensure that a draft copy of our new Development Plan is
forwarded to you,as agreed~for your study and comments.

I shall be glad to know from you how
far tne proposal to establish an International Department
Authority has progressed; and in doing so I hope you will
not omit to let us know in what respects we could be benefitted
by the new scheme. I shall be very grateful if you will
kindly put us on your mailing list. My address in Nigeria is
care of M'nistry of Economic Planning, Western Region,Ibadan.

Yours sincerely,

IOD/eff. I.O.Dina.

ih JA-Ic~
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OUTGOING BOARDS OF GOVE'RNORS ANNUAL MEETING OUTGOING
MESSAGE MESSAGE

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

DATE: CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED

September 23, 1959
TO: G±uepe Ydici NIGHT LETTER

inistro della Pubbica Istrusione FULL RATE j
Viale Trastevere

TEXT: Row., Italy.

DMEDIATELY BEFORE OPENING ANNUAL MEETING BOARD OF GOVERNORS

I PIAN TO HAVE 34ALL STAG DINNER FOR LEADING GOVERNORS.

THIS OCCASION WILL PROVIDE OPPORTUNITY FOR USEFUlL INFOiRMAL

DISCUSSIONS OF VARIOUS MATTERS IN TLUDING INTERNATIONAL

DEELOPMEiT ASS OCiATION THAT WILL BE CMING UP AT ANNUAL

MEETING. I WOULD BE GLAD THEREFORE IF YOU WOULD Xurl DINE

WITH ME ON SATURDAY SEPTE MBER TWEITYSIX. I WOULD APPRECIATE

REPLY BY CABLE. WARkIEST RnGARDS.

EUGENE BIACK
INTBAFIRAD

AUTHOR IZED BY:

NAME Mr. M.M. Mendel

DEPT. Secretary's

FILE COPY
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IN~ ERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
19th and H Streets N. W., Washington 25, D. C.

FOR IMEDIATE RELEASE
September 22, 1959

Statement by Mr. Per Jacobsson

ChAirman of the Executive Board and Managing Director

of the International Monetary Fund

"The current edition of a news-magazine published in the

United States contains statements that incorrectly represent my

views with regard to international financial assistance, and the

proposed International Development Association. The publication

alleges that I believe some of the less developed countries have

had too much foreign assistance, and that I oppose establishment

of the International Development Ansociation. Neither of these

statements has been made by me or on my behalf."
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Copy ' ITALIA

Rom~, epteiber 14, 1959

Dear Mr. President,

I have received your letter of August 3 with the attachments
regarding the establishment of an International Developmaent Association.

I find myself in full agreement with the conviction that the
probleras related to the struggle of the less-developed countries for
a higher standard of living deserve our full attention. Therefore,
I can assure you that the outlines of the United States project for
the establishment of an International Development Association are being
taKen into consideration and carefully studied in view of the decisions
to be adopted at the coming annual meeting of the bank.

fours sincerely,

(signed)

Donato Mienichella

.r. sugene R. Black
President, Internationa. 'ank
for Reconstruction and .ievelopment

WAShINTa D.C.

Co)ies made for: hessrs. Demuth

Fontein
Cavanaugh

ars. boskey
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September 11, 1959 Memorandum

Correspondents / Participants
To: Messrs. Sommers, Cope, Demuth, Cavanaugh, Mrs. Boskey, Mr. Fontein
From: A. Broches

Subject / Title
Charter Provision for IDA authorizing Bank to register Charter with UN

Exception(s)
Attorney-Client Privilege

Additional Comments

The item(s) identified above has/have been
removed in accordance with The World Bank
Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date

Shiri Alon August 18, 2023

Archives 01 (March 2017)



SLC/0/1023

MTMORANDHTI TO THE STAFF LOAN COITTTEF

International Development Issociation (IDA)

A revision of the draft (distributed at the

Committee meeting on September 3), showing the three

groups in which member countries of the Bank might

be placed from the point of view of their role in IDA,

is attached for information.

Herbert G. A. WJoolley
Secretary

Staff Loan Committee

September 9, 1959



CONFIDENTIAL
Second Draft

September 9, 1959

International Development Association (IDA)

The member countries of the Bank might be placed in the following three

groups from the point of view of their role in IDA. The listing is roughly

in the order of their per capita national incomes; the principal departures

from this principle are indicated by the footnotes.

Group I (Percent)l Group II (Percent)J Group III

U. S. 31.89 *-Venezuela .70 Turkey
Canada 3.77 **Israel .17 El Salvador

Sweden 1.00 **Iceland .08 Philippines

Australia 2.01 Ireland .30 Nicaragua

Luxembourg .15 Colombia .35 Honduras
France 5.27 Argentina 1.88 Ecuador
U. K. 13.06 Yugoslavia .60 Guatemala
Norway .67 Chile .35 Morocco
Belgium 2.26 Cuba .7 Korea
Denmark .87 Costa Rica .Oh Tunisia

Finland .38 Lebanon .08 Iran
Germany 5.27 Greece .25 Peru

Netherlands 2.76 Spain 1.00 U. A. R.

Austria .50 Portugal Ceylon

*Japan 3.35 Brazil 1.88 China (Taiwan)

*Italy 1.81 Malaya .25 Iraq

*S. Africa 1.00 Panama .03 Saudi Arabia
Dominican Ren. .0b Ghana

76.02 Uruguay .lb Haiti
Mexico .87 Bolivia

_ Thailand

9.28 Paraguay
Viet-Nam
Laos
Jordan
Sudan
Libya
Indonesia
Ethiopia
India
Pakistan
Burma
Afghanistan

1/ Figure shown in each case is the percentage of the total of members
t

subscriptions to the Bank, assuming that all members subscribe the

apnroved increases. Possible new members, e.g., Portugal and Laos,
have not been included.

* Placed higher than per capita national income would indicate.

Placed lower than per capita national income would indicate.
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FoRM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5.48)

COPY OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs. Sommers, Knapp, Mlendels and Demuth DATE: September 9, 1959

FROM: Orvis A. Schmidt

SUBJECT: Argentinats position on IDA.

Attached is a translation of a copy of a letter of September 3

stating Argentina's position on IDA, which we recently received from

Mr. Brignone.
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Record Removal Notice Ahve
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Organization - International Development Association [IDA] - General - Volume 2

30205491
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September 3, 1959 Letter

Correspondents I Participants
To: Mr. Carlos S. Brignone, Executive Director, IBRD
From: Eusebio Campos, Vice President, Acting President

Subject I Title
Argentina's position on IDA

Exception(s)

Additional Comments
Declassification review of this record may be initiated upon request.

The item(s) identified above has/have been
removed in accordance with The World Bank
Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date

Shiri Alon August 18, 2023

Archives 01 (March 2017)
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SM WIUJO64 RIODEJANEIRO 4 16o5 ETAT G1iR BZLG PD INTL FR

INTERFUND TO MR EUGENE BLACK WASHINGTONDC

(VIA WU CABLES)

N 09506 SET 4 59 I AM GLAD TO ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIP' YOUR

LETTER AUGUST 3 AND REQUEST TO EXPRESS CONGRATULATIONS

GOVERNOR UNITED STATES FOR HIS PROPOSAL CONCERNING

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPM'ENT ASSOCIATION PT

SEBASTIAO PAES ALMEIDA MINISTER OF FINANCE

BRAZIL

322PME
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REMARKS

You may be interes ted in attached
table that shows relation between possible
IDA convertible contributions and foreign
exchange reserves and national incomes
of South Asia - Middle East countries.

Fr 0. J. McDiarmid



FORM-NO. 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: September 8, 1959

FROM: 0. J. McDiarmid

SUBJECT: SIC Discu sion on IDA - Seotember 3

1. Eligibility. It was agreed that IDA's resources should be used
for its less develoed meber countre. In the .as of deendent territories,
if the mother country was creitworthy for IBRD type loans, the d endencies
would not normally qualify for IDA astance. In any case, dependent
territories should look first to the capital markets of the mother country.
Some countries, such as South Korea, might be considered too dependent on
the U.S. to qualify for IDA loans. IDA should not simply replace other
types of foreign aid, as might happen if IDA loans were made to South
Korea. Despite all liita ions that mi ht be imposed on economic ounds
to IDA's lending in particular countries, some sort of allocation by country
of IDA funds seems inevitable in view of the relatively small amount of
capital involved and the desirability of not endeavoring to relenish the
capital within five years. Other points on eligibility were:

(a) IDA, no more than IBRD, shl d len to a cUnty in default
of its international obligations or tha ws uwili to take appropriate
economic actions required to imrove it balanc of a

(b) _ tries should not feel themselves entitled o t back
their contribution.

2. rojcs. The nor 1I1A -r ,ets u-il be the s me as IRD's.
Only in ar :m s n il " at roets, su.. as ecati n an' ,alth,
be considre However, in otrast .D1D, I"A Id re to fine
local eu.-reny as II a forg ex hange costs. However, ID w.ld not
normlly finance local currenc cos in a country craditwor hy 1n ;h to

q' ~~ ~ ~ I al rI`b D' 1 opn cas

3. r (30 toer e( ), low interest as w a one-half

oa on~ eice.:t). for ei ern ha repari at woul" be th rlea n A loMe

p~c an t~T'n g~arnte. . , .vz lut guarantee,

4. Ctri 3ions. The . proposal, in fact, cone: >lates 4 groups
of countries.

(1) About 15 ind rilized countries whih would put up 100%
( e over 5 years) of their subscrti in convertle

STr ne j eta subsceiptifm of this group woul be about

'74, of IA? subsc ed capital.



To: Files -2- Se-t e g, 1959

(2) A small goup of resonbl well-off countri that would put ,
up 50 in cnvertible currency and 5 in currenie sable for

ev ts fro the c nr" ting country.

(3) nothr smal group with 20 ntriuto in conertble currency
and 80% n rre nc usable for exports. Tis and group (2) would
have about 10% o A' apital.

(4) The, rema-ni - :emnberhio (real y o triries) would -ut up
2h in o, rv J,-l ubs i<' in con hi orrency and 8, in

local currency ua only for local currency le ' v Vitn the
country subscribing.

The U.S. proposal involved both tied currency and local currency
financing. Neither of tee featur, is consi dred eirable. It was prooe
instead that three groups of countries be established, namely:

(1) 100< co.vertible
(2) 40% conertibl
(3) 10% coiertible.

The IDA won d receive no local currecy . or tied money. If countries
in grups 2 and 3 wish to do so at some later time, they co,!ld put up addi-
tional conrertible currency. Atta-e is e grouping proposed by r. Kna
Some formula other than per capita national incmee ;ht be usd as a basis
for classification. This graafin wo U t- dete rine contributions, not
eli ibility for IDA financing. I hve calulated the distribution of IDA
coital assuming the same proportional distribution as the Bank and computed
the convertible currency contrIbutions of countries in the SA&M area using
both the U.S. proposal and the alternative favored by SLC (Col. 4 of attachmnt).
Insofar as possible, I have also shown the convertible currency contributions
a percentage of foreign exchange reserves and of national income (Cols. 5 and 6)
for SA& I countr'es. Obviously the percentages are very sm1l but my throw
some light on order in ropin. It would seem worthwhile to do this for
all member countries.

5. Sunple. mtarT Contribu tons. The U.S. proposal to use PL 480 and
other local curencies to make cntribution to IDA is likely to be opposed
by other embers. There is a possiility that such supplementary contributions
rght be used by IFC (to ae limit d amount) or be loaned to development
banks. ID wol an to limit its acceptance of such funds and to attach
conlitions to sc acceptance.

At4 ;vn



Attachment

(Y11lons 5 eceQ as noted)

IB1RD Assumed Cnt a
Country Capital IDA apita Foreign Re serves National Income

U.3. 2pp Amot _ of: Amut 4 4b o
Plan la n_____ ___

Group 1 4a 4b
U.S. 6,350 326 325 325
Canada 750 38 38 38
Sweden 200 10 10 10
Australia 400 20 20 20
Luxembourg 20 1 1 1
France 1,050 55 54 54
U.K. 2,600 134 133 133
Norway 100 5 5 5
Belgium 450 23 23 23
Denmark 136 8 8 8
Finland 76 4 4 4
Germany 1,050 54 53 53
Netherlands 550 29 28 28
Austria 100 5 5 5
Japan 666 _ 4 3

Sub-total 14,498 745 740 740
(74%)

Group 2 (Thousands) (Thousands)
Venezuela 21 1,075
Israel 9 461 92 184 169 0.9 1.8 1,330 .014
Iceland 2 102
Ireland 60 3,072
Colombia 70 3,584
Argentina 300 15360
Yugoslavia 80 4,096
Italy 360 18,430
Chile 70 3,584
Cuba 70 3,584
S. Africa 200 10,240
Costa Rica 4 205
Iebanon 9 461 92 124 115 0.8 1.6 690 .027
Greece 50 2,560
Spain
Portugal
Brazil 300 15,360
Ealaya 50 2,560
Panama 0J4 20
Dom. Republic 8 410
Uruguay 21 1,075
Mexico 170 8,700

Sub-total 18,744 95 (Mi4l.)
(10%)



Attachment

(Mfillions except as noted)

1 2 3 4 6

IBRD Assumed Contributions
Country Capital IDA Ca ital Convertible Forei n Reserves National Income

(a) (b)
U.S. Knapp Amoun _ of: Amount 1_4b of:
Plan Plan

Grouo3 (Thousands) (Thousands)
Turkey 86 440
El Salvador 2 102
Philippines 30 1,546
Honduras 2 102
Ecuador 13 666
Guatemala 4 204
Morocco 70 3,584
So. Korea 25 1,280
Tunisia 24 1,229
Iran 67 3,430 686 343 209 0.3 0.15 2,400 .014
Peru 35 1,792
U.A.R. 120 6,2144 1,229 614 420 0.3 0.15 3,416 .018
Ceylon 30 1,546
Taiwan 1,200 62,470
Iraq 12 614 123 61 284 0.4 0.2 1,330 .005
Saudi Arabia 20 1,024 205 102
Ghana 30 1,546
Haiti 4 204
Bolivia 14 717
Thailand 25 1,280
Paraguay 3 154
Viet Nam 25 1,280
laos
Jordan 6 307 61 31 47 0.1 0.05 156 .019
Sudan 20 1,024 205 102 33 0.6 0.3
Libya
Indonesia 220 12,260
Ethiopia 6 307
India 800 41,960 8,390 4,196 741 1.1 0.6 26,000 0011
Pakistan 200 10,240 2,048 1,020 274 0.8 0.4 4,200 .024
Burma 30 1,546
Afghanistan 20 1,24 205 102

Sub-total 3,143 160 M1.
(16%)

Total 19,515 1,000



FORM-NO. 5 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. R. Cope DATE: September 8, 1959

FROM: G. Stewart Mason

SUBJECT: etings with le- IA

There are no meetings scheduled for the Austrian, Italian or
Turkish delegations which leaves only the possibility of IDA being

raised in a meeting with the Yugoslav or Greek delegation.

With regard to Yugoslava, Mr. Miljanic says that he will only

know when the Yugoslav delegation gets here whether they will wish
to discuss IDA. He says that they are in favor of the establishment
of IDA and will probably discuss it in the general debate. He will

get in touch with me again when Mr. Tasic arrives on the 22nd. On
balance, I would imagine we might want Mr. Sommers to be present at

the Yugoslav meetings.

With regard to Greece, I can get no confirmation of the dele-

gation's attitude. I would imagine the Greeks are much more inter-

ested in obtaining Bank loans and would not wish to raise any
questions about IDA. Mr. Gragnani agrees with this assessment. I
would think, therefore, there is no reason for Mr. Sommers to be

present at the meeting with the Greek delegation.

GSMason:vmc
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Divisions September 4P 1959

3. R. Cope

Meetings with Delegations

vr. Sofamers has asked that he should be invited to any meetings with

delegations at which IDA matters are to be discussed in a substantive way.

Will di-isionE try to find out in advwice 4hetler deleg.in . roi their

countries which are to meet with the 4anagement wish to discuss IDA.

cc: ,"r. t. I. Le jeune



The member countries of the Bank might be placed 
in the following

three groups from the point of view of their role 
in I.D.A. The

listing is roughly in the order of their per capita national

incomes; the principal departures from this principle 
are indicated

by the footnotes.

Group I Group II Group III

U.S Venezuela ** Turkey

Canada Israel ** El Salvador

Sweden Iceland ** Philippines

Australia Ireland Nicaragua

Luxembourg Colombia Honduras

France Argentina Ecuador

U.K Yugoslavia Guatemala

Norway Italy Morocco

Belgium Chile South Korea

Denmark Cuba Tunisia

Finland South Africa Iran

Germany Costa Rica Peru

Netherlands Lebanon UAR.

Austria Greece Ceylon

Japan * Spain Taiwan

Portugal Iraq

Brazil Saudi Arabia

Malaya Ghana

Panama Haiti

Dominican Republic Bolivia

Uruguay Thailand

Mexico Paraguay
Viet Nam

Laos

Jordan
Sudan

Libya

Indonesia
Ethiopia

India

Pakistan

Burma

Afghanistan

* Placed higher than per capita national income would indicate.

** Placed lower than per capita national income would indicate.

September 3, 1959
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FORM5-NO 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND UtVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Davidson Sommers DATE: September 1, 1959

FROM: F. s. N.

SUBJECT: Reaction to ILDk Proposals

You miLht be interested to see a sample reaction to our
proposals on the IDA - this one, f:rom the Governor of the National
Bank of Libya. One would have thought that Libya precisely would
be the one that would feel more interested in the IDA, and from
that point of view the reaction is a curious one. Does it emphasize
the need for more clarification of the )enefits of the IDA as
against its obligations? I do not propose to write any comments
to him at the moment, but would value an opportunity to have a word
with you on this.

attachment
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NiATIONAL BANK OF LIYA

BENGHAZI - LIBYA

P.C.Dox No.209

CABLES

Banklibya, Benghazi

27th August 1959

Office of the Governor

My dear Mr. Prasad,

I ai enclosing a memorandum on the International Development

Association which gives my first thoughts on this proposal and on

which I should welcome your coments. I also hope to discuss it

with you in Washington when I look forward to meeting you again.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) A.N.ANEZI
Governor

Mr. P.S.N. Prasad

Note: I presune this may be a copy of a
note which may have been sent by
Aneizi to Mr. Ismail, the director
representing Libya.
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DEPUI'Y GOVERNOR. cc: General Manager
Economic Adviser

International Development Association

In view of the fact that the U.S. proposal for the establishment of the
International Development Association is likely to be placed on the Agenda at
the next Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of the World Bank in
September 28th 1959 it would be desirable to clarify and determine Libya's
attitude to this proposal.

Its main attraction - in fact its only attraction - is the provision for
partial repayment of development loans in softer currencies. This, no doubt,
should be welcome to many under-developed countries. We understand that the
World Bank in the past has had to disapprove applications for loans not because
the projects concerned were technically or economically unsound, but because
the amortization and servicing of the loans entirely in hard currency would
have placed an undue strain on the borrowing country.

While this provision for partial repayment in softer currencies is certainly
welcome, Libya and I would guess other countries like ours will have to be fully
aware of all the pros and cons before considering the U.S. proposal. Firstly,
Libya has only recently participated in the enlargement of the capital of the
World Bank and is also virtually committed to participate in the Arab Development
Bank which will also be a body functioning more or less in collaboration with
the World Bank. In view of these commitments, Libya will have to consider
whether participation in one more international financial organisation has much
to commend it from the Libyan point of view. As it is, it will be quite some
time before Libya will draw upon the facilities of either the World Bank or the
Arab Bank and there would not be, therefore, much point in merely increasing
our capital participation in a new international financial institution so soon
after the increase in the capital of the I.M.F. and I.B.R.D. and the commitment
to the Arab Development Bank. It will be rather difficult for the National
Bank to prove to Government and Parliament the need for Libya's participation
in the International Development Association when to date Libya has not been
able to derive any tangible benefit from membership of the international
organisations. It is always possible to overwork the "prospective requirements"
argument. Secondly, it is difficult to appreciate the need for a separate
organisation merely to satisfy the need for part payment of development loans
in soft currencies, particularly when the intention is that the I.D.A. would be
an affiliate of the I.B.R.D. and be manned by the I.B.R.D. personnel even though
it would be a separate financial entity. Even if the intention is to obviate
the difficulties caused by the other lending criteria of the I.B.R.D. a more
promising constructive approach to the problem would be to examine whether some
partial modification of the existing I.B.R.D. loans policy in respect of insistence on
full payment in hard currency and other conditions is possible. It is always
preferable as far as possible to make some modifications in existing institutions
rather than to set up a wholly new body to satisfy a comparatively subsidiary
requirement. Such an approach will also have the merit of not subjecting the
already strained resources of poorer countries by calling upon them to make
further contributions for capital participation and also help to avoid excessive
proliferation of international financial and economic institutions which
substantially overlap in their objectives. Admittedly, the proposed capital
subscriptions would not be too onerous but then the case for the I.D.A. is not
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self-evident.

The recent negotiations of the Libyan Government with the Development
Loans Fund on the Tripoli Power Project which has provision for repayment in
local currency is illustrative of the potentialities of Libya benefitting from
existing arrangements for soft currency finance for some of the more pressing
development projects in Libya. Of course, many countries might prefer incurring
soft currency obligations to an international organisation like the I.D.A.
rather than to any particular country.

For a long time to come foreign assistance to Libya will necessarily have
to be on a grant basis rather than on a loan basis especially because Libya,
like many other under-developed countries, will have to incur substantial
outlays on essential projects whose benefits to the economy far transcend the
financial aspects and which would not satisfy the lending criteria of both the
I.B.R.D. and the I.D.A.

In view of the foregoing, it is questionable whether there is any net
advantage to be derived by Libya fromr joiningT th e proposed International
Development Association.

A.N.ANETZI
Governor

26th August 1959



FORM No. 60 /L
(12.57) International Bank for Reconstruction and Development CONFIDENTIAL

SLC/A/762/2

FRG: Secretary, Staff Loan Committee September 1, 1959

NOTICE OF :7EETING

A meeting of the Staff Loan Committee will be held on Thursday,
September 3, 1959, at 3:00 p.m. in Room 1005.

AGENJDA

International Development _ssociation (ID)W

The Committee will consider the draft (SLC/0/1018) on "Management

Position on IDA," distributed on August 26,

DISTRIBUTION
Copies for information to:

Chairman
Directors of Operational Departments President
Director, Legal' Department Vice Presidents
Director, Economic Staff Secretary
Treasurer Director, Office of Information
Director, Technical Assistance and Director, Economic Development Institute

Liaison Staff Special Representative in Europe (Agenda only)

Mr. Labouisse Mr. Haskell (IFC)
Mr. Basch Mrs. Boskey
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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, August 14, 1959.

Hon. J. W. FUnBR1GH T,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

My DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: There is submitted herewith, on behalf
of the National Advisory Council on International Monetary and
Financial Problems, a report on the proposed International Develop-
ment Association. This report is in. accordance with the request
contained in Senate Resolution 264, 85th Congress, 2d session, for a
study by the Council with respect to the establishment of an Inter-
national Development Association as an affiliate of the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

Yours very truly,
ROBERT B. ANDERSON,

Chairman, National Advisory Council on International Monetary
and Financial Problems.

(Enclosure: National Advisory Council report on the proposed
International Development Association.)

m
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REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE
PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

I. INTRODUCTION

The National Advisory Council submits this report on the proposed
International Development Association (IDA) in accordance with
Senate Resolution 264, 85th Congress, 2d session, which provided:

Resolved, That, recognizing the desirability of promoting a greater degree of
international development by means of multilateral loans based on sound eco-
nomic principles, it is the sense of the Senate that prompt study should be given
by the National Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial
Problems with respect to the establishment of an International Development
Association, as an affiliate of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development.

In order to achieve greater international trade, development, and economic
well-being, such study should include consideration of the following objectives:

(1) Providing a source of long-term loans available at a reasonable rate of
interest and repayable in local currencies, or partly in local currencies, to
supplement International Bank lending activities and thereby permit the
prompt completion of worthwhile development projects which could not
otherwise go forward.

(2) Facilitating, in connection with such loans, the use of local and other
foreign currencies, including those available to the United States through
the sale of agricultural surpluses and through other programs.

(3) Insuring that funds for international economic development can be
made available by a process which would encourage multilateral contributions
for this purpose.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

Senator Monroney submitted a resolution concerning an Interna-
tional Development Association in a statement on the Senate floor on
February 24, 1958, in which he outlined his views in some detail.
The resolution was considered by the Subcommittee on International
Finance of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency in hearings
on March 18, 19, and 20, 1958. Secretary of the Treasury Anderson,
Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs Dillon, Assistant
Secretary of Commerce Kearns, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
Paarlberg, and representatives of the Bureau of the Budget and
International Cooperation Administration appeared as witnesses.

The Government witnesses indicated interest in the proposal but
raised certain questions to be explored before its practicability could
be determined. They pointed out that the local currencies held by the
United States as a result of operations under the Agricultural Trade
Development and Assistance Act of 1954 (Public Law 480, 83d Cong.)
and other programs would not in general be usable to foster develop-
ment except in the country issuing the currency. Most of the
currencies held by the United States were those of less developed
countries which could not make real resources available to further
development in other countries. Accordingly, it would be basic to

1



2 PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

the success of the International Development Association that coun-
tries able to subscribe substantial amounts of hard currencies be pre-
pared to participate. It was thought that the international discussion
of the International Development Association proposal might take
considerable time. In this connection it was further pointed out that
since the International Development Association presumably would
largely make loans repayable in local currencies it would require addi-
tional hard currency contributions from time to time in future years.

The executive branch witnesses favored a study of the Interna-
tional Development Association proposal provided changes were made
in the resolution to indicate that the International Development
Association would be an affiliate of the International Bank for Recon-
struction and Development and that such a study should be conducted
by the National Advisory Council. In response to a letter from
Senator Monroney of May 8, 1958, asking for comments on a com-
mittee print of an amended resolution, a suggested revision of the
resolution was submitted by the Departments of State and Treasury.
With one minor change, the revised proposal was reported favorably
by the subcommittee to the full committee, which in turn reported
the resolution favorably to the Senate on July 12, 1958. The Senate
on that date approved the resolution by a vote of 62 to 25.

SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS

Just prior to the annual meeting of the International Monetary
Fund and the International Bank in the fall of 1958, an exchange of
of letters took place between President Eisenhower and Secretary of
the Treasury Anderson. In the exchange, Secretary Anderson pro-
posed, and the President agreed, that informal discussions with other
member governments of the International Bank be undertaken with
a view to determining the reactions of these governments to the estab-
lishment of an International Development Association. At the annual
meeting, held in New Delhi in October 1958, Secretary Anderson, as
U.S. Governor of the International Bank, and Under Secretary of
State Dillon, as Alternate U.S. Governor of the International Bank,
both announced the willingness of the United States to discuss in
informal fashion with other member governments the possibility of
establishing an International Development Association as an affiliate
of the International Bank. During the remainder of the meetings,
and in the period following their conclusion, the views of many inter-
ested countries were received informally by the U.S. representatives.

On January 16, 1959, the National Advisory Council submitted, in
the form of a letter to the chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, an interim report on the proposed International Develop-
ment Association. This report reviewed the developments up to that
time, and indicated that the Council's study of the matter was con-
tinuing, as were informal conversations with foreign governments.
Since that time, the frequency of discussions with other governments
has increased. These conversations have been with a considerable
range of countries, including both advanced industrial nations, which
would be among the principal contributors of funds, and underdevel-
oped countries, which would be net recipients of International Develop-
ment Association financing. Useful views have been received by the
United States as a result of these exploratory meetings, and under-
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standing of the International Development Association proposal in
other countries has been enhanced. The National Advisory Council
has taken the views of other potential members, as they have been
received to date, into account in formulating this report on the Inter-
national Development Association.

II. INSTrUTrIOXS FOR DEvELOPMNT FINANCING

The Council intends to continue its examination within the U.S.
Government. Conversations with other governmcnts co:ncern ing the
International Development Association proposal will also proceed.
On the basis of its studies thus far, however, the Council is convinced
that the International Development Association would form a valuable
adjunct to the International Bank, and would effectively extend the
field of operations of the latter. With the International Development
Association, the World Bank would be enabled to bring to fruition
projects which are now held in abeyance because appropriate financing
is not available. In some cases the borrowing country may not be in
a position to assume the full foreign exchange obligation for servicing
a loan from the Bank under its normal lending terms. In other cases
projects may not have been brought to fruition because for various
reasons the borrowing country did not find it administratively feasible
to make available the local currency required in conjunction with the
foreign exchange financing of the project provided by the International
Bank.

Underdeveloped countries seeking financing on a multilateral basis
at the present time can obtain development capital from public sources
only on terms which involve repayment in the currency borrowed and
which correspond to the requirements of the International Bank.
When they seek financing from certain U.S. institutions, they are in
a position to present their applications, under appropriate conditions,
for financing on more liberal terms than those generally referred to
as "bankable" loans. The creation of an International Development
Association would provide a multilateral institution which would have
greater flexibility in lending operations and which would utilize not
only the resources of the United States but those of other countries as
well.

It has been the policy of the International Bank to impose normal
banking requirements on the borrowing country both as to the terms
of loans and as to the development projects that it finances. This
policy is not an arbitrary requirement but rather one that springs
directly from the nature of the International Bank's financing. The
Bank now obtains the bulk of its funds from the sale of its own bonds
in financial markets in the United States and abroad. The ability of
the Bank to continue to borrow depends in large part on the soundness
of its lending policies. If the Bank is to maintain itself successfully,
it must lend at rates that are realistic and sufEciently high to cover
the Bank's borrowing and administrative costs. The Bank's interest
rate represents the approximate cost of money to it at the time the
loan is made plus a charge of 1% percent to cover the Bank's operating
costs and its allocation to reserves. International Bank loans, if
made in dollars, are repayable in dollars. In short, the Bank's loans
necessarily are made on a bankable basis. Most of the Bank's
loans have had maturities of 10 to 25 years, depending on the nature

45066-59--2
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and economic life of the project. Its most recent loans have been
made at an interest rate of 6 percent, reflecting recent increases in the
cost of money to the Bank. \Ioreover, the Bank places under careful
scrutiny the overall credit-worthiness of the respective borrowers, and
has been obliged on occasions to refrain from lending to countries whose
ability to service external debt has been seriously impaired.

The Export-Import Bank makes loans primarily to promote U.S.
foreign trade. Its loans, which also are inade on a bankable basis,
must offer reasonable assurance of repayment, and may generally be
used only for purchase of U.S. goods and services. The Bank may
loan to either public or private borrowers in any free world country
and need not obtain government guarantees on loans to private enti-
ties. Its development loans are made for maturities essential to the
purpose of the financing and have been for terms as long as 20 years or
more. The interest rate on development loans is currently about 5%
percent. Thus, Export-Import Bank loans would not be a useful
source of capital for countries with the prospect of insufficient dollars
to meet service payments.

The Development Loan Fund (DLF) was created within the con-
text of the Mutual Security Program and is separately incorporated
but under the supervision, direction, and foreign policy guidance of
the Secretary of State. It lends development funds for projects in
less-developed countries on a basis which may afford relief from the
foreign exchange burden. The interest rate on loans for economic
overhead projects is currently 3% percent per annum, and for profit-
earning types of project, 5% percent. Maturities on DLF loans range
up to 35 years. Most dollar loans made by the Development Loan
Fund are repayable in local currencies. The operations of this fund
would be closely coordinated with the operations of the International
Development Association when established.

A multilateral organization such as the proposed International
Development Association could, in addition to combining certain
desirable aspects of present institutions, afford an important oppor-
tunity to enlist the resources of the industrially advanced nations in
the task of accelerating the economic progress of the underdeveloped
world. The countries which would benefit from International Devel-
opment Association financing would be given access to capital funds
on appropriate repayment terms, and these funds would be supplied,
not by the United States alone but also by the nations of Western
Europe and elsewhere whose economies are strong and many of which
have large and growing financial reserves. The Council feels that
there can be little doubt that the economic and financial strength of
the other free world industrial countries merits a larger share for those
countries in the burdens of financing economic development on favor-
able terms. An International Development Association which em-
bodies this idea would therefore clearly be in the interest of the United
States.

IT. THE PROPOSAL

Since the New Delii meetings of the Fund and Batik, the study
going on within the framework of the National Advisory Council has
gradually been evolving an outline of the principal elements of an
acceptable new organization in the field of international finance. On
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the basis of this outline, the U.S. Executive Director in the Bank and
other representatives of the United States carried on an extensive
series of informal conversations with the other Executive Directors in
the Bank, with the dual purpose of making known the views of the
United States concerning the establishment of an International
Development Association, and of eliciting any comments or suggestions
the other Directors cared to make. In addition, the principles set
forward in the outline were discussed by the Secretary of the Treasury
and other officers with ministerial representatives of several other
governments.

In the remainder of this section of the report, there is reproduced the
outline of the U.S. proposal for an International Development Associa-
tion as it was formally transmitted to the International Bank by the
U.S. Governor for forwarding to the other Governors. The letter of
transmittal by the U.S. Governor is referred to on page 6, and is
reproduced as annex A.

GITm>EuLx1Es FOR USE IN IBRD EXECUTIVE DIRECTORs' STUny OF A PROPOSED
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (IDA)

To facilitate the consideration of the IDA by the Executive Directors, the
United States submits herein certain guidelines which it hopes will form the basic
framework of the proposed organization.

1. Purpose.-The purpose of the International Development Association
would be to promote, by financing sound projects of high priority, the economic
development of less-developed member countries whose needs cannot be ade-
quately met under International Bank lending programs.

2. Structure.-IDA should be a close affiliate of the IBR D; membership in IDA
would be open to all members of the IBRD. IDA should be a separate financial
entity, but should be manned by IBRID personnel.

3. Voting.-Voting should be on a weighted basis, according to capital sub-
scribed.

4. Size.--The authorized capital of IDA should be $1 billion. Members would
pay in 50 percent of their subscriptions initially, and the remainder in equal
installments over 5 years.

5. U.S. subscription.-The U.S. subscription would be proportional to the U.S.
subscription in the International Bank, taking into account the proposed increases
in the IBRD. This would amount to about $320 million.

6. Replenishent.-At 5-year intervals the Governors of IDA should consider
the desirability of increasing the capital of the institution. Any increase would
require approval of three-fourths of the total voting power. Each member
would have the right, although not the obligation, to subscribe to a portion of the
increase in accordance with its proportion of the initial capital. The Board of
Governors could also, by three-fourths vote, approve an increase in capital at any
other time, provided prior capital obligations of members have been substantially
discharged.

7. Currency subscribed.-Members would make their subscriptions in part in
gold or fully convertible currencies, and in part in their own national currencies.
Each payment made under the installment arrangements mentioned in paragraph
4 would consist in part of gold or fully convertible currencies, and in part of na-
tional currencies, in the proportions set forth in paragraph 8. The basis on which
each part of a member's subscription may be used by IDA is also outlined in
paragraph 8.

8. Use of currencies subscribed.-Twenty percent of each payment by each
member should be in gold or in fully convertible currencies which would be freely
disposable by IDA. The remaining 80 percent should be in national currencies
and should be usable at a minimum for procurement of nationally produced goods
and services for use in connection with IDA-financed development projects within
the country concerned, or for procurement of nationally produced goods and
services for export and use elsewhere in connection with IDA-financed projects.
In no event would I DA engage in financing trade in commodities not related to
I DA-finaiced development projects.
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In addition to the basic minimum usability of the 80 percent of subscriptions
paid in national currency, there should be provision in regard to this 80 percent
for-

(a) The convertibility of 30 percent as required by IDA. The obligation
to make this portion of its national currency convertible on demand should
extend to all members except those to whom IDA granted a suspension of
the obligation. This suspension would not be given to any of the industrial-
ized countries, and countries receiving suspensions should not have an aggre-
gate of more than about a quarter of total subscriptions.

(b) The convertibility of the remaining 50 percent of subscriptions paid
in national currency by the industrialized countries if and when all of the
industrialized countries agree to such a move. The United States would
make this portion of its subscription available on a fully convertible basis
so long as the other industrial countries do the same.

Under these arrangements, the IDA would have the responsibility for taking
account of the economic position of a less-developed country in using such a
country's currency, from whatever source acquired. An operating principle of
IDA would be that IDA would maintain reasonably uniform rates of usage
among the subscriptions in national currencies which become convertible as pro-
vided in (a) or (b) above, after first using the holdings of the currency of the
country of procurement.

9. Borrowing authority.-IDA should have authority to borrow from member
governments, or other sources.

10. Special resources provided in local currencies.-Arrangements should be made
to permit IDA to receive from one member the currency of another member.
Transfers of such currency would be over and above the member's subscription
to the regular capital of IDA. Currencies so transferred should be available on
terms which impose no greater restrictions on their use by IDA than previously
applied to their use. Efforts would be made to secure the agreement of member
countries, in accepting the IDA charter, to cooperate in facilitating reasonable
transfers to IDA of their currency which another country wishes to make available.

The member would receive nonvoting "special development certificates" in
exchange for currency provided. These certificates would carry a right of
recovery of any such currency remaining upon liquidation of IDA. In addition,
holders of certificates would be eligible to receive half of net operating profits
derived from use of the resources provided.

IV. NEGOTIATING PROCEDURE

On July 31, 1959, the Chairman of the Council, in his capacity as
U.S. Governor of the International Bank, transmitted a letter to
the President of the Bank in which there was announced the intention
of the United States to introduce a resolution concerning the Inter-
national Development Association at the forthcoming annual meeting
of the Bank's Governors. The letter is reproduced as annex A of this
report. Annex B consists of a letter from the President of the Bank,
dated August 3, 1959, transmitting the letter of the U.S. Governor to
the other 67 Governors.

In view of the close relationship which would exist between the
International Development Association and the International Bank,
the Council has considered it logical that the process of negotiating
an acceptable document for approval by governments should be
carried on within the framework of the Bank itself. To this end
representatives of the United States carried on the bulk of the prelimi-
nary discussions concerning the International Development Associ-
tion with individual members of the Bank's Executive Board. I s is
pointed out in the Chairman's letter to Mr. Black, the performance
of the Executive Board acting as a group in the elaboration of pro-
posals for further action by governments has been outstanding. WAith
this in mind, the U.S. Governor announced in his letter that the
United States would introduce a resolution at the annual meeting of
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the Board of Governors of the International Bank convening in
Washington on September 28, calling upon the Executive Directors
to study carefully the question of establishing an International
Development Association and, if feasible, to formulate articles of
agreement for appropriate submission to member governments.
In requesting that this matter be placed on the agenda the Governor
for the United States made clear that it is our hope that action by the
Governors at this year's meeting will constitute a definite step looking
toward the establishment of an International Development
Association.

The Council hopes that the Executive Directors, after due considera-
tion, can agree upon articles of agreement which would be in suffi-
cient detail to permit the prompt establishment of the International
Development Association upon the completion of approving action
by governments. The U.S. Executive Director will undoubtedly play
a prominent role in the negotiations carried on in the Executive Board.
In this he of course will be assisted by interested agencies in the U.S.
Government and will receive advice and guidance from the National
Advisory Council.

V. U.S. AcTION: LEGIsLATIVE AND BUDGETARY

If the U.S. resolution calling for recommendations by the Directors
of the Bank concerning the International Development Association is
approved by the Governors of the Bank, the Executive Directors
should be in a position to begin their work promptly. The Council
hopes that the Executive Directors will in fact be able to present a
proposal in sufficient time for the administration to seek necessary
legislation in the 1960 session. Initial financial provision for U.S.
membership will probably have to be made in the budget year com-
mencing July 1, 1960 (fiscal year 1961). The amount to be sought
would not exceed 50 percent of the U.S. subscription.

VI. DISCUSSIONS WITH OTHEns

As early as the New Delhi meeting of the Board of Governors of
the Bank, there were opportunities for discussion of the International
Development Association proposal with representatives of foreign
governments. Since that time, there have been additional conver-
sations with representatives of many of the industrialized countries,
and also with representatives of many of the less-developed countries.
Some of these contacts took place at the ministerial level, and others
at the official level. Moreover, all of the Executive Directors and
Alternate Executive Directors of the International Bank who were
available in Washington have been consulted by U.S. officials.

The general reaction of most countries has been a favorable one and
it is on this basis that the Council has been encouraged to proceed with
the proposal for an International Development Association. As was
expected, there have been individual concerns expressed by a number
of countries, and special efforts have been made to provide further
explanation of the institution as conceived by the United States.
Some of the concerns of other countries are of course not questions
which can be answered in advance of the negotiating process, and many
such questions have been deferred until the meetings of the Executive
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Directors. Among the potential contributing nations, the extent of
initial contributions and of subsequent replenishment of capital has
been a major interest. Potential contributors who would be the
probable recipients of International Development Association fi-
nancing have expressed a desire for reassurance that their local
currencies would not be utilized by the International Development
Association in such a manner as to produce a foreign exchange drain,
or disturb internal policies designed to restrain credit and mitigate
inflation. The countries in which the United States has substantial
accumulations of local currency have been especially interested in the
safeguards concerning transfer of that local currency to the Inter-
national Development Association. Between the two groups of
obvious net contributors and obvious net recipients in the Interna-
tional Development Association, there lies a group of countries whose
position is marginal. Typically, these countries have a sizable indus-
trial capacity yet they are substantial importers of capital. Some of
the countries in this position have indicated that they will wish to
consider closely the balance of benefits and responsibility involved for
them in the International Development Association before giving a
commitment as to their membership.

During the discussions with other countries, consideration was also
given to providing a means whereby countries whose recent growth
warrants it could provide resources above and beyond their propor-
tionate share of the International Development Association's capital.
One such technique would involve the purchase by such countries of
debentures issued by the International Development Association
under its general powers to borrow. The discussions also revealed a
feeling among certain countries that there was a need for improve-
ment in the coordination of bilateral lending policies of creditor
countries. Whether this can be done through the International
Development Association or whether it could better be achieved
through the International Bank will require considerable additional
study.

In most cases, the Council realizes that the question of the Inter-
national Development Association has not been the subject of Cabinet-
level decision in other countries and that until very recently the pro-
posal was a matter for technical studies within governments. The
Council is certain that the accelerated series of discussions with Execu-
tive Directors has served to spur the consideration of the International
Development Association within the principal governments, and that
the letter of the U.S. Governor relayed by the Bank to the other
Governors will have an impetus in the same direction. The Council
is pleased to note that during debate in the House of Commons in the
United Kingdom, the Economic Secretary to the Treasury stated that
Her Majesty's Government was prepared to join in working out plans
for an International Development Association, and that if acceptable
plans come to fruition the United Kingdom would contribute to the
capital of the Association as to the capital of the Bank.

VII. CONCLUSION

The National Advisory Council has carefully considered the pro-
posal to establish an International Development Association, and be-
lieves that such an institution is both feasible and desirable. By
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making development resources available from a multilateral organ-
ization on terms not hitherto offered by any such institution, the
nations already joined in cooperative effort in the International Bank
can significantly broaden the operations of the Bank and extend the
usefulness of its funds.

There appears to be a sufficient measure of agreement among the
nations as to the desirability of an International Development Asso-
ciation to warrant placing the subject on the agenda of the forthcoming
meeting of the Governors of the Bank. It is hoped that as a result of
the resolution which the U.S. Governor intends to offer, the Governors
will assign to the Executive Directors of the Bank the task of drawing
up satisfactory articles of agreement for the new institution. When
such articles are submitted to governments for action, the Council
will expect to submit a final report on the International Development
Association, and will recommend that the President request legisla-
tion authorizing the United States to accept membership.

It is the Council's considered judgment that U.S. membership in
such an institution could contribute significantly toward a solution of
some of the urgent problems of underdeveloped areas. An Inter-
national Development Association would also provide an opportunity
for other industrial countries to take a more active role in financing
the economic development of underdeveloped areas. For these
reasons, the Council believes that it would be in the interest of the
United States, and of the free world in general, to proceed with efforts
to establish an International Development Association along the lines
set forth in this report.

AUGUsT 14, 1959.



ANNEXES

ANNEX A

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, July 31, 1959.

Hon. EUGENE R. BLACK,
President, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR MR. BLACK: At the opening joint session of the 1958 annual meeting
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the Inter-
national Monetary Fund at New Delhi, I called attention to the fact that the
United States was studying a proposal to establish an International Development
Association as an affiliate of the International Bank. President Eisenhower had
earlier asked me to ascertain the attitudes of member governments toward the
proposal, and, if the creation of an International Development Association ap-
peared feasible, to initiate negotiations to that end.

The New Delhi meeting offered an opportunity for fruitful contacts among the
Governors of the Bank, and the preliminary responses to the International De-
velopment Association proposal voiced there were encouraging. Since last Octo-
ber, we in the U.S. Government have been engaged in further study of the Inter-
national Development Association in an attempt to formulate a more specific
project. We have had subsequent discussions with other members of the Bank,
and many members have shown a favorable attitude toward the concept of an
International Development Association. We are continuing our discussions with
other Bank members.

You will recall that as a basis for these discussions the U.S. Executive Director
of the Bank recently circulated to all the other Directors an informal paper giving
the major outlines of an International Development Association as we presently
visualize it. We realized that in many cases a Director would be in a position
to give only his personal views, and would not have the considered views of the
government or governments he represents. Nevertheless, the reactions of Direc-
tors to this informal paper were useful and illuminating, and we have kept these
in mind in drawing up the memorandum which I have attached to this letter.

We have been much impressed, as I am sure you also have been, with the role
played by the Executive Board of the Bank in bringing to fruition several com-
plex proposals in the recent past. The International Finance Corporation, for
example, came into being after a proposal was formulated in the Board of Execu-
tive Directors and submitted to the member governments for approval. Just
last year, the Executive Directors were charged with the task of submitting an
appropriate proposal for increasing the Bank's resources. This task was success-
fully discharged, and governments are now acting on the resolutions drafted in
the Executive Board. I believe the Executive Directors, in the case of the Inter-
national Development Association, can again perform the invaluable function
of taking the basic outline of an idea and fashioning it into a specific proposal. I
am convinced that there exists a sufficiently broad base of support for an Inter-
national Development Association among the member governments that a plan
carefully worked out by the Executive Directors would meet with widespread
acceptance.

It is my hope that this year's meeting of the Governors will be the occasion for
taking definite steps looking toward the establishment of an International Develop-
ment Association along the lines of the attached paper. As Governor for the
United States, I am planning to place before the Board of Governors in September
a resolution calling upon the Executive Directors to study carefully the question
of establishing an International Development Association and, if feasible, to
formulate articles of agreement for appropriate submission to the member govern-
ments. I would appreciate it, therefore, if you would place the subject of the
International Development Association on the agenda for the September meeting.

10
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The formal text of a resolution will be transmitted to the Bank by the United
States at the proper time.

If the Executive Directors make their recommendations within a reasonable
time and if these recommendations are expeditiously presented to member gov-
ernments, the matter could be acted upon formally by member governments
early in 1960. In the case of the United States, this would mean that the Congress
would consider the International Development Association during the 1960
session.

I am certain you will agree with me that the question of establishing an Inter-
national Development Association is a matter of the first importance, and that the
assent of the Governors at the annual meeting to a resolution calling for a study
and recommendations by the Executive Directors would be a significant step
toward the desired goal. It is my hope that between now and September the idea
will receive earnest consideration within the member governments, and that the
Governors will be in a position to support the U.S. resolution when it is offered.
In this connection, I request that you forward a copy of this letter to each of the
Governors, together with any comments you might consider appropriate.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT B. ANDERSON,

Governor for the United States,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

Attachment: Guidelines for Use in IBRD Executive Directors' Study of a
Proposed International Development Association.

(The text of the attachment to this letter appears on pages 5 and 6 of the body
of the report.)

ANNEx B

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT,
Washington, D.C., August 8, 1959.

MY DEAR GOVERNOR: The Governor for the United States has requested me to
forward to you and the other Governors of the Bank the attached letter concerning
the International Development Association. The letter expresses the Governor's
intention to introduce a resolution on that subject at the next annual meeting
and requests that the matter be placed on the agenda for that meeting.

I have often said that in many less-developed countries the achievement of
reasonable rates of growth will require more external capital than can properly
be provided by conventional loans of the kind which the International Bank is
authorized to make, and that there would be substantial advantage in channeling
a large part of such further external aid through a soundly organized international
institution. This is the essential concept of the proposed International Develop-
ment Association. It is my opinion that, given suitable resources and functions,
such an institution would be a valuable supplement to the International Bank's
efforts to meet the pressing problems of development financing in the world today.

Without expressing any views at this stage on specific aspects of the proposal,
I can say that I am fully in accord with the suggestion of the Governor for the
United States that our meeting in September should be the occasion for taking
action looking toward its consideration and, as I would hope, toward the estab-
lishment of an International Development Association.

Yours sincerely,
EUGENE R. BLACK, President.

Attachments. (The attachments consist of the letter from the U.S. Governor
to the President of the Bank and the "Guidelines" paper appended thereto. See
annex A.)

O
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

WAS HINGTO N

August 14s 1959

By dear Mr. Chairman:

There is submitted herewith, on behalf of the
National Advisory Council on International Monetary
and Financial Problems, a Report on the proposed
International Development Association. This Report
is in accordance with the request contained in Senate
Resolution 264, 85th Congress, 2nd Session, for a
study by the Council with respect to the establish-
met of an International Development Association as
an affiliate of the International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development.

Yours very truly,

Chairman
National Advisory Council on
International onetary and

Financial Problems

Honorable J. W. Fulbright
Chairman, Committee on

Foreign Relations
Room 4213, New Senate Office Building
Washington 25, D. C.

Enclosure:
National Advisory Council Report on the

proposed International Development Association
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REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ADV33CRY COUEIL ON THE
PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOC IATION

I. INTRODUCTION

The National Advisory Council submits this report on the proposed
International Development Association (IDA) in accordance with Senate
Resolution 264, 85th Congress, 2nd Session, which provided:

"Resolved, That, recognizing the desirability of
promoting a greater degree of international development
by means of multilateral loans based on sound economic
principles, it is the sense of the Senate that prompt
study should be given by the National Advisory Council
on International Monetary and Financial Problems with
respect to the establishment of an International Develop-
ment Association, as an affiliate of the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

"In order to achieve greater international trade,
development, and economic well-being, such study should
include consideration of the following objectives:

(1) Providing a source of long-term loans avail-
able at a reasonable rate of interest and repayable in
local currencies, or partly in local currencies, to
supplement International Bank lending activities and
thereby permit the prompt completion of worthwhile
development projects which could not otherwise go
forward.

(2) Facilitating, in connection with such loans,
the use of local and other foreign currencies, including
those available to the United States through the sale of
agricultural surpluses and through other programs.

(3) Insuring that funds far international economic
development can be made available by a process which
would encourage multilateral contributions for this
purpose."

IEGISIATIVE HISTORY

Senator Monroney submitted a resolution concerning an International
Development Association in a statement on the Senate floor on February 24,
1958, in which he outlined his views in some detail. The resolution was
considered by the Sub-committee on International Finance of the Senate
Committee on Banking and Currency in hearings on March 18, 19, and 20, 1958.
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Secretary of the Treasury Anderson, Under Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs Dillon, Assistant Secretary of Commerce Kearns, Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture Paarlberg, and representatives of the Bureau of the Budget
and International Cooperation Administration appeared as witnesses.

The government witnesses indicated interest in the proposal but
raised certain questions to be explored before its practicability could
be determined. They pointed out that the local currencies held by the
United States as a result of operations under the Agricultural Trade
Development and Assistance Act of 1954 (Public law 480, 83rd Congress)
and other programs would not in general be usable to foster development
except in the country issuing the currency. Most of the currencies held
by the United States were those of less developed countries which could
not make real resources available to further development in other coun-
tries. Accordingly, it would be basic to the success of IDA that coun-
tries able to subscribe substantial amounts of hard currencies be pre-
pared to participate. It was thought that the international discussion
of the IDA proposal might take considerable time. In this connection
it was further pointed out that since the International Development
Association presumably would largely make loans repayable in local cur-
rencies it would require additional hard currency contributions from
time to time in future years.

The Executive Branch witnesses favored a study of the IDA proposal
provided changes were made in the resolution to indicate that the
International Development Association would be an affiliate of the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and that such a
study should be conducted by the National Advisory Council. In response
to a letter from Senator Monroney of May 8, 1958, asking for comments on
a committee print of an amended resolution, a suggested revision of the
resolution was submitted by the Departments of State and Treasury. With
one minor change, the revised proposal waas reported favorably by the sub-
committee to the full committee, which in turn reported the resolution
favorably to the Senate on July 12, 1958. The Senate on that date ap-
proved the resolution by a vote of 62 to 25.

SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPEN1TS-

Just prior to the annual meeting of the International Monetary Fund
and the International Bank in the fall of 1958, an exchange of letters
took place between President Eisenhower and Secretary of the Treasury
Anderson. In the exchange, Secretary Anderson proposed, and the President
agreed, that informl discussions aith other member governments of the
International Bank be undertaken with a view to determining the reactions
of these governments to the establishment of an International Development
Association. At the annual meeting, held in Now Delhi in October 1958,
Secretary Anderson, as United States Govurnor of the International Bank,
and Under Secretary of State Dillon, as Altern- ato United States Governor



of the International Bank, both announced the willingness of the United
States to discuss in informal fashion with other member governments the
possibility of establishing an International Development Association as
an affiliate of the International Bank. During the remainder of the
meetings, and in the period following their conclusion, the views of
many interested countries were received informally by the U.S. repre-
sentatives.

On January 16, 1959, the National Advisory Council submitted, in
the form of a letter to the Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, an interim report on the proposed International Development
Association. This report reviewed the developments up to that time,
and indicated that the Council t s study of the matter was continuing,
as were informal conversations with foreign governments. Since that
time, the frequency of discussions with other governments has increased.
These conversations have been with a considerable range of countries,
including both advanced industrial nations, which would be among the
principal contributors of funds, and under-developed countries, which
would be net recipients of IDA financing. Useful views have been re-
ceived by the United States as a result of these exploratory meetings,
and understanding of the IDA proposal in other countries has been en-
hanced. The National Advisory Council has taken the views of other
potential members, as they have been received to date, into account
in formulating this report on the International Development Association.

II. INSTITUTIONS FM DEVEILPENT FINANCING

The Council intends to continue its examination within the United
States Government. Conversations with other governments concerning the
IDA proposal will also proceed. On the basis of its studies thus far,
however, the Council is convinced that the International Development
Association would form a valuable adjunct to the International Bank,
and would effectively extend the field of operations of the latter.
With IDA, the World Bank would be enabled to bring to fruition projects
which are now held in abeyance because appropriate financing is not
available. In some cases the borrowing country may not be in a posi-
tion to assume the full foreign exchange obligation for servicing a
loan from the Bank under its normal lending terms. In other cases
projects may not have been brought to fruition because for various
reasons the borrowing country did not find it administratively feasible
to make available the local currency reqired in conjunction with the
foreign exchange financing of the project provided by the International
Bank.
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Under-developed countries seeking financing on a multilateral basis
at the present time can obtain development capital from public sources
only on terms which involve repayment in the currency borrowed and which
correspond to the requirements of the International Bank. When they seek
financing from certain U.S. institutions, they are in a position to pre-
sent their applications, under appropriate conditions, for financing on
more liberal terms than those generally referred to as "bankable" loans.
The creation of an International Development Association would provide
a multilateral institution which would have greater flexibility in lend-
ing operations and which would utilize not only the resources of the
United States but those of other countries as well.

It has been the policy of the International Bank to impose normal
banking requirements on the borrowing country both as to the terms of
loans and as to the development projects that it finances. This policy
is not an arbitrary requirement but rather one that springs directly
from the nature of the International Bank's financing. The Bank now
obtains the bulk of its funds from the sale of its own bonds in finan-
cial markets in the United States and abroad. The ability of the Bank
to continue to borrow depends in large part on the soundness of its
lending policies. If the Bank is to maintain itself successfully, it
must lend at rates that are realistic and sufficiently high to cover
the Bank's borrowing and administrative costs. The Bank's interest
rate represents the approximate cost of money to it at the time the
loan is made plus a charge of 1-1/4 percent to cover the Bank's operat-
ing costs and its allocation to reserves. International Bank loans, if
made in dollars, are repayable in dollars. In short, the Bank's loans
necessarily are made on a "bankable" basis. Most of the Bank's loans
have had maturities of 10 - 25 years, depending on the nature and eco-
nomic life of the project. Its most recent loans have been made at an
interest rate of 6 percent, reflecting recent increases in the cost of
money to the Bank. Moreover, the Bank places under careful scrutiny
the over-all credit-worthiness of the respective borrowers, and has
been obliged on occasions to refrain from lending to countries whose
ability to service external debt has been seriously impaired.

The Export-Import Bank makes loans primarily to promote U.S. foreign
trade. Its loans, which also are made on a bankable basis, must offer
reasonable assurance of repayment, and may generally be used only for
purchase of U.S. goods and services. The Bank may loan to either public
or private borrowers in any free world country and need not obtain govern-
ment guarantees on loans to private entities. Its development loans are
made for maturities essential to the purpose of the financing and have
been for terms as long as 20 years or more. The interest rate on develop-
ment loans is currently about 5-3/4 percent. Thus, Export-Import Bank
loans would not be a useful source of capital for countries with the
prospect of insufficient dollars to meet service payments.



The Development Loan Fund (DLF) was created within the context of
the Mutual Security Program and is separately incorporated but under the
supervision, direction and foreign policy guidance of the Secretary of
State. It lends development funds for projects in less developed coun-
tries on a basis which may afford relief from the foreign exchange bur-
den. The interest rate on loans for economic overhead projects is cur-
rently 3-1/2 percent per annum, and for profit-earning types of project,
5-3/4 percent. Iaturities on DIF loans range up to 35 years. Most dollar
loans made by the Development Loan Fund are repayable in local currencies.
The operations of this fund would be closely coordinated with the opera-
tions of the IDA when established.

A multilateral organization such as the proposed International
Development Association could, in addition to combining certain desir-
able aspects of present institutions, afford an important opportunity
to enlist the resources of the industrially advanced nations in the task
of accelerating the economic progress of the under-developed world. The
countries which would benefit from IDA financing would be given access
to capital funds on appropriate repayment terms, and these funds would
be supplied, not by the United States alone, but also by the nations of
Western Europe and elsewhere whose economies are strong and many of
which have large and growing financial reserves. The Council feels
that there can be little doubt that the economic and financial strength
of the other free world industrial countries merits a larger share for
those countries in the burdens of financing economic development on favor-
able terms. An International Development Association which embodies this
idea would therefore clearly be in the interest of the United States.

III. THE IROPOSAL

Since the New Delhi meetings of the Fund and Bank, the study going
on within the framework of the National Advisory Council has gradually
been evolving an outline of the principal elements of an acceptable new
organization in the field of international finance. On the basis of this
outline, the United States Executive Director in the Bank and other rep-
resentatives of the United States carried on an extensive series of in-
formal conversations with the other Executive Directors in the Bank, with
the dual purpose of making known the views of the United States concern-
ing the establishment of an International Development Association, and
of eliciting any comments or suggestions the other directors cared to
make. In addition, the principles set forward in the outline were dis-
cussed by the Secretary of the Treasury and other officers with ministerial
representatives of several other governments.
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In the remainder of this section of the report there is reproduced
the outline of the U. S. proposal for an International Development
Association as it was formally transmitted to the International Bank
by the United States Governor for forwarding to the other governors.
The letter of transmittal by the United States Governor is referred to
on page 8, and is reproduced as Annex A.

* * * * *

Guidelines for Use in JBRD Executive Directors'
Study of a Proposed International Development

Association (IDA)

To facilitate the consideration of the IDA by the Executive Directors,
the United States submits herein certain guidelines which it hopes will
form the basic framework of the proposed organization.

1. Purpose. The purpose of the International Development
Association would be to promote, by financing sound projects of high
priority, the economic development of less-developed member countries
whose needs cannot be adequately met under International Bank lending
programs.

2. Structure. IDA should be a close affiliate of the IBRD;
membership in IDA would be open to all members of the IBRD. IDA should
be a separate financial entity, but should be manned by IBRD personnel.

3. Voting. Voting should be on a weighted basis, according to
capital subscribed.

4. Size. The authorized capital of IDA should be $1 billion.
Members would pay in 50 percent of their subscriptions initially, and
the remainder in equal installments over five years.

5. U. S. Subscription. The United States subscription would be
proportional to the U. S. subscription in the International Bank, taking
into account the proposed increases in the IBRD, This would amount to
about $320 million.

6. Replenishment. At 5-year intervals the governors of IDA should
consider the desirability of increasing the capital of the institution.
Any increase would require approval of three-fourths of the total voting
power. Each member would have the right, although not the obligation,
to subscribe to a portion of the increase in accordance with its proportion
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of the initial capital. The Board of Governors could also, by three-
fourths vote, approve an increase in capital at any other time, provided
prior capital obligations of members have been substantially discharged.

7. Currency Subscribed. Members would make their subscriptions
in part in gold or fully convertible currencies, and in part in their
own national currencies. Each payment made under the installment arrange-
ments mentioned in Paragraph 4 would consist in part of gold or fully con-
vertible currencies, and in part of national currencies, in the proportions
set forth in paragraph 8. The basis on which each part of a member's sub-
scription may be used by IDA is also outlined in paragraph 8.

8. Use of Currencies Subscribed. Twenty percent of each payment
by each member should be in gold or in fully convertible currencies which
would be freely disposable by IDA. The remaining 80 percent should be in
national currencies and should be usable at a minimum for procurement of
nationally-produced goods and services for use in connection with IDA-
financed development projects within the country concerned, or for pro-
curement of nationally-produced goods and services for export and use
elsewhere in connection with IDA-financed projects. In no event would
IDA engage in financing trade in commodities not related to IDA-financed
development projects.

In addition to the basic minimum usability of the 80 percent of sub-
scriptions paid in national currency, there should be provision in regard
to this 80 percent for:

(a) The convertibility of 30 percent as required by IDA. The
obligation to make this portion of its national currency
convertible on demand should extend to all members except
those to whom IDA granted a suspension of the obligation.
This suspension would not be given to any of the industrial-
ized countries, and countries receiving suspensions should
not have an aggregate of mare than about a quarter of total
subscriptions.

(b) The convertibility of the remaining 50 percent of subscrip-
tions paid in national currency by the industrialized coun-
tries if and when all of the industrialized countries agree
to such a move. The United States would make this portion
of its subscription available on a fully convertible basis
so long as the other industrial countries do the same.

Under these arrangements, the IDA would have the responsibility for tak-
ing account of the economic position of a less-developed country in using
such a country's currency, from whatever source acquired. An operating
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principle of IDA would be that IDA would maintain reasonably uniform
rates of usage among the subscriptions in national currencies which be-
come convertible as provided in (a) or (b) above, after first using the
holdings of the currency of the country of procurement.

9. Borrowing Authorityr. IDA should have authority to borrow from
member governments, or other sources.

10. Special Resources Provided in Local Currencies. Arrangements
should be made to permit IDA to receive from one member the currency of
another member. Transfers of such currency would be over and above the
member ts subscription to the regular capital of IDA. Currencies so trans-
ferred should be available on terms which impose no greater restrictions
on their use by IDA than previously applied to their use. Efforts would
be made to secure the agreement of member countries, in accepting the
IDA charter, to cooperate in facilitating reasonable transfers to IDA of
their currency which another country wishes to make available.

The member would receive non-voting "special development certificates"
in exchange for currency provided. These certificates would carry a right
of recovery of any such currency remaining upon liquidation of IDA. In
addition, holders of certificates would be eligible to receive half of
net operating profits derived from use of the resources provided.

IV. NEGOTIATING .RCCEDTFURE

On July 31, 1959, the Chairman of the Council, in his capacity as
United States Governor in the International. Bank, transmitted a letter to
the President of the Bank in which there was announced the intention of
the United States to introduce a resolution concerning IDA at the forth-
coming annual meeting of the Bank's Governors. The letter is reproduced
as Annex A of this report. Annex B consists of a letter from the President
of the Bank, dated August 3, 1959, tranismitting the letter of the United
States Governor to the other 67 Governors.

In view of the close relationship which would exist between IDA and
the International Bank, the Council has considered it logical that the
process of negotiating an acceptable document for apIoval by governments
should be carried on within the framework of the Bank itself'. To this end
representatives of the United States carried on the bulk of the preliminary
discussions concerning IDA with individual meIxnbers of the Bank's Executive
Board. As is pointed out in the Chairm-an's letter to Ir. Black, the per-
formance of the Executive Board acting as a group in the elaboration of
proposals for further action by governments has been outstanding. Vith
this in mind, the United States Governor anniounced in his letter that the
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United States would introduce a resolution at the annual meeting of the
Board of Governors of the International Bank convening in Washington on
September 28, calling upon the Executive Directors to study carefully
the question of establishing an International Development Association
and, if feasible, to formulate articles of agreement for appropriate
submission to member governments. In requesting that this matter be
placed on the agenda the Governor for the United States made clear that
it is our hope that action by the Governors at this year's meeting will
constitute a definite step looking toward the establishment of an IDA.

The Council hopes that the Executive Directors, after due considera-
tion, can agree upon articles of agreement which would be in sufficient
detail to permit the prompt establishment of the International Development
Association upon the completion of approving action by governments. The
United States Executive Director will undoubtedly play a prominent role
in the negotiations carried on in the Executive Board. In this he of
course will be assisted by interested agencies in the United States
Government and will receive advice and guidance from the National Advisory
Council.

V. U.S. ACTION: LEGISLATIVE AND BUDGETARY

If the United States resolution calling for recommendations by the
Directors of the Bank concerning IDA is approved by the Governors of the
Bank, the Executive Directors should be in a position to begin their work
promptly. The Council hopes that the Executive Directors will in fact be
able to present a proposal in sufficient time for the Administration to
seek necessary legislation in the 1960 session. Initial financial pro-
vision for U.S. membership will probably have to be made in the budget
year commencing July 1, 1960 (FY 1961). The amount to be sought would
not exceed 50 percent of the U.S. subscription.

VI. DISCUSSIONS WITH OTHERS

As early as the New Delhi meeting of the Board of Governors of the
Bank, there were opportunities for discussion of the IDA proposal with
representatives of foreign governments. Since that time, there have been
additional conversations with representatives of many of the industrialized
countries, and also with representatives of many of the less developed
countries. Some of these contacts took place at the ministerial level, and
others at the official level. Moreover, all of the Executive Directors and
Alternate Executive Directors of the International Bank who were available
in Washington have been consulted by United States officials.
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The general reaction of most countries has been a favorable one and
it is on this basis that the Council has been encouraged to proceed with
the proposal for an International Development Association. As was ex-
pected, there have been individual concerns expressed by a number of
countries, and special efforts have been made to provide further explana-
tion of the institution as conceived by the United States. Some of the
concerns of other countries are of course not questions which can be an-
swered in advance of the negotiating process, and many such questions have
been deferred until the meetings of the Executive Directors. Among the
potential contributing nations, the extent of initial contributions and
of subsequent replenishment of capital has been a major interest. Poten-
tial contributors who would be the probable recipients of IDA financing
have expressed a desire for reassurance that their local currencies would
not be utilized by IDA in such a manner as to produce a foreign exchange
drain, or disturb internal policies designed to restrain credit and miti-
gate inflation. The countries in which the United States has substantial
accumulations of local currency have been especially interested in the
safeguards concerning transfer of that local currency to IDA. Between
the two groups of obvious net contributors and obvious net recipients in
IDA, there lies a group of countries whose position is marginal. Typical-
ly, these countries have a sizable industrial capacity yet they are sub-
stantial importers of capital. Some of the countries in this position
have indicated that they will wish to consider closely the balance of
benefits and responsibility involved for them in IDA before giving a
commitment as to their membership.

During the discussions with other countries, consideration was also
given to providing a means whereby countries whose recent grovrth warrants
it could provide resources above and beyond their proportionate share of
IDA's capital. One such technique would involve the purchase by such
countries of debentures issued by IDA under its general powers to borrow.
The discussions also revealed a feeling among certain countries that there
was a need for improvement in the coordination of bilateral lending poli-
cies of creditor countries. W.hether this can be done through the IDA or
whether it could better be achieved through the International Bank will
require considerable additional study.

In most cases, the Council realizes that the question of IDA has not
been the subject of cabinet level decision in other countries and that
until very recently the proposal was a matter for technical studies within
governments. The Council is certain that the accolerated series of dis-
cussions with Executive Directors has served to spur the consideration of
IDA within the principal governments, and that the letter of the United
States Governor relayed by the Dank to the other Governors will have an
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impetus in the same direction. The Council is pleased to note that dur-
ing debate in the House of Commons in the United Kingdom, the Economic
Secretary to the Treasury stated that Her Majesty's Government was pre-
pared to join in working out plans for an International Development
Association, and that if acceptable plans come to fruition the United
Kingdom would contribute to the capital of the Association as to the
capital of the Bank.

VII. COITCLUSIO0

The National Advisory Council has carefully considered the proposal
to establish an International Development Association, and believes that
such an institution is both feasible and desirable. By making development
resources available from a multilateral organization on terms not hitharto
offered by any such institution, the nations already joined in coopera-
tive effort in the International Bank can significantly broaden the opera-
tions of the Bank and extend the usefulness of its funds.

There appears to be a sufficient measure of agreement among the
nations as to the desirability of an International Development Association
to warrant placing the subject on the agenda of the forthcoming meeting of
the Governors of the Bank. It is hoped that as a result of the resolution
which the United States Governor intends to offer, the Governors will as-
sign to the Executive Directors of the Bank the task of drawing up satia-
factory articles of agreement for the new institution. When such articles
are submitted to governments for action, the Council will expect to submit
a final report on IDA, and will recommend that the President request legis-
lation authorizing the United States to accept membership.

It is the Council's considered judgment that United States member-
ship in such an institution could contribute significantly toward a solu-
tion of some of the urgent problems of underdeveloped areas. An Inter-
national Development Association would also provide an opportunity for
other industrial countries to take a more active role in financing the
economic development of underdeveloped areas. For these reasons, the
Council believes that it would be in the interest of the United States,
and. of the Free World in general, to proceed vrith efforts to establish
an International Development Association along the lines set forth in
this report.

August 14, 1959
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
Washington

July 31, 1959

11y dear Mr. Black:

At the opening joint session of the 1958 annual meeting of
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and
the International Monetary Fund at New Delhi, I called atten-
tion to the fact that the United States was studying a proposal
to establish an International Development Association as an
affiliate of the International Bank. President Eisenhower had
earlier asked me to ascertain the attitudes of member govern-
ments toward the proposal, and, if the creation of an Interna-
tional Development Association appeared feasible, to initiate
negotiations to that end.

The New Delhi meeting offered an opportunity for fruitful
contacts among the Governors of the Bank, and the preliminary
responses to the International Development Association
proposal voiced there were encouraging. Since last October,
we in the United States Government have been engaged in further
study of the International Development Association in an attempt
to formulate a more specific project. We have had subsequent
discussions with other members of the Bank, and many members have
shown a favorable attitude toward the concept of an International
Development Association. We are continuing our discussions with
other Bank members.

You will recall that as a basis for these discussions the
United States Executive Director of the Bank recently cir-
culated to all the other Directors an informal paper giving
the major outlines of an International Development Association
as we presently visualize it. We realized that in many cases
a Director would be in a position to give only his personal
views, and would not have the considered views of the govern-
ment or governments he represents. Nevertheless, the reac-
tions of Directors to this informal paper were useful and
illuminating, and we have kept these in mind in drawing up
the memorandum which I have attached to this letter.
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We have been much impressed, as I am sure you also have been,
with the role played by the Executive Board of the Bank in bring-
ing to fruition several complex proposals in the recent past.
The International Finance Corporation, for example, came into
being after a proposal was formulated in the Board of Executive
Directors and submitted to the member governments for approval.
Just last year, the Executive Directors were charged with the
task of submitting an appropriate proposal for increasing the
Bank's resources. This task was successfully discharged, and
governments are now acting on the resolutions drafted in the
Executive Board. I believe the Executive Directors, in the
case of the International Development Association, can again
perform the invaluable function of taking the basic outline of
an idea and fashioning it into a specific proposal. I am con-
vinced that there exists a sufficiently broad base of support
for an International Development Association among the member
governments that a plan carefully worked out by the Executive
Directors would meet with widespread acceptance.

It is my hope that this year's meeting of the Governors
will be the occasion for taking definite steps looking toward
the establishment of an International Development Association
along the lines of the attached paper. As Governor for the
United States, I am planning to place before the Board of
Governors in September a resolution calling upon the Executive
Directors to study carefully the question of establishing an
International Development Association and, if feasible, to
formulate articles of agreement for appropriate submission to
the member governments. I would appreciate it, therefore, if
you would place the subject of the International Development
Association on the agenda for the September meeting. The
formal text of a resolution will be transmitted to the Bank
by the United States at the proper time.

If the Executive Directors make their recommendations
within a reasonable time and if these recommendations are
expeditiously presented to member governments, the matter
could be acted upon formally by member governments early in
1960. In the case of the United States, this would mean
that the Congress would consider the International Development
Association during the 1960 session.
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I am certain you will agree with me that the question of
establishing an International Development Association is a
matter of the first importance, and that the assent of the
Governors at the annual meeting to a resolution calling for a
study and recommendations by the Executive Directors would be
a significant step toward the desired goal. It is my hope that
between now and September the idea will receive earnest considera-
tion within the member governments, and that the Governors will
be in a position to support the United States resolution when it
is offered. In this connection, I request that you forward a
copy of this letter to each of the Governors, together with any
comments you might consider appropriate.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Robert B. Anderson

Governor for the United States
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

Honorable Eugene R. Black
President, International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington 25, D. C.

Attachment:
Guidelines for Use in IBRD Executive

Directors' Study of a Proposed
International Development Association

(The text of the attachment to this
letter appears on pages 6-8, of the
body of the Report.)
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPENT

1818 H STREET, N. W.

WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

August 3, 1959

My dear Governor:

The Governor for the United States has requested me to
forward to you and the other Governors of the Bank the attached
letter concerning the International Development Association.
The letter expresses the Governor's intention to introduce a
resolution on that subject at the next Annual Meeting and re-
quests that the matter be placed on the agenda for that meeting.

I have often said that in many less-developed countries
the achievement of reasonable rates of growth will require more
external capital than can properly be provided by conventional
loans of the kind which the International Bank is authorized to
make, and that there would be substantial advantage in channel-
ing a large part of such further external aid through a soundly
organized international institution. This is the essential
concept of the proposed International Development Association.
It is my opinion that, given suitable resources and functions,
such an institution would be a valuable supplement to the Inter-
national Bank's efforts to meet the pressing problems of develop-
ment financing in the world today.

Without expressing any views at this stage on specific
aspects of the proposal, I can say that I am fully in accord with
the suggestion of the Governor for the United States that our
meeting in September should be the occasion for taking action
looking toward its consideration and, as I would hope, toward
the establishment of an International Development Association.

Yours sincerely,

/s/ Eugene R. Black
Eugene R. Black

President
Attachments

(The attachments consist of the lett r-n, 1hr _U.S. ,ovetrnor to
the President of the Bank and the "Guidelines" paper appended
thereto, See Annex A.)
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Mrs. S. Boskey August 31, 1959

0.C. Wishart\

IDA

Operational 'uestions: 7. Terms of Financing and
F. Government Guarantees

1. If IDA is authorized to lend not only to governments alo
to business, industria and agrcultural enterprises direct, TA
could be swamped with a large number of "difficult" applications.
This done not happon in the case of TBRD applications as it is we
known that IBRD will only consider bankable projects -nd that a
government guarantee i. necessary. Once the idea gete round that
IDA money can be on grant basis or on "cheap" ters, mny enter-
pris s will wart- to te these funds.

2. The suggestion that the benefit shouli ccrue only to the government
and that the ultimnte beneficiary ( ter than a government) should
nay the normal intoret will not ntirely get round this point.
3ub-divisior.s of Fovernments and enterprises will press their f~ivor-
ite projects for I" A considratior and may anticipate tht, if
accepted by ID they can then obtain preferertial treatment from
their owin governants. T hvye in mind a very energetic man: 'r. Knt,
City Treasurer of Nairobi.

3. Why not say that 1-! in the first inistance, wil' only consider pro-
jects s e and/or by governments T hat would provide
a first check on the de-irability of a nroject. It would be in line
with IED practice where we say that requests for technical as.istance,
etc. must be put forward by a member government.
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(12-57) International Bank for Reconstruction and Development CONFIETIAL

SLC/A/762/1

FROM: Secretary, Staff Loan Committee August 31, 1959

NOTICE 07 MT1ETIG

A meeting of the Staff Loan Committee will be held on Thursday,
September 3, 1959, at 3:00 p.m. in Room 1005.

AGENDA

International Development Association (IDA)

The Committee will consider the draft (SLC/0/1018) on "T anagement

Position on IDA," distributed on August 26, and the attached Memorandum

7LC/0/1020 on the provisions in the U.S. Guidelines (Secd'59-129 of

August 3, 1959) on the use of currencies.

ECLASSIFIED

AUG X 7203

WBGA A..M

DISTRIBUTION

Copies for information to:
Chairman
Directors of Operational Departments President
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CONFIDENTIAL

SLC/0/1020
August 28, 1959

MEMORANDUM TO THE STAFF LOAN COMMITTEE

Management Position on I.D.A.

The draft paper on the management's position (SLC/0/1018) con-
tained a reference on p. 2 under the heading C(3) (4) (5) and (6) to
the provisions in the U.S. "Guidelines" of July 31, 1959, regarding the
usage of currencies.

2. Since the implications of these provisions are not immediately
apparent, it seemed worth while to examine them in some detail.

3. Paragraph 8 of the Guidelines says in part: "...The remaining
80 percent should be in national currencies and should be usable at a
minimum for procurement of nationally-produced goods and services for
use in connection with IDA-financed development projects within the
country concerned, or for procurement of nationally-produced goods and
services for export and use elsewhere in connection with IDA-financed
projects." In addition to this basic minimum, there is ti be an obli-
gation on the part of members to convert 30% into other currencies
(sub-paragraph (a)). There are provisions whereby the so-called in-
dustrialized countries put up, presumably in usable iorm, the remaining
50% (sub-paragraph (b)). Finally, there are to be "reasonably uniform
rates of usage among the subscriptions in national currencies which be-
come convertible...after first using the holdings of the currency of
the country of procurement."

he These provisions seem to mean:

(a) IDA would be obligated to draw on the 80% portion of a
member's subscription to finance:

(i) local expenditure on projects in that member's
territories, and

(ii) purchases in that member's territories for a
project elsewhere.

(b) This obligation would extend up to the full 80"G except
to the extent that IDA had required the conversion of
the 30% (or a part thereof) into other currencies.

5. The effect of such an arrangement would be that the burden on
any member of providing real resources to IDA would depend on at least
three independent variables:
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(a) The amount and timing of loans made in local currency
for local expenditure. To the extent that IDA made
local currency loans the member would be relieved of
the obligation to put up foreign exchange, or provide
exports.

(b) The amount and timing of purchases made in the terri-
tories of the member by borrowers in other member
countries.

(c) The rate at which IDA exercised its right to require
conversion of the 30%.

6. The arbitrary incidence of these provisions can be seen in the
model set out on the next page which has been based deliberately on
extreme cases in order to illustrate the point. The model purports to
show the position of a member with a subscription of $100 million, under
various assumptions. The term "external burden" means the part of the
subscription put up in gold, foreign exchange and exports. "Member"
means the member whose capital subscription is under discussion.

7. The table shows that, depending on the operation of various
factors, a member's real contribution under the U.S. pgoposal may vary
between 20% and 100% for reasons quite unrelated to his ability to pro-
vide a contribution in real termse
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E x t e r n a 1 B u r d e n
$ million

30%
subject to

conversion or 50% for use
for use for for goods
goods produced produced

20% in own in own Total
in gold territories territories burden

Case I

IDA grants member loans of 080
million for local expenditure
which are disbursed before either
(a) any part of 30% is converted
or (b) before other loans re-
quiring exports from member are
disbursed. 20 - 20

Case II

IDA grants member loans of $80 mil-
lion for local expenditure: before
any amount of these loans is
disbursed, call of 30 million
is made for conversion, and
$50 million is financed from
the local currency subscription
of the member. 20 30 - 50

Case III

IDA makes member loans of 680
million for local expenditure,
call 3f 30 million is made
for conversion, loans made to
other members require purchases
in memberts territories of 420
million, and 30 millinn is fin-
anced from local currency sub-
scription of the member. 20 30 20 70

Case IV

As in Case III above except that
loans to other members require
$50 million of purchases leaving
no part of the 80% available for
financing local expenditure. 20 30 50 100



8. Given that the U.S. Congress would want to see IDA's capital
more or less fully "at work" before it granted a replenishment of IDA'S
capital, we shall probably have to accept the rather useless exercise
of making local currency loans out of IDAIs capital. I do not think,
however, the use of any part of the 80% for this purpose should reduce
the amount of convertible currency put up.

9. Moreover, since the use of the 8 0;o to finance exports involves
as great a burden as its conversion into foreign exchange would do, the
member's obligation to provide convertible exchange should be reduced
to the extent that its 80% is used to finance exports.

10. If we have to accept the U.S. basis, I would suggest that at a
minimum we should press for the "reasonably uniform rate of usage" to
apply not to "currencies which become convertible" but to "currencies
which become convertible and currencies which are used for exports, taken
together". This would mean in practice that IDA would have to work ac-
cording to the following rules:

(a) not more than 50% of a country's subscription would
be used for local currency loans.

(b) in calling for convertibility of the 30%, IDA would
give credit to the member for amounts already pro-
vided by way of exports.

(c) purchases in a member's territories for export in
excess of 30% of its capital subscription would be
financed in foreign exchange and not out of the
member's 80%, unless the member agrees otherwise.

These modifications would remove the anomalies illustrated in the table
above,

11. Even if the modifications proposed under paragraph 10 above
were accepted, there would still be the problem of the middle group of
countries alluded to in the draft paper on the Management's position.
These are countries which could reasonably be expected to provide more
than 50% as under the U.S. proposal for the under-developed countries,
but which are not so strong as the "industrialized countries" which
have to put up 100%.

12. If for political reasons it is necessary to preserve the gen-
eral framework of the U.S. proposals, a solution could be found in
having, in addition to the group of industrialized countries providing
100%, a second group consisting of intermediate countries putting up,
say, 75% in usable form.

13. A more flexible solution still would be to scrap the capitali-
zation proposals put up by the U.S. and (as mentioned in the draft
management position paper) have two classes of stock (Class A and
Class B), each carrying different obligations as to convertibility.
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Class A stock would be payable wholly in gold or convertible currencies.
Class B stock would be payable wholly in the currency of the member,
would be convertible only by agreement between the Bank and the member
but would be usable without restriction for expenditure on projects in
the member's own territories. Class A and Class B stocks would be held
in varying proportions. The U.S. subscription, for example, would be
wholly in A stock, whereas the subscription of, say, Libya might be

10% in A stock and 90% in B stock. Finland, for example, might hold
equal amounts of A and B stock.

14. The merit of such a scheme is that it provides a great deal of
flexibility. The disadvantage is that it would complicate the negoti-
ations with individual members about the size of their subscriptions
and the apportionment between A and B stack.

S. R. Cope
Director of Operations
Europe, Africa and Australasia
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. R. Cope DATE: August 28, 1959

FROM: A. M. Kamarek

SUBJECT: Some Comments on SLC Draft Memorandum, "Mangement Position on IDA"

(Paragraph numbers refer to numbering of SLC Memorandum.)

II. B. Are we going to have a separate budget for IDA? Will Bank
staff work for IDA at cost or shall the Bank charge a manage-
ment fee? The important question that this raises is how
will we decide the interest rate or "charge" to make on IDA
loans? Will it be related to IDA's administrative costs, or
what?

III. C.
(2) I don't think we should make too much of the point that the

20% payable in gold or convertible currencies will press too
heavily on the poor countries. This 20% will be only slightly
higher than the original 2% payable on the Bank quotas. For
Panama, the 20% would be around $4,000; for Paraguay, $28,000;
El Salvador, $200,000; Ethiopia, $60,000, to pick a few at
random. To a large extent the sise of quotas is already largely
influenced by the "ability-to-pay" consideration.

IV. C.
(2) "directly productive projects of the type normally financed by

the Bank", if language means anything, refers to the steel mill,
paper mills and irrigation projects we have financed. We should
either cut out the words "directly productive" or expand the
description to something like "basic services (or public utility)
and directly productive projects".

IV. C.
(4) I assume that the statement "We oppose any reference to 'general

development programs' " includes the meaning that we oppose any
limitation which would prevent IDA from financing such programs,
if necessary.

IV. E.
(1) I do not think IDA should make grants out of its capital - if a

project does not even repay its capital cost it should not be
undertaken at all. It would be cheaper and more efficient to
set up soup kitchens and pass out food directly. This objection
does not apply to grants out of the "special contributions" where
one can feel freer in embarking on social services and where one
may have a special reason to reduce or eliminate the local currency
holdings.
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IV. E.
(2) Why the preference for "no interest" loans, with a small charge,

over "low interest" loans? I should think the latter sounds
better in most parts of the world. I agree that we should pre-
serve as much flexibility as possible as to what the pattern of
financing terms might be as it seems to me there are many possi-
bilities to explore before we settle down on any kind of pattern.
One idea: we might want to make loans with the interest rate
depending upon a commodity price. That is, Chile might pay 5%
when copper is at or above 35 cents and zero percent when copper
is 20 cents or below. I believe I have heard that some of the
British loans in the nineteenth century did something like this.

Does "foreign exchange loans" mean "loans made in foreign exchange
and revavable in foreign exchange"? If so, I agree. We should
oppose loans repayable in local currency.

cc: Mrs. Boskey



Augrut 28, 1959

1r. Davidson Sommers
c/o Henlopen Hotel
Rehoboth Beach, Delaware

Dear Dave:

I enclose two copies of tk- nw draft of thn IIA Articlir.
iefore sending the A to you, Lhirley ix hey and I went over it and
we have a number of questions w hich a wait until your return.

You may, however, wish to give some thought to the following:

1. SupleMntary Contributions

(a) 'ihe U.S. letter st-ter -- t iFoldere ci Sp cial Develop-
Ment Certiiette "loul< be eligible to re eive half of not opernting
profits derive' fron use of re-ourcer provided . This would presumably
require that thei rupplament ary contributions be separ tely : dinistered
and accounted for.

We ive tried to reflect the foregoing in the alternative
Article II, Section 4 (d).

(b) In connection with the foregoing, we also have a question
about the otzaement in the U.S. letter that the contributing member has
a right to recover "any such currency [contributed] remaining upon
liquidation of IDA". It is not cleat whether thiS phrase should be
interpreted to men only any unusei portion of a supleientary contri-
bution or 'heth)er the mezber would :lo have a ri.ght to any monies or
other assets receive and held by IDA on account of loans made and
other operations (e.g. investment of idle funds) conducted by IDA with
such contribution.

In the present draft of Article VI, Section 5 (c)(i), I have
only provided for the former.



2. Privileges and Immunities

In Article VII, Section 4, I attempted a shorthand version of
tlhe privileges and immunities. As Shirley pointE out, in prerenting
our case for a trx exemption in rerpect of the Bank transctione, we
argued that the immunity w s not that of the Banl but rather att-ched
to the transaction itself. The present draft does not reflect this
argument. It seemed to ur that the only way of accomplishing this
would be to enumerate all the various privileges and immunities which

would result in a rather lengthy and unreadable provision. Under the

circumstaceo, we wonder whether it would not be preferable to retain
the original language of the Bank's Articles.

3. Withdrawal

Article VI, Section 4 (b) is a first draft of a withdrawal pro-
vision in accordance with your suggesticn during our last Ietin .

As in weeks past, I continue to hope that in the days ae d I
shall have more time to devote to IDA, but with the department -eci-
mated, paltry things like bond issues, loans an> capital increase
keep interfering.

Shirley joins me in wishing you a restful and pleasant holidy.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Douglas J. Fontein

Enclosures

cc: Mrs. Boskey

DJFontein:ea
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Auguet 28, 1959

Mr. Davidson Sommers
c/o HePnlopen Hotel
Rehoboth Beach, Delaware

Dear Dave:

I enclose two copies of the new draft of the IDA Articles.

Before sending them to you, Shirley Boskey and I went over it and

we have a number of questions which can wait until your return.

You may, however, wish to give some thought to the following:

1. Supplementary Contributions

(a) The U.S. letter states that holders of Special Develop-
ment Certificates "would be eligible to receive half of net operating
profits derived from use of resources provided". This would presumnably

require that the supplementary contributions be separately adrinistered

and accounted for.

We have tried to reflect the foregoing in the alternative

Article II, Section 4 (d).

(b) In connection with the foregoing, we also have a question

about the statement in the U.S. letter that the contributing member has

a right to recover "any such currency [contributed] remaining upon
liquidation of IDAT 1. It is not clear whether this phrase should be

interpreted to mean only any unused portion of a supplementary contri-

bution or whether the member would also have a right to any monies or

other assets received and held by IDA on account of loans made and

other operations (e.g. investment of idle funds) conducted by IDA with

such contribution.

In the present draft of Article VI, Section 5 (c )(i), I have

only provided for the former.
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2. Privileges and Immunities

In Article VII, Section 4, I attempted a shorthand version of
the privileges and immunities. As Shirley points out, in presenting
our case for a tax exemption in respect of the Bank transactions, we
argued that the immunity was not that of the Bank but rather attached
to the transaction itself. The present draft does not reflect this
argument. It seemed to us that the only way of accomplishing this
would be to enumerate all the various privileges and immunities which

would result in a rather lengthy and unread9able provision, Under the
circumstances, we wonder whether it would not be preferable to retain
the original language of the Bank's Articles.

3. Withdrawal

Article VI, Section 4 (b) is a first draft of a withdrawal pro-
vision in accordance with your suggestion during our last meeting.

As in weeks past, I continue to hope that in the days ahead I

shall have more time to devote to IDA, but with the department deci-

mated, paltry things like bond issues, loans and capital increase
keep interfering.

Shirley joins me in wishing you a restful and pleasant holiday.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Dougl., J.* Fontein

Enclosures

cc: irs. Boskey
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FORM No. 5 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND uEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Somers DATE: August 27, 1959

FROM: Shirley BoskeyA4

SUBJECT: Coments on "Principal Pointst' Paper

The attached memorandum collates the principal coments I have
received on the IDA "Points"t paper. Several suggestions, wholly edito-
rial in nature, are not mentioned in the memorandur; they have been
noted on the master copy of the paper which I am keeping. There are
also attached the written coments of Messrs,, Kayaarck, Avramov ic and
McDiarmid to which reference is made in my memorandum.

Mr. Rosen had a general comment on the paper. He regards it
as premature. As an agenda for an ED meeting it is too long and de-
tailed, and as a statement of substantive views it is too brief. More-
over, on many points it suggests the existence of a greater degree of
unanimity and clarity of view than presently does exist, in Mr. 2osen's
opinion, or is likely to be achieved prior to discussions with govern-
mental representatives at the Annual Meeting. There are many opera-
tional issues which eventually require full discussion but which are
not presented by the memorandum. As I understood him, Mr. Rosen thinks
the paper might be recast to address attention to the procedural issues
and various others such as board composition, and voting rights, and to
state that (1) there are many operational questions to be worked out;
(2) it is intended to draft a charter in broad terms to give the greatest
possible flexibility in operations; (3) the Directors will nevertheless
wish to discuss the principal operational issues; (4) those issues are
as follows (enumerating them without discussion or an indication of con-
sensus of views); and (5) the staff will prepare and present papers
setting forth the relevant considerations and suggesting alternative ap-
proaches to the issues.

cc: Messrs. Knapp
Cope
Demuth

Attachments to original



CWENTS ON "PRINCIPAL POINTS" PAPER
(Headings and Letters Refer to "Points" Paer)

Covering Memorandum

1.l On p.2, last paragraph, clarify reference to "informal clearance

with Governors" (Knapp)

2. On p.2, last paragraph, insert "at an early stage" after "the

Executive Directors will wish to consider". Substitute for last sentence
of paragraph the following:

"I suggest, however, that consideration of these matters be
deferred until after the first discussions." (Demuth)

I. Purpose

pol 1. Discussion puts too much emphasis on language of U.S. proposal,
which was not designed as a description of IDA's purpose. Omit this sec-
tion or, as an alternative, retain first paragraph, omit quotation of U.S.
proposal, and substitute for last paragraph the following:

"Any further definition of IDA's purpose necessarily involves
answers to a number of questions of operational principle.
It is suggested, therefore, that precise definition of IDA's
purpose be treated as a drafting matter, to be taken up after
the discussion of Part IV, and after a draft charter has been
prepared to reflect that discussion." (Demuth)

2. See also memorandum of McDiarmid.

II. Organizational Structure

p. 1  A. Membership

1. Consider phrasing this affiraatively, e.g., "Membersbip
would be open to all members of the Bank". (Wishart)

p&3 B. Basis of Determining Members' Subscriptions

1. Insert as "Comment" after first paragraph:

"This question is closely bound up with the question
of useability discussed under 'CI below." (Cope)
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III Capital Structure

p.h & 5 C. Timing, Currenc and Useability of Payments on Subscriptions

1. Quotation in full of the U.S. proposal interrupts the
thought. It might better be paraphr d. (Demuth)

2. Consider giving IDA right freely to re-use debt repay-
mente n any currency. (Kamarck)

IV. Operational Questions

p.8 A. Area of Operations

1. Add explicit reference to dependent territories. (Eamarck)

2. If IDA's area of operations is expressed in terms of the
territories of members, would this permit IDA to cooperate with
regional authorities if that seemed desirable? (Kng)

B. Eligibility of Countries for Financing

p.8 1. Statements as to "general expectation" appear to be over-
stated. For example, is there really "general" expectation that,
IDA will be "selective" in operations? What does "selective"
mean? E.g., would there be allocation on a country basis? Or on
a project basis? Presentation of the topic of "eligibility" should
either be expanded or omitted. (Rosen)

p.8 2. The first paragraph and subsections (a)-(c) take too much
for granted and should be recast in the form of questions, to focus
on issues and to elicit discussion on how IDA is intended to operate,
e.g., "Should IDA be selective in its operations? If so, what should
the basis of selectivity be? Should the charter or explanatory
memorandum spell out the criteria?" (Demuth)

p. 8  3. Reference in subsection (b) to "considerations of credit-
worthiness" should be to "considerations of need". (King; similar
comment from Cope)

p. 8  4. In subparagraph (b), there might be a reference to "urgency"
as well as "nature" of projects. (Cope)

p.8 5. See Avramovic's suggested redraft of subsections (a) and (b),
which suggests addition of reference to a country's development effort.

C. Objects of Financing

p.9 1. Questions 1 and 2 should be stated not merely in terms of
whether the charter or explanatory memorandum should indicate that
IDA will emphasize joint financing, but should first invite dis-
cussion of whether it is intended that IDA would emphasize such fi-
nancing; then, if so, should the charter or memorandum so state.
(See earlier comment under "Eligibility") (Demuth)
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p,9 2. See Kamarck memorandum on reference to 'tiirectly productive
projects of the type normally financed by the Bank" and "social"
projects.

p.9 3. Would "general development programs" comprehend "balance
of payments loans", e.g., type of loan made to Australia? (Kamarck)

D. Types of Expenditures to be Financed

p.10 1. The question should be put whether it is intended that IDA
undertake local expenditure financing normally or on an exceptional
basis. (Demuth)

E. Terms of Financing

p.10 1. There should be a reference in the last paragraph on the page
to low or no interest among the possible terms of financing. (Demuth
and Kamarck)

p.11 2. The"comment" to paragraph 3 might be made easier to read by
striking out three lines beginning with "and that the ultimate beneficiary"
through "revenue-producing" and substituting "- hence that, except in V
the case of a nonwrevenue-producing project administered by the govern-
ment, the ultimate beneficiary of the funds should". (Knapp)

p.12 3. Paragraph (4) should either be omitted or be stated as an assump-
tion that IDA would not finance a project if the government concerned
objected. (Kamarck; Cope also suggests omission of the paragraph)

V. Additions to Resources

B. Supplementary Contributions

p.15 1. In paragraph (3), insert the reference to terms on which supple-
mental contributions may be excepted which now appears in paragraph (4),
and rewrite the latter merely to put the question whether, if the terms
are to be prescribed by charter, they should be those suggested by the
U.S. (Knapp)

p.15 2. In paragraph (h), consideration might be given to adding "making
it clear that any part of the net operating profits paid over to holders
of certificates would be paid in the currency in which these profits had'
been held". (Kamarck)
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Miscellaneous

1. There should be a reference somewhere to IDA's borrowing
authority. (Kamarck)

2, Consider the desirability of giving IDA the right to obtain
special loans from its members similar to the authority given to the
Firopean Investment Bank. (Kamarck)

SB:em
August 28, 1959
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FROM: Secretary, Staff Loan Committee August 26, 1959

NOTICE OF ME!'ING

A meeting of the Staff Loan Committee will be held on Thursday,
September 3, 1959, at 3:00 p.m. in Room 927

AGENDA

International Development Association (IDA)

The Committee will consider the attached draft (SLC/0/1018) on

"Management Position on IDA."
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SL C/0/1018

DRAFT

August 26, 1959

MANAGEMEN1 POSITION ON IDA

(Numbers and Letters refer to "Principal Points" Paper
circulated as SLC/0/1015)

I. Purpose

We should stress the purpose of IDA as supplemental to the activities
of the Bank, and emphasize its role in the less-developed areas.

II. Organizational Structure

A. Membership

We favor limiting IDA membership to Bank members.

B. Organization

Although we would prefer to have IDA set up as a fund under Bank
administration, we accept the concept of a separate organization.

(1) We favor the IFO pattern of affiliation with the Bank at the
Governor and Executive Director level, but we would want neither a separate
President nor, as far as practicable, any separate regular staff.

(2) We feel it essential that the investment market be impressed
with the separateness of IDA as a financial entity. IDA's funds should
be segregated and IDA should not be authorized to lend to or to borrow
from the Bank (although it should not be precluded from investing in Bank
bonds, and IDA lending to IFC, particularly from supplementary contribu-
tions, should not be prohibited).

(3) While IDA's separate financial character should be publicly
emphasized, we would want IDA operations in general to be run as part of
Bank operations, with Bank staff.

III. Capital Structure

A. Size of Capital

Although we favor having IDA start on a scale substantially smaller
than the Bank, we believe that the $1 billion figure proposed by the United
States is near the lower limit of acceptability. We would prefer a larger
capitalization of up to, say, $2 billion over the same period. However,
we would not take the initiative in asking for this.
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B. Basis of Determining Members' Subscriptions

We have no preference whether subscriptions are based upon Bank
subscriptions, except as may follow from the decision taken under "C"
below. We think that initial subscriptions, however fixed, will have
to be specified in the charter, at least as a minimum figure.

C. Timing, Currency and Useability of Payments on Subscriptions

(1) We agree with the basic idea of the United States proposal
that the useable contributions of the poor countries should be small and
that those of the rich countries should be large.

(2) We think, however, that the proportion of 20% payable by all
members in gold or convertible currencies would press too heavily on the
poor countries. On the other hand, we strongly favor 100% convertibility
by the industrialized countries.

(3)(h)(5)
& (6) We think that the classification of all countries as either

"industrialized" or "less developed" fails to give recognition to the
fact that potential subscribers actually range from the group whose con-
tribution should be fully convertible, through countries which could put
up varying proportions of convertible currency, down to the poorest coun-
tries whose effective contribution could properly be as low as 10%. We
think consideration should be given to some device, for example two
classes of stock, which would permit more flexibility for the middle group
of countries.

Given the capital structure proposed by the United States, we favor
the general principle that there should be a reasonably uniform rate of
usage of currencies put up in convertible form. However, we think the
complications of the provision regarding the priority to be given to
holdings of the currency of the country of procurement require further
consideration.

D. Voting Rights

We agree that provisions respecting voting rights must follow the
Bank and IFC pattern.

E. Dividend Rights

We think the question of dividends is academic but do not oppose
inclusion of a provision on the subject. We believe the dividend should
be based on the amount of a given subscription actually used.
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IV. Operational Questions

We favor maximum latitude in the charter and do not wish to tie IDA
to any "normal" pattern by a reference in the explanatory memorandum
unless members insist, except as indicated below.

A. Area of Operations

We agree that IDA should operate only in the territories of member
countries. The dependent territories should not be excluded but in practice
financing would be undertaken in those territories only in special circum-
stances.

B. Eligibility of Countries for Financing

(1) We would prefer that the explanatory memorandum contain general
language of the kind set forth in paragraphs (a) - (c) of the "Principal
Points" paper. We would not want any provisions of this kind in the
charter.

(2) We think the charter should explicitly provide that IDA fi-
nancing will be restricted to the less developed areas.

C. Objects of Financing

(1) We do not think the charter or explanatory memorandum should
indicate that IDA would emphasize joint financing with the Bank.

(2) We favor an indication in the explanatory memorandum that IDA's
financing would be largely concerned with directly productive projects of
the type normally financed by the Bank, but that social projects would
not be excluded. We would prefer to avoid any reference to health and
education projects.

(3) We do not favor attempting to set forth principles to be
applied in deciding what kind of projects to finance, except as indicated
above.

(4) We oppose any reference to "general development programs".

D. Types of Expenditures to be Financed

We believe IDA should be permitted and prepared to finance local
currency expenditure, both out of its foreign exchange and local currency
resources.

E. Terms of Financing

(1) We would favor giving IDA authority to make grants. We do not
believe the circumstances should be spelled out, but think that some



limitation, as "in special circumstances", should be included. We do not
intend to press for grant authority if there should be opposition, except
that we should reserve our position in regard to special contributions.

With respect to the British point of view regarding equity financing,
we do not favor giving IDA this power explicitly, but would not oppose
language sufficiently broad to leave the matter open.

(2) We would prefer that the charter and explanatory memorandum not
indicate any normal pattern of financing terms. If pressed, we would
prefer that long-term foreign exchange loans with a small charge, prefer-
ably not described as interest, be indicated as the normal pattern, with
clear indication that exceptions may be liberally made.

F. Government Guarantees

We favor leaving the government guarantee to be obtained as a matter
of policy rather than a statutory requirement. We would not favor any
formula about IDA's normal policy in this regard.

V. Addition to Resources

A. Periodic Replenishment

(1) We favor a specified period for capital replenishment and think
that anything less than five years as a normal period should be resisted.
Otherwise there would be no basis for long-term planning, and there would
be a danger that IDA would lapse into a year-by-year operation.

(2) We do not object to a provision for earlier replenishment by
special vote but think this should be regarded as exceptional.

(3)(h) &
(5) We favor the maximum possible flexibility as to the character-

istics of future replenishments.

B. Supplementary Contributions

(1)(2)(3)
& (4) We favor the maximum latitude as to the terms which IDA may

negotiate in respect of the supplemental contributions, and strongly favor
letting IDA have a say on the amounts which it would accept and the terms
and purposes of their use.

(5) We favor having the charter broad enough to permit supplemental
contributions in any currency.
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VI. Entry into Force

We assume that it will be necessary to condition the charter's entry
into force on the amount of subscriptions and the number of subscribers.
We favor a reasonably high proportion of total capital, e.g., 75%, and a
reasonably low number of countries.
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Dear Mr. Hamilton:

In the absece of fr. HIathaway, your letter of Augut 19
has heer: :.aaoec to me for re >. The propoa& for tw new
international .eveloranpnt _-:sociation is being made by the
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Yours sin'erely,

George R. ltoung

Assistant Director of Information

Attachment

Mr. Allen K. Ham Iton
Hamilton Associates, Inc.
Voodetock, i inois
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. R. Cope- DATE: August 25, 1959

FROM: A. M. Kamarck -

SUBJECT: Comments on Proposed Memorandum to the Executive Directors on I.D.A.

The following comments are keyed to the memorandum entitled "Principal
Points for Consideration in Connection with Proposed International Development
Association".

There is no mention anywhere in the memorandum of the U.S. proposal
that I.D.A. have borrowing authority. This should be mentioned if only to
dismiss it. Would it be worthwhile to consider giving I.D.A. the right to
secure special loans from its members on the lines of authority given to
E.I.B.?

Page 4. III. C

Shouldn't there be some provision giving I.D.A. the right to re-use
freely debt repayments in any currency, even the most restricted?

Page 8. IV. A

Shouldn't some mention be made that the dependent territories are
included in the territories of I.D.A.'s members?

Page 9. IV. C. (2). (3)

I think that some reworking of the language is necessary. The dis-
tinction drawn in the discussion between "directly productive projects of
the type normally financed by the Bank" and "social projects" is inaccurate.
One point one often has to make in discussions on the Bank is that the Bank
does not discriminate against indirectly productive projects like roads. In
fact, people often draw a distinction between "directly productive projects"
by which they mean projects in the commodity-producing sector, like agricul-
ture and manufacturing, and "indirectly productive projects", by which they
mean the sort of things we usually finance: I would not classify water
supply as a "social project". The Bank is planning to finance water supply
in African rural areas in Rhodesia. Perhaps the distinction should be made
between the social services, such as health and education, housing, research
and administration, on one side, and basic services (or infrastructure) and
commodity-producing projects, on the other.

Page 10. IV. C. (A)

How about "balance of payments" loans? Does the phrase "general
development programs" include the sort of loans that we made to Australia?
It would be ironical if I.D.A. were forbidden to make loans that the Bank
has been able to make.
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Page 10. IV. E. second Daragravh

The first sentence should also include a mention along with long
maturities and long periods of grace that I.D.A. would have a wide lati-
tude in regard to low interest rates.

Page 12. IV. F. (4)

This paragraph should either be cut out or should be stated as an
assumption that I.D.A. will not finance a project where the government
concerned objects. If I were an Executive Director, the mere raising of
this as a possible question would irritate me. This touches a most sensi-
tive nerve. Obviously I.D.A. cannot operate in a country contrary to the
government's wishes.

Page 15. B. (4)

One might add "making it clear that any part of the net operating
profits paid over to holders of certificates would be paid in the currency
in which these profits had been held".

cc: Mrs. Boskey
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Hector Prud'homme DATE: August 1959 1

FROM: 0. J. McDiarmid 0 ' J

SUBJECT: Memorandum to SLN/- IDA
Ale

1. Definition of purpose. For a reason that is not very clear to me,
the memorandum proposes to defer defining the purpose of the Association
until the draft charter is prepared. It seems, however, that most of the
key questions raised in the memorandum, such as the relation of Association
financing to Bank financing, financing of local currency costs, arrangements
for replenishment of capital, etc., can best be dealt with when one has in
mind the purpose of the Association. If the purpose of the Association is
the same as that of the IBRD then only the balance of payments position of
the borrower would determine whether a particular loan is to be made from
IBRD or IDA funds. In the most rigorous interpretation this would mean that
IDA would only come in after a country had exhausted its creditworthiness
with IBRD and other hard lenders. It would not be logical for IBRD and IDA
to have a joint operation or both to be financing projects in a given country
at the same time if IDA's only reason d'8tre is lack of creditworthiness for
Bank loans. However, as in the case of the practical operations of DIF and
IBRD, I am sure the creditworthiness distinction will not be drawn so sharply.
The question remains will there also be a difference in the projects to be
financed by the two institutions? Considering the limited extent of IDA's
resources and the little likelihood of its being able to borrow, its foreign
exchange funds probably should be used only for productive projects in the
Bank's sense. In that event the balance of payments situation of the borrower,
alone, would determine the distinction between IBRD and IDA loans. On the
other hand, considering the extent of "supplementary contributions" that IDA
may be receiving from the United States in the form of local currencies,
generally usable only for meeting local currency costs within the country
of issue, it might be that IDA would have different standards and be willing
to finance somewhat different projects where only local currency was involved
tha* in the case of foreign exchange loans. Of course some "supplementary
contributions" may be in reasonably usable currencies such as Japanese yen.

2. Organization. I wonder if there is not something to be said for
permitting a few countries not members of the Bank (and the IWV) to be members
of IDA? For example, Switzerland and New Zealand do not wish to come into
the Bank because of the necessity of also joining the Fund. These countries
might be useful and profitable members of IDA.

I should think IDA, like IFC, should not borrow from or lend to
the Bank.

3. Size of capital. I suppose this is a settled point, but a lending
rate of $150 million a year seems hardly to justify setting up a new organiza-
tion.
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4. Currency problems. IDA is likely to have some very difficult
currency problems in respect of convertibility, maintenance of value,
effective versus official or nominal exchange rates, etc. For example, if
the United States donates PL-480 Pakistan rupees which are then loaned to
Burma and repaid in Burmese currency, lots of maintenance of value and rate

problems arise. These will probably have to be dealt with in the charter.

If a distinction is to be drawn between countries in respect of
their relations with IDA ("less developed" and "industrialized") it seems
clear that the countries should be named rather than reliance placed on a
definition.

5. Eligibility and terms of financing. Section IV covers the most
important points relating to the functions and operations of IDA. Para. B (c)
points out that IDA will have to be selective in its operations. Selectivity
may mean any number of things but I take it that (a) lack of creditworthiness
and (b) good projects (if these two qualities are ever found together) will
be IDA's principal requirements for making a loan. As noted above, I do not

know how the emphasis on joint financing of projects with the Bank can be

reconciled with using balance of payments criteria, but I suppose some
commonsense modus operandi will be worked out.

6. On some small questions coming up in the memorandum, I would have
the following thoughts.

(a) It seems best to have IDA subscriptions proportional to those
of IBRD.

(b) Under the U.S. proposal regarding convertibility of the remain-

ing 50%, one country could tie up half the total subscription of the industrialized
countries by holding out on the convertibility of its shares. Some less rigid
formula seems to be desirable on this point since unanimity might be quite
hard to achieve.

(c) The charter should exclude IDA from making grants. (Page 11 (1).)
Also I should think loans without interest should be excluded, although it

might be desirable in certain cases to permit the interest to be payable in

a different currency than the principal.

7. In general I should think IDA should best be conceived as a bloc of

funds supplementary to those of the Bank and not as a separate organization.

To avoid quick dissipation of capital long-term low interest loans repayable
in the same currency as that loaned would be the best formula.
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Pae 10. IV. E. second Dara-rarh

The first sentence should also include a mention along with long
maturities and long periods of grace that 1.1.A. would have a Wide lati-
tude in rc-ard to low interest rtes.

Pae 1j,. IV. F. (4)

- This para raph should either be cut out or shoul be AtSte. s an
assumption that i.D.A. will d finance a project where the governxment
concerned objects. If I were an xecutive Director, the mere raising of
this as a possible ques ion would irritate me. This touches a most sensi-
tive nerve. Obviously T.D.P. cannot operate in a country contrary to the
governent's wishes.

PageoI 1 , (4)

One might add "making it clear that any part of the net operating
profits paid over to holders of certificates would be paid in the currency
in which these profits had been held".

cc: Mrs. Boekey

brc /vhw
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mrs. Shirley Boskey DATE: August 24, 1959

FROM: Dragoslav Avramovic -.

SUBJECT: The President's Memorandum on IDA to the Executive Directors

With reference to the proposed memorandum from the President
to the Executive Directors on International Development Association,
attached please find a suggested revision of the four paragraphs
dealing with the eligibility of countries for financing (p.8.). As
you will notice, paragraphs (a), (b) and (i) do not depart much from
the original draft, while (ii) contains a new idea which is submitted
for consideration.

Attd.

cc: Mr. Rist
Mr. Prasad



Substitute for the first four uaraugraphs of Section B. page 8.

Eligibility of Countries for Financing

There appears to be general agreement that no specific or rigid

rules of eligibility as among members should be contained in the charter.

However, there appears to be general expectation

(a) that IDA financing will be for the relatively underdeveloped

areas whose needs cannot be adequately met by conventional

loans;

(b) that given the need for the most effective use of limited

resources at its disposal, IDA will have to take into account

(i) the economic soundness of projects submitted for its

financing and the priority they command, and

(ii) the development effort which the countries themselves

are undertaking.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Davidson Sommers DATE: August 21, 1959

FROM: S. R. Cope

SUBJECT: ID& Memorandum on management position

1. I have been thinking about the proposals set out under the
third part of the draft memorandum dated August 18, 1959, headed
"Capital Structure". The position set out in this part represents
a great improvement on the U.S. proposals. Is it not worth while,
however, to go farther and to propose a much simpler set up than
the one envisaged in the draft paper?

2. I start from the position that no useful purpose is served
by having large amounts of capital which although paid up are un-
usable. What is the use of the amount paid up in Libyan pounds
for example? Unlike the Bank, which was set up on a long-term
basis under conditions in which the usability of the 18% could not
be foreseen, IDA's initial capitalization will not set a permanent
pattern. We can judge pretty well now what amounts are likely to
come in in useable form from all IDA members over the next five
years. Why encumber the books of the IDA with amounts which we
shall not be able to use?

3. Should we not consider having one class of stock only, pay-
able in full in gold or convertible currencies by installments over
a period of five years. The so-called industrialized countries
would take up large amounts of this stock: the poor countries would
take up this stock only in amounts representing the 10 or 20% that
they would have paid in dollars or convertible currencies under the
U.S. scheme, and the countries in the intermediate position would
have their subscriptions fixed in accordance with their ability to
pay.

4. This proposal need not involve any diminution of the rela-
tive voting rights of the poorer countries since the fixed quota
of votes given to each member could be increased from 250 to any
level deemed appropriate.

5. The setup is simple and realistic. Realism may have dis-
advantages, however. Under the U.S. proposal, the U.S., while
nominally providing 30%, would in fact provide a higher proportion
of the useable funds of IDA. If the U.S. considers it necessary
for political reasons to disguise the fact that the poorer coun-
tries are making only a nominal contribution, I would suggest the
following scheme based on the idea mentioned under IIIc(3) in the
draft memorandum on the management position:
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(a) Have two classes of stock: "A" stock which would be
payable in gold or foreign exchange by installments
over five years and "B" stock which would be payable
wholly in local currency but convertible only with
the consent of the member concerned.

(b) The rich countries would subscribe only "A" stock:
the poor countries would subscribe 10% in "A" stock
and 90% in "B" stock and intermediate countries would
take "A" and "B" stock in proportions based on their
ability to pay.

cc: Mr. R. H. Demuth

Mrs. Boskey
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ALLEN K. HAMILTON , ASSOCIATES, INC.

CONSULTANTS - SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
GENERAL ENGINEERS

WOODSTOCK, ILLINOIS TELEPHONE FEDERAL 8-2400

19 AUGUST 1959

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MR. GAIL A. HATHAWAY, ENG:NEERING CONSULTANT,

DIVISION INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT,
1813 H STREET N.W.

CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
OUTSIDE PLANT

CABLE SYSTEMS

MICRO-WAVE SYSTEMS

SCATTER-WAVE SYSTEMS DEAR MR. HATHAWAY: --

RADIO AND TV SYSTEMS

INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

NURSE CALL SYSTEMS

FIRE ALARMS YOU WILL RECALL THAT WE WROTE YOU JUNE 9, 1959
CRASH ALARM SYSTEMS GIVING YOU CERTAIN INFORMATION ABOUT OUR ORGANIZATION.
ASSOCIATED BUILDINGS

AND UTILITIES
PRELTIMIREVL O WE NOTE IN THE CURRENT PRESS THAT THERE IS UNDER

PRELIMINARY EVALUATIONSDELOMN

BUDGET ESTIMATES WAY A PLAN TO ESTABLISH "THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
FUNDAMENTAL PLANS ASSOCIATION" UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE WORLD BANK. IT
ADVANCE PLANNING OCCURRED TO US THAT ANY PROJECTS EMBARKED ON WILL REQUIRE

FIRST AN ADVANCE ENGINEER!NG PLAN TO ESTABLISH THE BUDGET

OR LOAN REQU REMENT. THIS PARTICULAR WORK IS ONE OF

LEADING ITEMS AS WE PERFORM SUCH SERVICES CONSTANTLY FOR

THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT, PRIMARILY FOR THE NAVY DEPARTMENT.

WE SHOULD BE VERY PLEASED TO HAVE YOUR REACTION,

ADV;CE AND SUGGESTIONS.

YOURS VERY TRULY,

MILTON ASSOCIAT NC.

ALLEN K. HAMILTON

AKH/NH
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Eugen R. 1s ad DATE: August 18, 1959

FROM: J. Burke Knapp

SUBJECT: I, A

I thought you would be interested in seeing the
attached article in the HERALD TRIBUNE which greeted the
release of the report by the National Advisory Council on
the subject of I.D.A. It sounds to me like somebody
must have given Slevin a line.

Attachment

JBKnapp/js



THE NEW YORK TIMES THE WASHINGTON POST THE TIMES (LONDON)
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THE NEW YORK JOURNAL OF COMMERCE THE WASHINGTON NEWS

1959 Section 3 5 The Se ary believes New A gency
the inc igly prosperous
countries of western Europe are (Co tinued from page Ave)
not doing enough to help the gold dlars and other convert-
underdeveloped nations. The il currencies that can be
I. D. A. is designed to make the spent in. the industrial coun-
Western Europeans do more. tries.

But the best judgment of A $75,000,000 yearly lending
some of the government's volume is just about one-eightho r o r L 0S ablest financial experts is that of the amount that this coun-
the I. D. A. won't fulfill Mr. try's loan development fund
Anderson's expectations. advances annually.U .S.M aylack They stress that the I. D. A. I. D.A. members are to be'al-
will ease the Administration's lowed to pay the bulk of their

P 1 t o A id budget problems and reduce the contributions in their own cur-
heavy annual payments deficits rencies such as Indian rupees,
that are draining off United Burmese kyats, Bolivian bolivi-

O ther L ands States gold reserves only if the anos and Spanish pesetas. The
Western European countries sponsors of the I. D. A. plan

By Joseph R. Slevin pour enough money into the argue that other I. D. A. mem-
NByona osep . SEit I. D. A. to allow the United bers will be able to borrow

National Economics Editor States to slash its foreign rupees to buy jute, kyats to buy
WASHINGTON, Aug. 16. -- spending. rice, bolivianos to buy tin and

The Eisenhower administration The government experts see pesetas to buy olive oil.

is trying to launch a new no prospect that the Western But just about any interna-
$1,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0 European contributions will be tional financial expert will tell
interna t i o n a 1 on so massive a scale. you that there will be ice on the
lending agency Mr. Anderson got a frigid re- streets of Panama befote any of
thamin expes sponse from a number of West- the heavily indebteil underde-
ernment experts ern European countries when veloped countries decide they
think is not he first proposed the I. D. A are so strong that they can lend
worth the time last October at the New Delhi money instead of borrowing it.
and money it annual meeting of the World The only thing the I. D. A. will
will take to get Bank and the International be able to do with the soft c4ur-

it into opera- Monetary Fund. The objecting rencies will be to lend them to
tion.' countries since have agreed to the issuing countries to help pay

The proposed explore the plan further only the local labor costs of I. D. A.
institu t i o n i s under heavy pressure from the projects.

the In t e r n a- SLEVIN United States and on the clear One big objection to the
tional Develop- understanding that the I. D. A, I.*D. A. is that it won't be
ment Association. The Admin- will be kept to a modest size. quite what it pretends to be.

istration announced last night The $1,o00,000,000 institu- qis to have the charter of a

that it hopes to get it under tion that Mr. Anderson noW lending institution but ac-
way by 1960. is espousing meets their speci- tually most of the loans- it

The I. D. A. began as the ficaftions. It will require little nakes will be very poor risks.

brainchild of Sen. Mike Mon- more than token contribu- TheI will js vend to

roney, D., Okla., and it has tions from most of the West- The I. D. A. will just lend to

retained a tenuous lease on life ern European countries. countries that are heavily bur-

only because it has had the Government financial officials dened with foreign debts and

enthusiastic backing ,of Secre- figure that the I. D. A. will do that can take on additional

tary of the Treasury Robert B. well to lend as much as $75,- "loans" only if they are long

Anderson. y000,00 a year to underdevel- term obligations that they can

Present plans call for having oped countries. Even if all repay in their own currencies.

the I. D. A. obtain $1,000,000,- sixty-eight World Bank mem- Ti en htteI .A

000 of loan funds from the bers join-and that's doubtful gradually will accumulate lalge

sixty-eight meber countries -they will be at first required quantities of weak currencies

of the world bank. Each coun- to put only 20 per cent of their that it can either stash away in

try's world bank quota will contributions or $200,000,000 in its vaults or lend back to the

determine the size of its I. D. A. Continued on Page 8, column 5 country that gave the I. D. A.

subscription. The largest con- the Development oa Fund
tribution eventually is to come The Development ypoa Fund

from the U. S. which has a now makes the type of sof t

32 per cent quota and would be loans that the I. D. A. is due

required to chip in $320,000,000. to he we Untries gin
Why Mr. Anderson is an to help weak countries by giving

them aid in the form of grants
ardent advocate of the but shifted to loans when both
I D A. is one of Washing- Congress and the Administra-

tons mnormysteries. The Osrs n h diita
ton's minor erpes.aThe tion decided that American
most likely explanation help ought to be paid back.
seems to be that he thinks Obtaining payment in a soft
it bill case U. S. budget currency that Isn't any good
and balance of payments to the lender is just substitut-
problems while providing ing a new 1 0. U. for the
needed help for underde- original loan paper. It satisfies
veloped countries. the political pv for "loans

not grants." But there's some-
thing more straight-forward
about an outright grant that
everybody knows won't be paid
back.
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SLCQ//760

Auut 12, 1959

!inltes of Staff Loan. Committee eld on
Tuesday, August 11, 1999 at 3:30 -. . o 927

1. Present:

Mr. J. Burke Knapp, Chairman Mr. L. B. Rist
Mr. J. R'acinski Mr. R. T. Demuth
Mr. q. R. Cope Mr. F. P. Clark
Mr. 0. A. Schmidt Mr. R. W. Cavanaugh
Mr. M. M. Rosen Mr. H. G. A. Woolley, ''er-tary
Mr. S. Aldewereld

Tn attend-ance:

Mr. Davidson Sommers Mr. Y . L. Chang
r. M. M. Mendels Mr. J. H. Collier
r. G. N. Perry Mr. D. Dresden
r. I. P. M. Cargill Mr. D. J. Fontein
r. G. R. Young Mr. D. L. Gordon

. . G. Curran Mr. A. 4. Kamarck
r. H. R. Labouisse Mr. M. van der Mel

2. Tmer- anal Deveo.pment Associ.tio

he Comittee discussed qson aised by Committee m ers on
th , delines which the U.S. ha proposed for the basic Namework of

the proposed organization.

3. The meeting adjourned at ih!¾ 'p.m.



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL ANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DLvELOPMENT
(5-48) INENTOA oAKFRRCNTUTINAD.-EOMN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Rosen DATE: August 11l1 9

FROM: Sen Matsuda

SUBJECT: Translation of a Japanese Newspaper Article, Participation in the Second
World Bank Considered

(Nippon Keizai, July 8, 1959)

The Finance Ministry investigated on July 7 the proposal to establish
the Second World Bank, and almost came to the decision to agree to the plan
and to participate in it when it is established. Finance Minister Sato
will make a speech to support the plan at the Annual Meetings of IMF and
IBRD next autumn. At the Ministry conference, strong opinions were expressed
that Japan should insist on placing priority of loans by the contemplated
bank on the South East Asian areas, and it was also suggested that Japan
may use, in some cases, Y 5 billion, set aside for the South East Asia
Development Fund, for the capital subscription of the Second World Bank.
The Ministry recognizes there may be a question on the proposition of loans
repayable in local currencies, but since the details of the American propos-
als are not yet clear, further investigations will be made when more in-
formation has been received.



FoRM No. 57
(5-48) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. R. Cce DATE: August 11, 1959

FROM: A. . Kainarck

SUBJECT: Logns by .from its Capital

This memcrandum is not meant to be an exhaustive discussion but
merely an outline of a few problems and suggested approaches to their
solution that may arise in I.D.A.'s operations.

1. What is the real role of I.D.A.'s loans?

2. I do not think that I.D.A.'s loans should be regarded as dis-
guised grants. That is, there will still be a need for goverrnt-to-
government grants, which T.D.A. loans should not replace, in situations
like the following:

a) to subsidize an ally in keeping a larger army than
the latter could otherwise afford, e.g. U.S.-Turkey,
U.S.-South Korea;

b) to subsidize the current operations of a government
where the economy is still insufficiently developed
to maintain a minimumaw of modern goverrment, e.g.
Italy-Somalia, U.S. and U.K.-Libya.

3. The main function of I.1.A. loans is to finance investment in
countries where, because of poor resources, insufficiently developed
people, etc., investnent is in the armthat lies between:

a) at one extremie, where investment provides a return
at least sufficient to bear the normal IBRD interest
and amortization charges; and

b) at the other extreme, where investment will only repay
the capital invested with no interest return. (If the
investment of capital does not even return the capital
invested, it is better not to invest at all.)

That is, I.D.A.. loans should all bear lower interest rates (to as low as
1just above zero) and have longer amortization periods than IBRD loans.

4. Another function I.D.A. loans could fulfill is to help moderate
the burden of additional external debt in countries that the Bank regards
as having entered the zone of excessive external debt, e.g. we might feel
that while further Bank investment in Rhodesia would be able to bear normal
Bank charges but that her existing annual debt service is already so large
that in the event of an African take-over any further substantial increase
in debt service might make it an attractive target in the event of diffi-
culties.



5. T.D.A. should not make loans repayable in local currency:

a) Local currency loans are not a substitute for
grants in the sense of paragraph 2 above. If
you cannot soueeze the real resources for repay-
ment of a loan out of the local inhabitants the
fact that there is no foreign exchange transac-
tion is irrelevant.

b) The main advantage of a local currency loan to a
borrowing country is that local currency repayment
traps the real resources these repayments represent
within the country. 7.2. must either re-lend them
within the country or keep them on deposit in the
banks which, economically, is practically the same
thing because the banks can then increrse their lend-
ing a corresponding amount. (A third choice, of course,
is for I.D.A. to buy goods in the borrower's country
for use in projects elsewhere. If the goods would have
been bought by I.D.A. in any case this is the same as a
loan repayable in foreign exchange. If I.D.A. would not
have bought these goods otherwise because they cost more
or were less suitable than goods bought elsewhere, the
result is the same as a loan repayable in foreign exchange
but at more favorable terms than the face terms.)

c) In the case of Loans repayable in foreign exchange, I.D.A.
probably would continue to lend in the borrowing country
and would probably offset loan repayments. In this case,
the main difference between such loans and local currency
loans would be that I.D.A. would have continuing discre-
tion as to whether to continue to lend or not.



Mr. M.M. Rosen August 11, 1959

H.E. hachem

Comments on Ar. Anderson's Guide Lines

for International deve aorent Assoc1;cion

1. Bring out clearer that IDA can do project financing only.

2. Stipulate clearly that IDA can nake loans - under any terms suitable
to the project and the country - or give grants.

4. Envisaging 500 million per year contribution after the initial two to
three years IDA shoull have an initial capital of - l: billion.

6. The provisions for subsequent capital increases are not clear to me.
A 3/4 majority is required to vote an increase in the authorized capital.
However, each member voting for it could decline to take up its individua
subscription. Does this make sense?

Why is the restriction needed t hat interim capital increases can only
be a >:roved if prior capital obli ations have been substantially dischargedV
If IDA runs out of cash because some members have failed to live up to their
payment obligations, other memb willing Lo put up more money should not
be biocked by the defaultin mb em s.

8. The 20-30-50% convertibility and use restrictions are bound to be a
nuisance in the future. It is unavoidable that - at leas.t in the long run -
the developed countries will acquire :practically all of lA's capital. There-
fore, it is of little se to start out by -iving the underdeveloped countries
capital shares rortionate to their I3 J hotiings and trying to soften the
financial impact by coplicated provisions aloving then not to pay, not to
convert or not to release it for ractical uses. I shoul: think a simple 50"
old, 50% local currency formula woul( he feasible. The 50 U.S. local
currene quota could be tieJ to ,urchases in the 6.S. as long as all developed
countries have not madc their ovn local currency subscription fully convertible.
Underdeveloped countries should be free to fix their initial and subsequent
subscriptions as they wish. Trestige will prevent too small subscriptions.

The provisi me envisaging use of local currency subscriptions within
the uAscgri-ng country is dangerous an unnecessary.

10. The rovisions of 10) might make IJA act as agent for the U.S. IDA
should only acce[:t 1L 410 funds if the use of such funds is not subject to
contractual obilations between the L.6. and the country concerned.

dl'ache Vy



Mr. R1. H. Demuth August 10, 199

0. Irhrer

International Deveopn tA ority

On reading the outline of the IDA s subied b the i. . Governor,
I noticed the emphasis was put on the question how find ta capital
while little attention was pd to, the operational side. I gather the
reason is that this aspect is thought to be determined, at least i prin-
ciple. The point I shall ke i, hoever, concerned with the possie
operations of Tn, and a ter having taked it over with my colleague, Mr.
Collier, I shall pass it on,

I believe IDA is intemi.ed to mke "soft" loans, bit r to make grants.
It struck ne that It ei a b a-erorite for IDe IA als<o ide up ex-
port quaranteeinc. In c en 1 p d countries today, export arax te
schemes have bee establihd F, I I to Ar-2 :: r . XIV could
enter the same field, vth te purpose o fos-e ri i apor t s into t) er-devel-
oped countries.

L-t me develop the in a exaple: if, s, In n -t to renunce
imports of much needed nv m rnt ) ds by r-ason of' ay nt difc es,
the TDA may, by Trte it tCe 'le .a WtI i A a a K 1 th
this _uarentee a anT i t'; exoortin c tr. my be wiilin to -It up the
money on terms whc Tndia can accpt; in -iis case no pa ents from he

TDA will be neede - ss n;, of Co. n default. It mab e tat tae
conditions offer.d the exportin- c: )r ar- unaccc:t- r a site of the
-uIrantee, in this case t e tA a c ne i, and participa -. ore directly

in the 'in ni n .

If the problem is that )e lifein- cf the crfi't is too short, the IDA
may make a joint operation wi:h t 3ank in the eporting country, so that
India's reouirements -n this -o-i ean be met; in thia case IDA will have
to draw upon its own resource, -ut only for a part of the total amount in-
volved in the transaction. If the problem is that the interest rate is con-
sidered too high, the IDA ma subsidie the interest payments. The subsidy
can he given in the form of a loan on easy terms.

An important consideration is whether the cooperation of the banks in
exporting countries is attainble in such a scheme. I am not qualified to
judge on this -oint, but in view of the eageraes shown by other banks tojoin in operations of the I at present, and the proposed closed links
be.tween the IDA and IB, thr sho be scope for some optm ism.

The advantae of operations of te ind su : ested is that the limited
resources of IDA - the probin which so far seems to have received most
attention - will make available more -oods and services from abroad to under-
dev:loped contries taan if utilized solely for lending,

cc; Mr. S.A. Cope
Rr. -.L. Lejeune
Mr. J.H. Collier

04yihrer wmf
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FoRM No. 57
(5-4N) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. n. L. Lejeune DATE: August 7, 1959

FROM: A. 1'. Kamarck

SUBJECT: Possible questions on I.D.A. that might be considered for discussion
by the Executive Directors

The proposed questions are listed according to the paragraph numbers
in the U.S. Government's Guidelines Iemorandum.

1. How narrowly should "sound projects" be interpreted? Does this
include development banks, agricultural credit banks, productivity centers,
technical schools, agricultural extension centers, etc.?

Will I.D.A. in lending in countries that are not yet fully inde-
pendent such as the Belgian Congo, the autonomous republics of the French
community, have to get a guarantee by the metropolitan government?

Will I.D.A. lend only to governments or with government guarantee?
Should certain exceptions be made such as privately-owned development banks?

2. I.D.A. is to be opened to all members of IBRD. Should special
provision be made to allow Switzerland, which may find it impossible to
join the Bank because of having to join the IMF, to come in and make a
contribution to I.D.A.? (One might have a provision that if three-fourths
of I.D.A.'s members approve, a non-member of the Bank would be allowed to
join without joining the Fund and the Bank.)

I.D.A. is to be manned by IBRD personnel. Does this phrase in-
clude the possibility of an organizational arrangement such as that of I.F.C.
and the E.D.I.?

3. Voting power is to be according to the capital subscription of
a country. As an additional means of inducement to countries to make money
available, it might be worth considering whether voting might not depend on
the capital subscription disbursed.

4. Size. Should the subscription payment of 50/ in the first year
be made up of the 20% gold and convertible currencies payment plus the 30%
of convertible-on-demand payment? Should there be a provision giving the
I.D.A. the right to accelerate the payments of the remaining 50% over a
minimum requirement of 10% per year over 5 years? Should there be provi-
sion that if additional countries not now in IBRD join (or if countries
take up a greater than proportional quota), that I.D.A.'s capital could
be raised, if necessary, by an appropriate amount above l billion without
the need to go through all the process of amending the Articles of Agree-
ment?

5. Should the subscription of all countries be proportional to
their capital subscription in IBRD? Should an option be provided allowing
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countries that might want to provide a greater subscription than that pro-
portional to their subscription in the Bank to do so within certain limits,
say 50-100% of their proportional quota?

8. Instead of elaborate limitations on convertibility of the 80%,
should the provision simply state that industrialized countries should give
I.D.A. the same privilege of external convertibility on their subscriptions
as currently given on external current payments?

For the countries considered as non-industrialized, should there
be provisions laying down the minimum rights of I.D.A. in using Vow the
capital subscription, e.g. the non-industrialized countries would permit
I.D.A. to convert the 80% at the rate of 8 percentage points per year ex-
cept when the three-quarters votes of I.D.A. grants a suspension?

Under the present procedures, who would decide on granting sus-
pension of I.D.A.'s right to secure convertibility of the 30% of the 80%
on demand? I.D.A.'s Board, or I.D.A.'s management? If I.D.A.'s Board,
what voting majority would be necessary?

Should there be a provision that I.D.A. would have the right
to use the subscription of any country to pay its local expenses in that
country?

Who is to decide and by what vote what is an industrialized
country? Should this be decided before or after I.D.A. is set up?

9. Is there to be a limit on the borrowing authority of I.D.A.?
Should there be a limit?

If the U.S. and the other industrialized countries allow I.D.A.
to utilize fully -their capital subscription vhat value does the borrowing
authority have in the light of our recent experience of the necessity to
increase the U.S. unpaid-in capital subcriotior to provid a guarantee
fund for Bank borrowing? Under the I.D.A. arrangements if T.I.A. were
successful in getting all the capital of the industrialized countries paid
in the only unpaid-in capital would be that of the "less developed" Coun-
tries. How much would that help T.J.A. to borrow in the market? Does
this mean that T.D.A. is only to borrow from governments? Should there,
therefore, be an additional, say, $1 billion unpaid-in capital subscrip-
tion callable in case of need to prevent default on I.D.A.'s borrowing
and so provide some possibility for I.D.A. to borrow?

In the event that under the present suggestion not all the capi-
tal of the industrialized countries is paid in and available, would I.L.A.
have the right to pre-call subscriptions in the event of need to prevent
default on I.D.A.'s bonds?

Should I.D.A. have the power to borrow from the Bank, for
example, from the Bank's accumulated reserves?
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If I.D.A. were able to borrow successfully from the market should

one accept the probability that the borrowed money may have to be lent at a

rate less than its cost? (Bormwers presumably would be granted I.D.A. loans

only if they cannot pay IBRD rates.)

10. Countries that turn over local currency deposits to .. A. would

be eligible to receive half of the net operating profits derived from the

use of the resources provided. In such a case, would I.D.A. have a commit-

ment to convert the profits to be paid over or could it pay over these

profits in the currency earned from the use of the local currency deposits?

Does this provision include the possibility of I.D.A.e taking over existing

loans that have been made out of local currency deposits and are repayable

in local currency?

Could I.D.A. take over D.L.F. loans which are being made currently

repayable in local currency?

Will I.D.A. be allowed to hold its local currency deposits outside

of central banks? To receive interest on them? Should members agree to

extend to I.D.A. as a minimumn the same interest rate on local currency

deposits at the central bank as paid to other depositors, where such an

arrangement exists?

Should I.D.A.'s members automatically have to give I.D.A. a

maintenance-of-foreign exchange-value on its local currency deposits?

Or should I.A. have to negotiate this separately?



Remarks on IDA

1 Structure (par. 2) "IDA should be manned by IBRD personnel"
IBRD Articles of Agreement, Article V, Section 5(c): The President,
officers and staff of the Bank, in the discharge of their offices, owe
their duty entirely to the Bank and to no other authority.

2. Use of currencies subscribed (par. 8a) What criteria would be
applied to define "industrialized countries" in order to find out what
countries would be entitled to receive suspensions?

3. Special resources provided in local currencies (par. 10)
"Currencies so transferred should be available on terms which impose
no greater restrictions on their use by IDA than previously applied to their
use". Does this mean that these currencies could still be used for purposes
set in Section 104 of P.L. 480? If not how would it be possible to compare
uses by IDA with former uses by U.S. Government?



FORM No. 60
(12-57) International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

SLC/A/760

FROM: The Secretary, Staff Loan Committee August 10, 1959

NOTICE OF IEETING

A meeting of the Staff Loan Committee will be held on Tuesday
August 11, 1959 at 3:30 p.m. in Room 927. UtCLA

AGEIDA

International Development Association

The Committee will discuss any questions Committee members may

have on the guidelines which the U.S. has proposed for the basic,.

framework of the proposed organization (SecM59-129 dated August 3, 1959).

DISTRIBUTION

Copies for information to:
Chairman
Directors of Operational Departments President
Director, Legal' Department Vice Presidents
Director, Economic Staff Secretary
Treasurer Director, Office of Information
Director, Technical Assistance and Director, Economic Development Institute

Liaison Staff Special Representative in Europe (Agenda only)

Mrs. Boskey
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F. No. 5 INTERNATIONA. BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. M. M. Mendels DATE: August 4, 1959

FROM: D. C. Gunesekera

SUBJECT: International Development Asgociation

Ref letter of August 3rd from Mr. Black to Governors. I give
below the comments of the Finance Minister of Ceylon on the original
memorandum sent to Executive Directors by Mr. Upton. I have alread7
sent Mr. Upton a coty'of the comments made.

"The Honorable Minister wishes to say that he has noted the
contents with considerable interest, as he welcomes the expansion
of all finance facilities, both of the existing and proposed
institutions, which can assist in the economic development of
under-developed countries. However, he would urge, with particular
reference to the ppoposel to set up an International Development
Association on the lines suggested by the U.S. Government, that
such an institutional device, in attempting to be more flexible
than the T.B.P.D., should not only provide for repayment of loans
in local currency but should also pay attention to two other
difficulties which under-developed countries have experienced with
regard to I.B.R.D. finance, The first difficulty relates to the
cost of borrowing from the IBRD and it is suggested that the I.D.A.
loans should carry an effective rate of interest comparable to thqt
prevailing under various inter-governmental aid programmes which
do not also carry an additional commission charge, as in the ease
of IBRD loans. The second difficulty regqrding TBRD borrowing
relates to the practice of the IB3RD which has been confining its
financing to the foreign exchange costs of a project. Most under-
developed countries not only face a foreign exchange shortage but
also suffer from a shortage of domestic capital. It is felt,
particularly in view of the fact that provision has been made for
a part of each member's subscription to finance the purchase of
nationally produced goods and services, that the domestic costa of
projects should also be financed by the new institution."

CT -
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We have been much impressed, as I am sure you also have been,
with the role played by the Executive Board of the Bank in bring-
ing to fruition several complex proposals in the recent past.
The International Finance Corporation, for example, came into
being after a proposal was formulated in the Board of Executive
Directors and submitted to the member governments for approval.
Just last year, the Executive Directors were charged with the
task of submitting an appropriate proposal for increasing the
Bank's resources. This task was successfully discharged, and
governments are now acting on the resolutions drafted in the
Executive Board. I believe the Executive Directors, in the
case of the International Development Association, can again
perform the invaluable function of taking the basic outline of
an idea and fashioning it into a specific proposal. I am con-
vinced that there exists a sufficiently broad base of support
for an International Development Association among the member
governments that a plan carefully worked out by the Executive
Directors would meet with widespread acceptance.

It is my hope that this year's meeting of the Governors
will be the occasion for taking definite steps looking toward
the establishment of an International Development Association
along the lines of the attached paper. As Governor for the
United States, I am planning to place before the Board of
Governors in September a resolution calling upon the Executive
Directors to study carefully the question of establishing an
International Development Association and, if feasible, to
formulate articles of agreement for appropriate submission to
the member governments. I would appreciate it, therefore, if
you would place the subject of the International Development
Association on the agenda for the September meeting. The
formal text of a resolution will be transmitted to the Bank
by the United States at the proper time,

If the Executive Directors make their recommendations
within a reasonable time and if these recommendations are
expeditiously presented to member governments, the matter
could be acted upon formally by member governments early in
1960. In the case of the United States, this would mean
that the Congress would consider the International Development
Association during the 1960 session.
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I am certain you will agree with me that the question of

establishing an International Development Association is a

matter of the first importance, and that the assent of the

Governors at the annual meeting to a resolution calling for a

study and recommendations by the Executive Directors would be

a significant step toward the desired goal. It is my hope that

between now and September the idea will receive earnest considera-

tion within the member governments, and that the Governors will

be in a position to support the United States resolution when it

is offered. In this connection, I request that you forward a

copy of this letter to each of the Governors, together with any

comments you might consider appropriate.

Sincerely yours,

Governor for the United States
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

Honorable Eugene R. Black
President, International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington 25, D. C.

Attachment:
Guidelines for Use in IBRD Executive

Directors' Study of a Proposed
International Development Association
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liarold N. Graves July 31, i)5j

Tiin on the International. Development Ansaciation

I lunched todaty wihMr endels an rod Wes, Legilat.ive

Counsel for the U.S. Teasuy Dartment. In talklug about IDA,

M.Weiss gave the following tiingi for he various events that wil

bring it into being.

Sepenier1955 - Anual Meetina - t00ution presented
yo o G rdore

Oct-Uov-Dec. - 3cudy and repor- a mscti ve Dir o.
for and to th~ Board of Governt

January 190 - Voting by the xiiouo to indicate

January in cn tion vith capitlraoJa.

February 1, - ConC letion a bv vote,

Septee 1-0 96 (estimate), Coetion of 1.eislatiora
n auixaa i aions, etc. u; ~isamnbr onr

and receipt of t eir contribucia ac to the associtors.
in rerd~ no ishwever,h duiee tht£rbdr
reasone thi air~t viu to £c~ eo to Deceutber W
oruatil~.ue

Eary -)e - aening on the til o U.. action - IDA
beginning oerh ~on under the logiio of the World Bank.



Mr. Sommers July 28, 1959

Richard H. Demuth

Capital Structure of A

1. Following is a proposal for the capital structure of IDA designed
to meet the U.S. desire for universality 'nile still drawin;; a clear
distinction between subscriptions of the advanced countries and the under-
developed ones. The proposal has, I think, several desirable fatures; it
obviates any necessity for distinguishing in the charter between advanced
and underdeveloped countries; it permits distinctions : `twee n rvloped
countries in different stages of development; it departs from rigid adher-
ence to the B'ank table of subscriptions and thus -rovides a flexible formula
for the future; and it obviates the nossibility tiat there will ea lot of
apparently useabl : -- itall Ftill v l . trk tu F P ek to
its mbers Io rer1laishtxment of is reso Trees.

2. The proposal is this:

A. There would be two cla-ss of stock --

Class A stock, subscriotions to -ioadd bIe pa able 20 per
r, in f 'lly o1nortible. a :C- ^ oua call by l.

Class 1c, ib.-cript*in tohih rould have the following
c-rac teristicss

10 udbpal ionvti curreni eS;

10% wold be ueb for D A's admiistraive expanses or,
at IDA's discretion, for the purchas of loca lly-9roduced
goods for IDA-financed projects; and

8j0 -oald be re7-esen t %y Cert! f ies oi Cuoscription on
which caoll'E i ' mde or ; 'rement between IDA
and tne subscribin country and on such terms as might be
specified in scb a Teement.

B. Each member countri o il o . tJ.. ed to s abarile to eithcr
%lass A stock or CLass I stock, or both, provided that the aggre-
gate of its subscrictions to oh lasses of stoc:: L ,t t be
less than 10% nor more than 15% of its subscription to the capi-
tal of the ank.

C. -,A would not come into beig unless and suatil at least the
e.valent of $700 (?) rillion of Class A stock and an agre;ate
of at least the equivalent of J)O (4) rillion of both ciasses of
stock had been subscribed.

RHD:tf



F.RM No. 5 INTERNATIONAL BrK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEvLOPMENT
(5-48) ITRAINLEN O EOSRCINADDv-OMN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 23, 1959

FROM: Davidson Sommers

SUBJECT: International Development Association.

I spoke today with Mr. Rasminsky and Mr. Read. Mr. Rasminsky
expressed the following views, which he emphasized are personal:

1) He favors informal multilateral conversations among
donor countries this sumer.

2) He thinks the proposed Black letter to Governors is
appropriate.

3) He thinks the government will be sympathetic to the
essential concept of IDA.

h) His principal reservations are in regard to the local
currency aspects, as follows:

a) Capital subscriptions - he is afraid
that this will put too much burden on
the underdeveloped countries on one
hypothesis or will be a mere sham on
the other.

b) He is definitely opposed to the whole
special contribution feature, but thinks
something of this kind is inevitable.
He would hope to get a provision limiting
the special contributions to, say, 50% of
the same member' s capital contribution.
He would not reject, as an alternative,
the idea of making the whole special
contribution feature a matter of ad hoc
arrangements from time to time.

c) Repayments in local currency - he is
strongly opposed to this. His preference
is for relatively long-term loans, with
long grace periods, repayable in foreign
exchange.

d) Interest - he has no clear solution to
this. He does not like interest payable
in local currency or interest at abnormally
low rates. If loans were to be repayable



To Files - 2 - July 23, 1959

as to principal in local currency, he
would prefer interest payable in foreign
exchange at rates comparable to those
charged by I.B.R.D. He is receptive to
the idea of no interest being charged on
loans repayable in foreign exchange if
the ultimate borrower can be made to pay
a reasonable interest rate in local
currency, as would be accomplished by
loans to a govermental intermediary,
with relending at the interest levels
prevailing in the particular country.

cc. Mr. Demuth
Mr. Fontein
Mr. Cavanaugh
Mr. Nurick

DS/ga



FORM No. 57 NTERNATIONAL 4K FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DE.. LOPMENT

OFF2E MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Leonard B. Rist DATE: July 20, 1959

FROM: Marinus van der Mel

SUBJECT: Questions asked by Mr. Sommers

As you already know Mr. Sommers called me last week to ask for

some information, relevant to IDA. The questions he asked concerned two
things:

1) The best yardstick for the "degree of industrialization" of countries;

2) Assuming that income per capita would be adopted as the yardstick,
what would be the most appropriate minimum to include the U.S., Canada,
most of Europe and a few other countries like Australia, South Africa,
and Japan as "industrialized" countries and exclude the remaining coun-
tries. (He was thinking of $500).

I saw Mr. Sommers this morning to answer his questions.

With respect to his first question I told him that it was very
difficult to think of a criterion other than income per capita that would
enable statistical comparisons among countries adequate for the purpose.
One might think of the share of Manufacturing Industry in GNP, but there
were many complications if this yardstick were used.

To answer his second question I showed him Table 2 of the recent
paper of Mr. Hayes on "Suggested Estimates of Per Capita Incomes". I
explained to Mr. Sommers briefly the objections there are against use of
the UN and IMF estimates (as mentioned in para. 6 on page 4 of Mr. Hayes'
paper). Mr. Sommers showed considerable interest in the paper and said
he would like to talk to me once more to get familiarized with some of
its details.
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FORM NO. 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 17, 1959

FROM: Davidson Somers

SUBJECT: IDA

I talked to Lord Cromer today about two points:

(1) The suggestion that there should be consultations
before the U.6. paper is circulated to Governors.
He thought this was absolutely out of the question
because it would delay things too long.

(2) The suggestion that Mr. Black should send a favor-
able coment along with the notice to Governors.
He thought that this was desirable and when I
described to him the kind of letter I have in mind
(draft of July 16, 1959) said he thought it sounded
fine.

cc: Messrs. Demuth
Broches
Rist

DS/Km



FORM No. 5 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5- 48)INENTOABAKFRRCNTUTO AN DEEOM T

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 17, 1959

FROM: Richard H. Demuth

SUBJECT: IDA - Views Expressed at Comonwealth Financial Conference

1. I met with Sir Denis Rickett in London on July 15 at his request.
He told me that IDA had that morning been the subject of discussion at
the Commonwealth Financial Conference then in session in London. He
said that the discussion indicated the following:

(a) There was considerable general support for IDA.

(b) Eaually general, however, was the feeling that IDA should
not be burdened with vast amounts of local currencies. It
was recognized that, for reasons of political necessity, IDA
would have to accept some counterpart funds, but the delega-
tions hoped that the amounts could be kept small.

(c) There was also very general opposition to the proposal that
IDA should make loans repayable in local currency. It was
felt that such loans were merely disguised grants and that
it would be better for IDA to make grants directly. If IDA
were to engage in lending rather than grart operations, the
general view was that such loans should be in foreign ex-
change on liberal terms. The U.K. delegation, however,
would not like to see such foreign exchange loans made at
concessional rates of interest for fear of undermining nor-
mal commercial loans; it would rather have the 'softnesslt
take the form of long grace and repayment periods and
generous waiver provisions. (I tried out on Sir Denis the
idea of no-interest loans, possibly with a small charge to
cover administrative expenses. He said that this had not
been considered by them, but that he personally felt that
such loans had many advantages over low-interest loans.)

(d) A number of delegations had expressed the view that IDA
should adopt a program rather than a project approach.

(e) The Australians made the point that, in view of the weighted
voting provisions, they would probably not have much oppor-
tunity to influence the operations of IDA after it had been
established. They were therefore anxious to assure agree-
ment on satisfactory operational principles during the course
of negotiations on the establishment of IDA.

(f) There was general agreement that colonies should be eligible
for IDA assistance.



- 2 -

2. In further discussion with Sir Denis, he indicated that he would
welcome agreement on a table of contributions that would not necessarily
follow the Bank's subseriptions. He also reacted affirmatively to the
suggestion that a substantial portion of the contributiono the under-
developed countries might be in the form of uncalled cap"ita, to be paid
up only as and when agreerent was reached that the subscribin g country
was in a Position to make s p nt.

3. Sir I' ni :o tht orkin wilrt rl be set up (prErobly
under th+ aier:nshi o' anr. mlers t rldat to o int
Various apects f tf. IT -ra. :lvo at ',Is wrkLn part
hi d meet as ]on : osible a d the mual 1--ing. e cx:-
reused th. hope thit the U.S. would not Arculati ; hter pa;. r un-

Ul after the workianL party a nat.

c: esrs. 3m , rc rs and nap



FORM No 57 INTERNATIONAL BAiK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVtLOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 16, 1959

FROM: Davidson Sommers

SUBJECT: IDA

Mr. Rist and I spoke to Dr. Lieftinck today. He expressed the
following views:

(1) He is very much opposed to IDA' s accepting special
contributions in local currency, fearing that it
will become an "engine of inflation". If it is
necessary to yield, he would insist on either

(a) a limitation of the amount (as, e.g., by saying
special contributions could not be in excess of
the contributor' s capital subscription) or

(b) a provision giving IDA a right to limit the
amount. LI believe he would be satisfied by
a provision leaving the matter open to ad hoc
negotiation7.

If IDA receives special funds, he hopes they can be
used as a reserve against it to guarantee credits by
local lending institutions and that they will not be
used themselves as lendable funds. He would like a
guarantee power expressly covered.

(2) He is also opposed to loans repayable in local currency.
He favors long-term loans with a long grace period (he
mentioned 10 years), repayable in foreign exchange. In
response to my questions, he was not very clear about
what to do with interest. Un low-return infra-structure
projects he favors interest-free loans. On other projects
he said that he favors interest at normal rates and in
foreign exchange, but I gathered that he had not really
considered this thoroughly.

(3) He is concerned about having subscriptions proportional
to Bank subscriptions, but treats this as a specifically
Dutch concern rather than one that is of general appli-
cability.

cc: Messrs. Hist
Dexuth
Broches

DS/km
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30205491
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July 16, 1959 Letter

Correspondents / Participants
To: Mr. T. Graydon Upton, Assistant Secretary, Office of the Treasury
From: D.C. Gunesekera, Alternate Executive Director
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5-48)INENTOABAKFRRCNTUTO ANDEEOM T

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 1, 1959

FROM: Davidson Sommers

SUBJECT: I.D.A.

Mr. Iliff and I met today with Sir Denis Rickett, ir. Arnold France,
Lord Cromer and Mr. Wilson.

A number of points concerning I.D.A. were discussed:

a) P.L. 480 Currencies:

The U.K. recognizes that some currencies of this kind
will probably have to be accepted, but agrees with us that
the charter provision should be in general terms permitting
I.D.A. to make arrangements to receive such currencies from
time to time.

b) 30% and 501 Capital:

The U.K. strongly favors convertibility by all m.ajor
contributors, even to the point of wanting to reconsider
its attitude if this were not achieved. (We expressed
agreement.) On the other hand, the U.K. fears that some
smaller underdeveloped countries might be penalized (e.g.
Paraguay) because their currencies can be used in I.D.A.
operations. The U.S. has said that I.D.A. should not press
for use of subscribed unconvertible currencies in this case.
The U.K. thinks that this protection may not be enough and
that the whole subject needs more consideration. (We agreed.)

c) Hard Currency Contributions:

The U.K. shares our concern that this might keep some
countries out, but agrees that the greater concern is that
the hard currency contribution, however large or small,
should not prevent a high degree of selectivity by I.D.A.
in allocation of its funds. We agreed with the view of the
U.K. representatives that in talking to the U.S., the latter
point should be emphasized. The U.K. is sympathetic to our
"fund" approach, but has been told by the U.S., and believes,
that this is not acceptable.

d) Terms:

The U.K. does not like loans repayable in local currency
and is definitely opposed to low-interest loans. Long-term
interest-free hard-currency loans are their preference. We
all agreed that for charter purposes this subject should be
left as flexible as possible.



To: Files - 2 - July 1, 1959

e) Dependent Territories:

Sir Denis started out by insisting that the dependent
territories must be "eligible" and must receive a "reasonable
share" of the funds. We agreed that they should not be ex-
cluded but said we thought that they should receive loans
only in special circumstances. This matter was left by
saying that the colonies should not be excluded and that the
eligibility of territories for loans should be considered on
a case by case basis.

f) Working Party during the Sumner:

The U.K. representatives would like us to press for
informal discussions with the U.S. during the summer. They
think that these should start with the major contributors,
bringing in representatives of the underdeveloped countries
as seemed desirable. They would hope that everything would
be kept very informal an would like to start with a group
consisting of, say, U.S., U.K., France, Germany, Canada and
perhaps one or two others. They emphasized the importance
of keeping in touch with the smaller European countries
(e.g. Holland and Belgium). They were very much opposed to
asking for special governmental representatives, feeling
that the discussions should be kept within the Executive
Directors' circle. We said we agreed with this.

g) July 15 Notice:

The U.K. representatives consider the July 15 notice
desirable and recognize that it must be along the lines of
the earlier U.S. outline. They favor keeping the notice as
general as possible.

cc. Mr. Demuth
Mr. Broches



Mr. 1). $ ers June 24, 1959

J. turk app
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5-48)INENTOABAKFRRCNTUTO AN DEEOM T

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: June 10, 1959

FROM: S. R. Cope

SUBJECT: IDA

1. At the luncheon given by Mr. Black for Minister Erhard
on Saturday, June 6, there was some discussion about IDA.

2. Professor Erhard said that although at first he had been
somewhat against the IDA, he was now convinced that it should be
supported and Mr. Black could count on German participation in
it. As to the form in which "loans" by IDA should be made, Pro-
fessor Erhard thought that the charter should give IDA complete
freedom to use any technique it pleased, including loans repay-
able in local currency, loans at low interest rates and loans
with very long amortization periods. Mr. Black agreed.

3. Professor Erhard suggested that it would be useful if the
half dozen countries who would provide the bulk of the useable
funds of IDA should meet together immediately before the annual
meeting so as to reach an understanding about the main features
of IDA. Mr. Black agreed that this was a good idea and said that
he would try to arrange accordingly.

4. Professor Erhard also made a suggestion that the Bank might
sponsor machinery to provide for consultation between the principal
capital exporting countries before they made significant credits
for projects in less developed countries. He thought this might
also be placed on the agenda for the meeting referred to in para-
graph #3. Mr. Black agreed that consultation was desirable, cer-
tainly between the Bank and the individual creditor countries, but
was doubtful about the practicability of the Minister's suggestions.

SRCope :mmr

cc: Mr. Davidson Sommers
Mr. J. Burke Knapp
Mr. R. H. Demuth
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Mr. Davidson Sommers May 21, 1959

S. Rt. Cope

IDA Operating Principles

1. After our conversation the other day, I have been giving
some thought to IDA's operating principles. While a number of
points could be mentioned, one is of key importance: this is
the technique by which IDA loans are rendered "soft".

2. IDA loans have clearly to be something between a gift
and a commercial loan and to be nearer the former than the lat-
ter. The idea of their being repayable in the borrower's own
currency appeared very early in the discussions and it is prob-
ably too late to eliminate it altogether. I have felt all along
that the attractions of this technique were only superficial and
that it has serious disadvantages. The main disadvantages of
making interest and amortisation payable in local currency al
the following:

(a) The local currency resulting from the payment of in-
terest and repayments of principal will accumulate
at an accelerating rate and could amount in a few
years to large amounts in relation to the capital
budget of the government or the assets of the central
bank. If these payments were invested immediately
they were received, there would be no deflationary or
inflationary coz .ences in the economy. It is un-
likely, however, that investment could be as 'continu-
ous' as this. The danger is that payments would ac-
cumulate in an account with the central bank, during
which time they would exercise a deflationary effect
on the economy, only to have an inflationary effect
when they were invested.

(b) The control by a foreign body (even an international
institution) over the investment of local resources
is likely to be a thankless task. A country will put
up with a good deal of interference from outside if
that is the price that has to be paid for getting
foreign exchange. It is not likely to accept readily
what is tantamount to a redirection of internal in-
vestment by an outside body involving no benefit in
real terms. There is indeed no reason why the country
should, since instead of asking for IDA local currency,
it could get money from the central bank, which would
be no more inflationary than the use of IDA local cur-
rency would be.



Mr. Davidson Sommers -2-

(c) It is not clear that it is even desirable for IDA
to be responsible ii. perpetuity )or the invest-
ment and reinvestiment of a growing local currency
fund. There is a good deal to be said for countries
learning to manage their own internal funds.

(d) To direct effectively the investment of the local
funds would require a considerable staff. (The
size of the CA local offices dealinq with counter-
part oroblems toes not offer any reassurance on
this point.) I', in order to avoid ouilding up a
big staff, 1sA control of reinvestment were purely
nominal, IDA ight be ac-i "ng responsibility for
investments ich later turn out to be bad.

3. I do not think that any colution to this problem is entirely
satisfactory. In my mind, however, there is a good deal to be said
for ;.andcning the 'local currency' idea as the main technique for
makin> L.A loans soft.

4. As an alternative, I would advocate making IDA loans in for-
eign exchange r eayable in oreign erchange in annuities spread over
a lon, period of, say, 5 : r. Ideally, the annuntties would not
include any inter st charf,:.. If for public relations reasons in-
terest had to be charsed, it should be at a low rate of 1/2% or 1%,
and the annunitie - 1utlh spread over a correspondingly longer
period. But I thing t.t the best course would be for them to be
non-interest be ring.

5. 1 Ne i ve tat this solution ha the following advantages:

(a) It is simple.

(b) It gives TDA a trickle of usable funds which
it can relend internationally.

(c) It avoids the accumulation of non-transferable
funds -which can distort the economy.

(d) It avoids the danger of IDA being involved in-
definitely in problems of internal investment.

6. In view of the publicity which the feature of local currency
repayment has received, I am not optimistic that it can be eliminated.
Perhaps the best that can be hoped for is that IDA be permitted to
choose its own techniques of making its loans soft.
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The Earl of Cromer May 12, 1959

Davidson Sommers

As I explained to ;,ou, thi: was iot pre;ared as a
"proposal", but to clarify our own thinking on some of the
essential problems. As such, IL think it .a be of Interest
to you even though the pure fund concept is not adopted.
There are ways of accomplishin, the sae. r2s Jt:; under t.e
IDA concept.

Attachment
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May 1, 1959
Mr. James A. Robinson
Department of Political Science
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois

Dear Mr. Robinson:

Mr. alac<, who is o s ort trip aroad, as:A
me before ,e left to reply to your letter to nim of
April 3,+enclosing a 'y of your study about t e
Honroney resolution. 'r. &lack wants -ou to row tat
he read your manuscript with a great deal of interest
(as did I) and that e ias no objection to the refer-
ences made to hi on the pages listed in your letter.

Sicerely ours,

Rich . uth
Oirector

Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff

RHD :tf

cc: Mr. Black
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Organization - International Development Association [IDA] - General - Volume 2

30205491

Document Date Document Type

April 16, 1959 Memorandum

Correspondents / Participants
To: Files
From: Davidson Sommers

Subject / Title
IDA

Exception(s)
Attorney-Client Privilege

Additional Comments

The item(s) identified above has/have been
removed in accordance with The World Bank
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disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date

Shiri Alon August 18, 2023
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IDA
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Attorney-Client Privilege

Additional Comments
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removed in accordance with The World Bank
Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date

Shiri Alon August 18, 2023
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

ROBERT R. BowiE, Director 6 DIVINITY AVENUE

HENRY A. KISSINGER, Associate Director CAMBRIDGE 38
MASSACHUSETTS

April 8, 1959

Dear Mr. Demuth:

Mr. Bowie has asked me to write you in his absence.
He has returned from Paris, where he talked with Jean
Monnet, but is away from Cambridge again this week.

As you requested in your letter of March 23, I
am returning to you, herewith, the working papers
prepared by the staff of the Bank on IDA. Mr. Bowie
found the material very useful and appreciates your
letting him read it.

Sincerely,

Sandra Bunt
Secretary to Robert R. Bowie

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director, Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D. C.
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April 7, 1959

The Honoraz A.'. e on y
The United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Monroney:

I have been following wit iterest your recowumudati tn te Senate
early last year 'that a prompt study b given to establiain an
lnternational Development Asociation to make multi-laeral develop-
rment loans at tertas more liberal than taose cuirrenly av a,
and I was pleased to note that the Senate passed your resolution
by an overwhelming vote. y attention has recently been caLL to

your fine article in ae winter issue of Worlair and the coa-
mndable coments on your proposal by the press, which were placed
in the oresonal ecord on ebruary 12th. I hope, if you have
additional information onthe International e epent Association
for distribution, you will tinuly send it to me* I wholeheartedly

support your proposal, an I sincerely hope for its earl aduriin
by all governments of the free world.

Realizing your interest in the ield of economic development overseas,
I a wri t infon you o ormed t to n New York,
International Developran sociate of whien i a partner. I am
enclosing a brochure tnat is escriptive of me services we offer.

As ;u se, the nama s a nra lilar to that o. yot;ssal, and I
am pleased to note that our interest. are very closely allied.; the
difference being that we e a a private organiation desiged to help
srra.e pri rily private los to, and inve mnts in, less developed
nations overseas, rather thana n affiliate of the world Baeng interested
in ranglong term, low inters loans. We are therefore more of a

Weo believe that the opportunities in the less developed lands are very
great indeed, and that in woe cases, tnere is stil.l much to be done,
in terms of bullaing ua tihe auual trust that ia necea*sary for confi-
dence, and hence, developmeent. We also believe that one serious impedi-
ment to the investment of private kNerican capital abroad, particuarly
in newly developing areas, is is laca of effeec ive eoumunication between
prospective borrowers with worthwhile projects and capital sources, both
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uhi anc q vated i ited t

de feel we ca behega. . aeeways. Tut utua seeking to

oi the o unhness of fc evlopment proyecta second, through af-
iordar objective analyi an r ad ;.c on a consultin basis
to for- n and ree at are ie in obtaini finan-
ial a istance in te itaa stas: and f .j though independent

and confidential studies, analues, and report.a on the past impact and
effect of American business cvities in selead ountrie, with the
intention of improving the ±g eated by JUnieca ass business abroad

We have acquainted r. I3lack the InternationaBo for woeconstructio
and Development, as well as me...era of tne earnai . Finance Corporar
tion, the economic eetion of . eartment of tate, tae International

Cooperation Administraton a Development an Fund, the Export-Import
kof Washington, wit oar e ea lianment s ro, and we nave

in turn received encouragement in our enter rise. ae ope to have a
close woring relationshi with each of them. have also informed my
roter-in-law, enator Jonn .enedyr of or exDnce and our intereJr,

and in he past half year, we .yae corresponned. wit a reresentatives of
most of the governments of the .ree world, the £conomic and social Council
of the United !Iations, and man; grivate firma ovarseas anu corporations
and banaing institutions in ae United otates, telling them of our services

I hope, when I am next in masington, I ma all ou ans possibl. arrazge
a time at yuur convenience sue s could discu~ss our mutual interests. I
would very much look forwardi t meeting you. . lease dond t worry~ - the
ben th ofthis letter oes e aessarily is y t woul. take upan
excessive amount of your et -

epectrally pra

KDA/nr ilug D. Aueninoois Jr.



NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

PROGRAM OF GRADUATE TRAINING AND RESEARCH

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

April 3, 1959

Hon. Eugene Black, President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Black:

Last autumn you did me the courtesy of seeing me about my study
of the passage of Senator Monroneyls resolution regarding an Inter-
national Development Association. The study is virtually complete
and the enclosed manuscript, with a few revisions, is about to go to
the printer. On pages 4, 6, 7, 36, 37, 39, and 53, I have referred
to you. Most of these references are based on public sources or
interviews on the Hill, but I am much in debt to you for the back-
ground information you personally gave me. However, as we agreed,
I have not quoted you directly, except, of course, from public
records. If you should have any corrections or additions to suggest,
I would be pleased to receive them. If you should have the opportun-
ity to look at the whole manuscript, I would be deeply honored.

This will be published during the summer by Henry Holt and
Company as one of a series of "Case Studies in Practical Politics,"
sponsored by the Eagleton Foundation of Rutgers University. I look
forward to sending you the published version as soon as it is avail-
able.

Sincerely,

- ames A. Robinson, Instructor
and Research Associate

Enc.

JAR:ep
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A. S. MIKE MONRONEY COMMITTEES:

OKLAHOMA APPROPRIATIONS
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DECL. ASS F;ED

SecM59-3h

FROM: The Acting Secretary February 12, 193

I NTERTATIONAL DEV1LOP iENqT ASSOCIATION

The following letter regarding the proposed International Development
Association which was printed in the Congressional Record of February 9,1959
is reproduced for the information of the Executive Directors:

"The Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington, January 16, 1959.

Hon. J.W. Fulbright,
Chairman, Committee on Banking and Currency,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

My dear Senator:

Pursuant to Senate Resolution 261, 85th Congress, the National
Advisory Council on International ionetary and Financial Problems is currently
studying the feasibility of establishing an International Development Assoc-
iation. The report of your committee recommending the adoption of the
resolution stated that "if the study is not completed by December 31, 1958,
the committee would expect to be furnished with an interim report." The
purpose of this letter is to suppy such an interim report.

In August 1958, an exchange of letters took place between President
Eisenhower and the Secretary of the Treasury dealing with increases in the
resources of the International Monetary Fund, the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, and consideration of an International
Development Association. In substance, the President directed me, as U.S.
Governor of the Fund and the Bank, to propose consideration of these matters
at the annual meeting of the two institutions in October. Copies of these
letters are attached for your information.

On October 6, 1958, in addressing the opening joint session at the
annual meeting of the International Monetary Fund and the International Bank
at New Delhi, in my capacity as Governor of the Fund and Bank for the United
States, I included the following:

Distribution

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Vice Presidents
Department Heads
Secretary, International Monetary Fund

Sec.59-65
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"I should also like to say something about the International
Development Association to which President Eisenhower referred in his

August letter. We are now studying this proposal in my own government.
I have no blueprint to offer at this time for such an association.
Essentially, however, it would be an affiliate of the International
Bank which would make long-term loans for economic development repay-

able in whole or in part in the currency of the borrowing country.
As I have said, the U.S. Government is making its own studies of the

feasibility and desirability of establishing an IDA. We hope that -

other countries will at the same time be giving thought to the matter,
and we shall look forward to having informal conversations with you.
If these informal studies and conversations lead to encouraging

conclusions, it would be appropriate to undertake more formal study

and negotiation looking to the establishment of such an association."

Under Secretaryof State for Economic Affairs, C. Douglas Dillon, Alternate

Governor for'the United States, at the discussion of the bank's annual report

on October 9, 1958, at New Delhi, stated:

"In his remarks at the opening session of this conference,

Secretary Anderson referred. to a proposal which is being studied in

the U.S. Government for an International Development Association.

While our Goverrment does not as yet have a detailed plan to submit

with reference to such an association, we believe that any plan should

take account of the following factors:

1. As is well known, loans from the International Bank

have to be repaid in hard currencies. We understand. that

in a number of cases the bank has had to disapprove applications
for loans, not because the development project involved was

without merit, but because repayment of the loan entirely in hard

currency would have placed an undue strain on the borrowing
country to repay. Now, if a percentage of the cost of such

projects could come from a new institution affiliated with the

bank which could. make loans repayable at least in part with softer
currencies, projects such as these might well become feasible.

2. Our suggestion that member governments of the bank study
the possibility of an International Development Association does

not mean that the United States would favor any lessening of the

technical lending standards of the bank. Projects submitted to

the International Development Association would be considered by
precisely the same management and staff which now exanine projects
for the bank. In other words, while an International Development

Association would provide capital on more flexible terms, in a

balance of payments sense, than are now possible under International
Bank standards, the establishment of an International Development
Association as an affiliate of the bank would assure that the new

lending authority would be in the hands of skilled financial
management.

Sec.59-65



3. We ourselves are actively studying the ways and means-in
which an International Development Association might operate, and
hope to arrive at our own conclusions within the next few months.
We would meanwhile welcome the thinking of our associates in the
bank on this subject. It is, of course, essential to the success
of such an institution that it receive broad financial support from

the industrialized countries which are members of the International
Bank. Only in this way could it become an effective international
instrument for development. If encouraging conclusions emerge from

these studies and informal conversations, it will then be appropriate

to undertake more formal negotiations.

I would like to emphasize our belief that the difficult and

complex problems of development require that all of us contribute
together to their solution both financially and with our best thinking.
Only in this way can we make progress toward the goal of a better living
for all the peoples of the world. No one country and no small group
of countries can do the job alone."

In addition, informal discussions of the International Development Assoc-

iation were begun with representatives of a number of governments at the

annual meeting of the Fund and the Bank. Meanwhile, study has also been

given to the International Development Association proposal within the

structure of the National Advisory Council. This study is not completed and,
of course, cannot be until we know more closely the views of other governments

who might be interested in the creation of an International Development
Association.

When further progress has been made in our discussions with foreign

governments and in our own studies, we will report again to your committee.

Sincerely yours,

ROBERT B. ANDERSON

Chairman, National Advisory Council on
International Monetary and Financial
Problems."

Sec. 59-65


